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Abbreviations 
Cz. Czech 
DEDR Dravidian etymological dictionary 
DX deictic 
Eng. English 
expr. expressive 
Fr. French 
INF infinitive 
KTTA Kriyavio ta[kalat tamil akarati 
Lat. Latin 
Mrh. Marathi 
onom. onomatopoeia 
pp past participle 
RC reduplicative construction 
Ru. Russian 
Skt. Sanskrit 
T. Telugu 
Ta. Tamil 
TL Tamil Lexicon 
Uo Urdu 
V verb 
WP witnessed past 
* an aterisk indicates ungrammaticality of the sentence 
??? three question marks indicate a word of uncertain origin or obscure etymology 
> indicates "from," i.e. derived from 
4 an arrow means "results in" 
[] square brackets (i) enclose phonetic symbols (ii) indicate that a part of the text was left out 
o parentheses enclose my comments or additions to the text quoted 
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Transliteration 
I follow the most common system of transliteration of Tamil, which can be found, for example, in Tamil 
Lexicon. In case of examples from other languages I take over the transliteration of the articles and 
monographs from which I quote. 
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O. INTRODUCTION 
A sentence can be viewed as a set of words combined according to certain rules. It sounds easy but 
every man who ever tried to learn a foreign language knows what is hidden behind this simple 
definition. Words have many meanings, rules have exceptions, and paradigms show irregularities to 
name just a basic few. Judging by the quantity of books written and theories invented, it, however, 
seems that linguists are puzzled by this intricacy of language no less than language learners. Gradually 
it has become evident that segmentation of parts of language into neat categories and precise 
definition of rules is an ideal that we can only more or less approximate to. 
This problem has recently been tackled by cognitive Iinguists1 from a little bit different point of 
view. They view language categories not as clearly delimitated but as units with fuzzy boundaries that 
exhibit family resemblance and prototypicality effect. This means that some members of one category 
are more central than others and membership in a category is conditioned by certain number of 
common features. It is very clear in the case of lexicon. To use the proverbial example a penguin is 
somewhat less a bird than say a vulture but it is still a bird for having a lot of common features with 
the general concept of bird. 
This is valid not only for lexicon but also for grammatical categories. For instance diminutives in 
Italian generally refer to something small, but besides this they can also express affection, poor quality, 
short temporal duration or reduced strength and intensity. These meanings are expressed by different 
suffixes that can be added not only to nouns (-ino, -etto, -e//o) but also to verbs (-icchiare, -ucchiare). 
We can say that the diminutives have no single meaning but still are clearly related to one another 
(examples taken from Evans and Green 2006, pp. 30-31). 
Similarly we can detect typicality effect and family resemblance in the sphere of syntax and 
phonology. Here, certain nouns and verbs are supposed to be "nounier" and "verbier" than others with 
regard to ability to be passivisated, accept some suffixes or form a tag question (Ibid., pp. 31-33). In 
phonology certain voiced sounds (~m,n) are found to be more voiced than others (b,d,g) on the basis 
of the research held by Jeri Jaeger and John Ohala (1984). Even paralinguistic features such as stress 
or intonation can be treated in terms of gradience. We can see it in case of accent, where the increased 
intenSity and length can "convey overtones of awe, amazement, admiration, and many other subtle and 
elusive shadings in attitude" (Newman 1946, p. 173). Fuzziness in language thus became an important 
topic in linguistics but, as Jackendoff (2004, pp. 124-125) points out: "[it] must not be treated as a 
defect in language; nor is a theory of language defective that countenances it. Rather, fuzziness is an 
inescapable characteristics of the concepts that language expresses." 
1 For an introduction to cognitive linguistics see for example Evans, Vyvyan, and Green, Melanie, 2006, or Croft, 
Wiliam, and Cruse, Alan D., 2004. For cognitive approach to grammar see Langacker, Ronald W., 1991. 
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The membership in a category is ascertained by means of generalisation and pattern finding 
ability of human mind. The human mind finds common features in individual instances of language use 
and builds the structure of the language. Later on it is easy to understand, modify or create new 
examples of the given category. The cognitive linguists claim that there are common structuring 
principles that hold even across different aspects of language. Generalisation and pattern finding ability 
are thus very important principles for learning language as well as for using it. 
Once we accept that even fundamental grammatical categories exhibit fuzziness and their 
boundaries cannot be clearly delimitated no one can be surprised that the same proposal can be 
succesfully applied in the sphere of expressive language, namely in the case of reduplication. Repetition 
or reduplication of certain forms is a very basic device, which is used most probably in every language 
in the world. Somewhere it occurs rather sporadically, elsewhere the language employs a lot of various 
reduplicative forms with many lexical meanings and grammatical functions. Very often these 
constructions have an emotive charge and contribute to the expressive richness of the language. An 
extensive use of reduplicative expressions is particularly characteristic of the languages of the Indian 
subcontinent. They can be found in all Indian language families and that is why many authors view 
reduplication as one of the typical features of the Indian linguistic area (cf. for example Abbi 1994). 
The lack of such forms in other Indo-European languages in contrast with Indo-Aryan seems to be an 
evidence for diffusion from Dravidian and Munda language family. Diachronic treatment of this 
phenomenon will, however, not be possible until we have at our disposal thorough descriptions of 
reduplication in Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and especially Munda languages.2 
The extensive use together with somewhat exotic nature of these constructions caught the 
attention of many linguists who tried to describe them. Numerous articles and monographs dealing with 
reduplication from different pOints of view appeared and now we have at our disposal description of 
most of this phenomenon at least for the main Indian languages (Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Bengali and 
Marathi). Articles on various aspects of reduplication that occur in other languages of the Indian 
subcontinent have also appeared. Not all the types of reduplication, however, attracted the same 
portion of attention and many areas still remain unexplored. Certain forms of reduplication have 
escaped the notice of scholars altogether. 
In this study I would like to focus on reduplication in Tamil as a whole and pay attention to all 
types of reduplication including the less frequent forms. As material I use numerous examples of 
reduplication drawn from dictionaries, novels and short stories written in contemporary Tamil. The aim 
of this study is, however, not only a mere description of different types of reduplicative constructions 
(henceforth RC) in Tamil. I would also like to relate them to each other as I think that they have much 
in common. I do not see numerous types of reduplication as separate categories, on the contrary I 
view them as parts of a continuum that have gradually evolved from a mere repetition of certain lexical 
2 Though the first conclusions have already been drawn. See Anvita Abbi 1992, especially pages 159-164. 
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or syntactical elements on the one hand and onomatopoetic words, plays on words etc. on the other. 
Besides central or prototypical types of Res, i.e. reduplication of the identical word in the very same 
form to produce the meaning of intensity, iteration, plurality etc., there are also numerous peripheral 
constructions, which are, however, by many aspects related to the central ones. I assume that some of 
them have been created by means of analogy, i.e. the well known pattern of repetition of certain 
elements had been applied to other categories than lexical. The process of reduplication can be very 
productive and helps the speakers not only to create new forms but also to ascribe to them particular 
meaning and thus to use their language very vividly. 
I thus view reduplication from a broader perspective and try to point out its richness and 
important role not only on the expressive level but also on the grammatical level and as a word 
formation process. Special emphasis is layed on transient forms and illustration of wide semantic scope 
of Res. For this I try to bring great deal of examples, especially of those types of reduplication that 
have not yet been fully covered by other authors. In a limited number I present examples of particular 
types of reduplication from other, especially European, languages as well. 
Another aim of the study is to point out the frequency of the occurrence of Res. It does not 
bring any exhaustive statistics, but a mere list of the examples is sufficient to show that this 
phenomenon is far from marginal in Tamil and consequently in all Dravidian languages. Scarcity of 
examples was one of the major drawbacks of many of the articles about reduplication that came to my 
hand. The description and comments on Re should be of avail not only for linguists and Tamilists but 
also for students and teachers of Tamil to help them to understand the language and its expressivity. 
0.1 Structure of the study 
In the very beginning of the study I introduce the sources and some basic terms relating the 
phenomenon of reduplication. In (1.) I draw a distinction between simple repetition and reduplication. I 
try to define both terms as they are often used interchangeably without any discrimination. I 
understand repetition as a "Ioosell repetition of a word or phrase, while reduplication is a form that is 
functionally used in the particular language and consequently has undergone certain process of 
grammaticalization or lexicalization and has more general meaing. I admit that there are a lot of 
overlapping or intermediate forms, some of which are closer to repetition, others to reduplication. They 
nicely document "systematizationll of repetition and the transition to more grammaticalized 
reduplicative forms. I tried to document the fluid transition of repetition to reduplication by examples in 
(2.). I began with clear examples of repetition with insertion of further words in (2.3). It is followed by 
examples of repetition with the meaning of emphasiS (2.4). Very interesting in this respect are 
examples of figura etymologica (2.5), which are divided into three groups according to a formal 
criterion. This section is concluded by examples of expression of proximity (2.6), and reciprocity (2.7). 
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In (2.8) I briefly deal with possible origins of Res. As an important source of origin of Res 
referring to quantity is proposed repetition, while the origin of qualitative Res is seen in baby talk, 
onomatopoetic words and loan words. Very important aspect here is the establishment of the pattern of 
reduplication, which after taking roots in the language can be productively used as a model for further 
expressions. 
The essence of the study is the classification of reduplication (3.) according to a simple 
criterion into four respectively six big groups. These six groups are divided into further subgroups, 
commented upon and the usage of Res is illustrated by examples. I also pay attention to formal and 
semantic properties of Res and to unstable terminology of various types of reduplication where I feel it 
relevant. 
Morphological reduplication (5.) is not very frequent and includes only three smaller subgroups, 
i.e. numerals, interjections, and intensives. 
Between morphological and lexical reduplication is a special group, which I provisionally call 
bound word reduplication (6.). This group has several distinctive features. 
Lexical reduplication is by far the most frequent type of reduplication in Tamil and can be 
further sudivided into three subgroups: identical word reduplication, semantic reduplication and echo-
type reduplication. 
Identical word reduplication (7.1), which has many mostly grammatical functions is very 
productive. Besides typical examples of reduplication of a word without any modification of its form I 
have also included examples of pairs where there are two different forms derived from one lexical root 
(7.1.7). Semantic reduplication (7.2) is used to describe the reality very accurately and to create new 
expressions. I tried to focus on the problem of synonymity and the ways the two words of the pair 
differ from each other. I found out that besides semantic reasons sociolinguistic aspects also played a 
role. Echo-type reduplication (7.3) is more emotionally coloured type of reduplication spanning 
semantic and identical word reduplication. Besides collocation of two semantically similar words there 
are also pairs where one member of the pair has no meaning by itself and only copies with a small 
modification the phonetic structure of the base word (7.3.4 and 7.3.5). 
Phrasal reduplication (8.) is dealt with only marginally but it yields very interesting information. 
In many respects phrasal reduplication resembles lexical reduplication, it only employs bigger units. 
0.2 Sources of data and the way of stating the Tamil examples 
My study is based on Tamil, a Dravidian language spoken mainly in the South of India. I have focused 
on the contemporary spoken language, which is very rich in dialects. The spoken language, and 
especially its various dialects, abound with reduplicated words and other emotive expressions and 
render sufficient material for the study. As the first dictionaries of Tamil dialects have already appeared 
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on the market, they were the first option. Dictionaries in general are a very good source, because they 
list many of these expressions since they are frequently used collocations, phrases or idioms. Not all 
such expressions had, however, been recorded and I have had to resort to other sources as well. A 
large proportion of the examples have been drawn from various novels and short stories. I also tried to 
note down a few one time creations as they nicely illustrate productivity of the reduplicative pattern. 
The paragraphs that deal with reduplication in Tamil always begin with some introductory 
commentary, then come examples. The most representative as well as some interesting or rare uses of 
reduplication are illustrated by whole sentences taken from novels, short stories, dictionaries etc. These 
sentences are marked by two numbers. The first number refers to the book from which the particular 
example is taken, the second number refers to the page. The list of the books can be found at the end 
of the study (Index of primary sources). Thus for example the sentence pi[aku ayiram ayiram ve[u 
kariyarika! 20/85 comes from the book Puttam vFtu by Hepsiba Jesutasao, page 85. Only a few 
examples have been provided by myself to demostrate certain uses of reduplication. These examples 
are not marked by numbers referring to the book and page. 
The English meanings of the words are taken from Kriyavi[J ta[kaiat tami} akarati by Annamalai 
et al. (2006), DEDR or from Tamil Lexicon if not specified otherwise. I present only the meanings 
relevant to the item unless other meanings of the given word are important to illustrate its semantic 
relatedness or broadness. Mostly I have transcribed the colloquial forms of the words in standard Tamil 
in case of examples. Only the expressions that are typical of spoken Tamil are left in their colloquial 
form. The sentences that illustrate uses of reduplication are left in the form in which they can be found 
in the original text. 
0.3 Some basic terms 
Reduplication can be defined as a process, by which all or part of a form is doubled. Reduplication is 
predominantly used to convey a grammatical function, such as iteration, plurality, distribution, 
collectivity, continuative, imperfective, etc., but it can also be used to create new words or expressions, 
e.g. tukak"frog ll ----+ tukaktukak"wart" (Collins, Collins and Hashim 2001 quoted in Rubino 2005, p. 21). 
Reduplication is often, but not exclusively, iconic in meaning. It can have some emotional load and that 
is why speakers use it when they adopt more expressive or figurative tone. 3 
Reduplicative constructions consist of the base and the reduplicant. The base is the initial 
segment, which is copied; the reduplicant is the reduplicated element. Not always can we determine 
what is base and what is reduplicant. For example the onomatopoetic words in Tamil (katakatave!J[u/ 
ma!ama!ave!J[u etc.), where the unreduplicated forms are often not possible, can hardly be segmented 
into base and reduplicant. The reduplicant, and sometimes even the base, can be considered a bound 
3 For an overveiw of basic forms and fucntions of reduplicative constructions see for example Rubino (2005). 
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word as it does not exist by itself, i.e. it appears only in the connection with the other part (base or 
reduplicant). Rarely both parts are bound words and they occur only together with some another 
segment, e.g. the quotative word eD[U in case of the above mentioned onomatopoetic words in Tamil. 
The base is usually copied only once but examples of triplication can also occur, e.g. in Mokilese: soang 
"tight" -> soangsoang"being tight" -> soangsoangsoang"still tight" (Harrison 1973, p. 426). 
Reduplication can be either complete (full and total are another widespread terms) or 
partial. By complete reduplication I understand reduplication of an element in the identical form, i.e. 
the base and the reduplicant are completely the same. In partial reduplication only a part of the base is 
copied or the form of the reduplicant is altered and differs from the form of the base. 
Most frequently the reduplicant follows the base. In that case we talk about progressive 
reduplication. Examples of regressive reduplication, i.e. the reduplicant precedes the base, are not 
very frequent but can be found. In Tamil regressive reduplication is represented by the false echo 
words where the reduplicant is created from the base by alternation of the first syllable and (frequently, 
but not always) put in front of the base, e.g. akkam pakkam "neighbourhood, vicinity" < pakkam 
"side," icaku picaku"improperly" < picaku"mistake." 
If the constituents of an RC are separated by some intervening morpheme we talk about 
discontinuous reduplication. The intervening segment is usually a suffix added to the first member 
of the pair of, a prefix added to the second member of the pair or particles of various kind, most often 
connecting particles (-um in case of Tamil) or some emphatic particle (-e, taf) in Tamil). Inkelas and 
Zoll (2005, pp. 36-41) talk also about so-called "empty morphs" that have the function of linking the 
two constituents but do not contribute any specific meaning to the construction. The possibility that the 
intervening segment is a fully lexical word seems minimal but cannot be altogether excluded.4 
In a limited number of cases the constituents of the pair may be derived from the identical 
lexical root but they may differ in the form they acquire in RC. In that case we talk about 
reduplication with divergent allomorphy. For example in Tamil the pair vantalum varuvaD "he 
may come" consists of two verbal forms one of which is in the form of concessive and the other is a 
finite form. The examples that consist of a non-finite and finite verbal form are understandable as there 
seems to be a restraint on reduplication of finite forms (see further). Divergent allomorphy in 
reduplication is attested also in other languages, for example in Chechen (Conathan and Good 2000, p. 
50, quoted in Inkelas and Zoll 2005, p. 9): 
4 Inkelas and Zoll (2005, p. 3 and p. 5) present an example from Hebrew and a few examples from Fongbe where 
a sequence of two verb forms is separated by an inserted noun, e.g.: 
sisarvsi WE, Kaku sisa. (It is tremble that Koku did.) 
tremble it.is Koku tremble 
It should, however, be still clarified what function this "doubling" has, how it differs from simple construction, and 
whether we can really talk about reduplication in the right sense of the word. 
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1) Ahmad, ['la =?a'liina]vPI d'la-vaghara 
Ahmad [stay.INF -& stay.PP]vp DX.V.go.wP 
Ahmad stayed (for a while) and left. 
An extreme case are pairs, which consist of two forms derived from the same lexical root, one 
of which is for example a noun and the other a verb or adjective. Such pairs are sometimes called 
figura etymologica and their classification is precarious. Here again some cross-linguistic comparison is 
needed. In the end I classified these pairs as a kind of repetition for their possibly discontinuous 
character and other symptoms outlined in the section (1.). 
14 
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1. REPETITION AND REDUPLICATION 
Before we start to deal with RCs it is important to distinguish reduplication from another closely related 
phenomenom, i.e. repetition. Repetition is a very basic quantitative means of expression that can often 
be distinguished from reduplication only with difficulties as there is not always sharp border between 
them. It is especially repetition and reduplication of the same word that makes the whole thing 
problematic. Even other authors do not bring any exact differentation and usually interchange both 
terms freely or define them only very loosely. For example Bhaskararao (1977, p. 1) says: "In a 
conversation or a speech it is common to repeat certain sentences or phrases to bring in special 
emphasiS or to call for attention etc. Besides such a repetition, repetition of nouns, adjectives, adverbs, 
and verbs is possible signifying a meanig of generality, extension, distributive or repeated action etc. 
These types of repetitions [ ... are] called reduplication." Others are more concrete and bring forward at 
least the most important distinctions in terms of prosody, morphology, semantics (Thun 1963, pp. 26-
27) and also pragmatics (Uhlenbeck 1978, pp. 89-90, and especially Gil 2005). 
To acquire more tangible conclusions it is important to go through a large corpus of texts as 
well as records of conversation. Cross-linguistic comparison is also unavoidable in this respect. Such a 
study is to my knowledge not yet available even though a few case studies are at hand. Based on them 
as well as on material drawn from Tamil texts I will try to outline at least the most important 
differences in this very fuzzy area. 
From the formal point of view reduplication can be understood as a sequence of two elements 
that can have an identical form but this identity of form is by no means obligatory. The term indicates 
that one element is from some aspect like another element or nearly so. My definition of reduplication 
is quite broad and it includes not only "doubling" of morphemes, words or phrases but also "doubling" 
of meaning and phonetiC structure of the base. Some further segments can be added, usually, to the 
second member of the pair. There are also cases where a different suffix is added to both members of 
the pair respectively and it is these examples (compare examples 126-129) that are very close to 
repetition and lay on the border between the two. 
Repetition on the other hand relates to words and elements larger than words. A special case is 
repetition of meaning by different forms on the word level (2) and on the sentence level (3): 
2) "God he knows what I shall do." 
3) "The Syrians are a complete nation, standing by itself. And the Syrian nation is not a part of the 
Arab nation." (Koch, 1983b, p. 52) 
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We can see that the words in (2) are repeated for syntactic reasons while in (3) for semantic 
reasons. Differentation between repetition and reduplication on the phrase and sentence level is very 
treacherous and maybe impossible. 
Very important criterion for distinguishing between the two phenomena is the possibility to 
insert between the constituents of the pair any larger lexical unit, i.e. full lexical word. In case of 
repetition some intervening elements longer than an affix or a particle (4) can be inserted between the 
repeated words, which does not seem possible in case of reduplication: 
4) i!Jitu i!Jitu, ekantam i!Jitu [ ... ] 44/71 
Sweet, sweet, solitude is (so) sweet. 
Equally important seems to be the fact that while reduplication usually consists of two 
constituents, in case of simple repetition the number of copies of the particular element is practically 
unlimited. The typical example is calling out of vendors at markets. 
Further differences lay in the sphere of meaning and the context in which repetition and 
reduplication are used. I assume that repetition is used predominantely in the spoken language in 
dialogues as the speakers by means of repetition of certain words or phrases make their conversation 
clearer. The main function of repetition is that of emphasis which includes a lot of subtle nuances of 
meaning. Israeli 1997 rightly argues that the main role of repetition (even though she talks about 
syntactic reduplication) is to establish social relations between the speakers. She talks about 
"cooperative principle device." The term "cooperative principle" was introduced by Paul Grice who 
defines it as follows: "Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which 
it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged" (Grice 
1975, p. 45). Similarly Deborah Tannen in her interesting article (1987, p. 601) says that: "Sentences 
and parts of sentences do not occur in isolation: rather, they echo each other in a 'tenacious array of 
cohesive grammatical forms and semantic values,' and intertwine in a 'network of multifarious 
compelling affinities.' [ ... ] repetition in conversation can be relatively automatic - and its automaticity 
contributes to its functions in production, comprehension, connection and interaction. These 
dimensions operate simultaneously to create coherence in discourse as it builds on interpersonal 
involvement. Simply put, repetition is a resource by which conversationalists together create a 
discourse, a relationship, and a world." 
By means of repetition of certain words speakers can express their support, promise, 
permission, reassurance, commands, insistence towards the other speaker or contradiction, disapproval 
or irrelevance of the item in question (notice that all repeated verbs are finite forms forming very short 
sentences) : 
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Expression of probability: 
5) ota[Je camiyarum cerippu!!a ta[J~' ceiicuruppa ceiicuruppa [J[Ju cO[J[Jaru. 32/28 
Immediately even the priest said: A girl from the slum? She might have done, she might have done it. 
Expression of permission: 
6) ''patikkaffum, patikkaffum, yaru ippa ava[Ja ma[accikkittu nikki[aka." 52/168 
"let him study, let him study. Who is going to impede him now." 
Expression of command: 
7) "6tu. 6tu. cikkiram. "18/162 
"Run. Run. Hurry." 
Expression of disapproval: 
8) ''e!J!Ja cO!J!Ja ... ? e!J!Ja cO!J!Ja ... ? varavara mariyataiye illame pokute. .. "54/460 
"What are you saying ... ? What are you saying ... ? You are gradually losing respect ... " 
Expression of assurance: 
9) "oru nimi$am, oru nimi$am," e[J[U oru kural ke.ttatu. 2/122 
"Just a minute, just a minute (I'll be right there).," someone's voice said. 
Besides establishing relations in conversation repetition can be used in the prose style to deliver 
sense of urgency, wish etc.: 
10) ampa!aippi!!ai, ampa!aipi!!ai [J[Ju ore naccarippu. 50/166 
Constant badgering, "A boy, a boy." (Said by a person who strongly wishes a man child) 
Very important function of repetition is emphasis and persuasion as Koch (1983b) pOints out. 
By repeating the same words or sentences the speaker signals that they are words of importance and 
the listener should pay attention to them. Speakers can also repeat the same words or sentences when 
they have difficulty to formulate neatly what they have in minds and try to win time before further 
statement is made. Speakers may also repeat their words to overcome background noise or to achieve 
turn-taking in a conversation. All such functions are called communicative reinforcement by Gil (2005, 
p.34). 
Israeli is well aware of the fact that the use of repetition is mostly confined to the dialogues. 
When she comments upon usage of adjectives and adverbs she says: "It [i.e. reduplication] is not 
triggered by discourse factors or an interlocutor. The meaning of this reduplication is intensification." 
(Israeli 1997, p. 591). I have already pOinted out that what I understand under the term repetition 
Alina Israeli calls syntactic reduplication. She distinguishes this phenomen from simple reduplication 
(her term) which is called identical word reduplication in my study. 
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The exact nuances of meaning of repetition can be guessed from the two words only with 
difficulties as it is strongly conditioned by the context. On the written level it is utterly impossible. On 
the spoken level the context is also very important but in this case there are other factors that play a 
crucial role in delivering the final meaning of the utterance. It is suprasegmental features such as tone, 
stress, intonation, pitch or rhythm of the speech. By means of them the speakers can communicate to 
their interlocutors all the above given subtle shades of meaning. Based on intonation one and the same 
phrase can acquire a lot of different meanings. For example the words "I am coming, I am coming," 
can be interpreted as assurance, promise, intimidation, expression of support and possibly many 
others. In case of repetition different intonation patterns can be encountered while only one pattern of 
intonation seems plausible in case of reduplication. Very important factor is a pause which we can 
suppose in case of repetition while excluded for reduplication. Suprasegmental features are thus main 
factors, and indeed in many cases the only possible means of differentiation betwwen repetition and 
reduplication. 
Reduplication on the other hand is used not only in the dialogues but also in the prose and 
literary language as it conveys a lot of other more general functions that can be achieved 
independently of whether it is a direct speech or not. I assume that reduplicative constructions have 
undergone certain process of grammaticalization. They appear in patterns and accomplish a set of 
meanings that are deducible from their form. It can be said that functionally, Res form a whole while 
repetition is a succession of two words between which there is not any relationship. 
There also are some syntactic restrictions on the usage of reduplication. The most important 
one is the restriction of reduplication of finite forms. General validity of this rule is still to be determined 
but it is valid for Tamil and possibly for the whole Indian linguistic area. To my knowledge there are 
just a few exceptions. Some Austro-Asiatic and Tibeto-Burman languages, namely Khasi, Gangte and 
TaizangS employ reduplication of finite forms but as Anvita Abbi (1992, p. 167) suggests "reduplicating 
the main verb in a sentence is more archaic than verbal adverbs and hence in the process of language 
evolution it should precede any other verbal reduplication." Reduplication of finite forms can thus be 
considered a point on the evolution of lexical reduplication from simple repetition (see further). 
Reduplication of finite forms seems to be possible also in Telugu. Bhaskararao (1977, p. 5) 
presents an example cu:se:nu cu:se:nu "I continued seeing (or observing, waiting) for sometime" 
which is a bit problematiC as it is isolated from other sentence elements or the context. On the previous 
page he says that "the non-finite verbs are reduplicated more often than the finite ones" (Ibid., p. 4). 
In Tamil it is possible to say parkklje[l, parkkire[l "I see, I see" but it is an example of simple repetition 
which is very common in other languages as well. A sentence * na[l intap patattai niraiya neram 
parkklje[l/ parkkire[l (lit. I am watching watching at this film for a long time) is ill-formed. On the other 
5 ef. Abbi 1990, p. 176 and Abbi 1992, pp. 101-103. 
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hand I have come across a sentence, where the verb in the form of imperative is repeated to intensify 
the command: 
11) pantu etarkata? atata! tatta met patap pi5ki[atu! ataik kaiyi/ etu etu! 44/9 
Why are you here with the ball? Watch out! It is going to fall on grandfather. Do take it into your hand! 
Such constructions are very rare in the written language and based on intonation and evidence 
given by native speakers I deduce that this is an instance of repetition. Even here certain voice 
modulation and intonation can express some other nuances of meaning than intensification, for 
example grievance that the money was not/wil not be sent properly in sentence (10): 
12) avaDukku ve(7tiya pa(7amellam kotu kotu! 
Do give him all the money he needs. 
Last but not least instances of reduplication can occur within longer sentences while repetition 
usually occurs in shorter sentences or it forms an independent sentence by itself. As I have already 
mentioned repetition is often only a shriek of the speaker who by means of repeating the same words 
expresses emphasis, concern, fear and so on. 
Table 1. Criteria for distinguishing between repetition and reduplication 
Criterion repetition reduplication 
1. unit of output greater than word equal to or smaller/ bigger 
I than word I 
I 2. commu n icative present or absent absent 
I . f rem orcement 
3. interpretation iconic or cooperative arbitrary or iconic 
4. intonational domain of within one or more intonation within one intonation group 
I output groups 
5. . contiguity of copies contiguous or disjoint contiguous (disjoint by an 
I 
I 
I affix or a partic/e) 
I 6. I number of copies two or more usually two 
7. context conversation, spoken language any 
The above proposed criteria for distinguishing between repetition and reduplication are 
summarized in Table 1. The Table is taken over from Gil (2005, p. 33) and adjusted by me (italics 
mine). GiI's article is to my knowledge the most insightful study relating this topic published so far. 
Though Gil had neatly proposed these distinctive features, he met serious problems when he tried to 
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apply them to particular examples. The reason is the fuzzy nature of these two phenomena and the 
merging and overlapping of borderline examples. He presented only a limited number of examples, 
which he classifies as clear cases of repetition, probable cases of repetition (surprisingly only one 
example), probable cases of reduplication and clear cases of reduplication. We have no space to follow 
his argumentation step by step nor can we apply these criteria to each and every type of repetition and 
reduplication as he did for the number of examples drawn from Tamil texts is very high. Still I tried to 
stick to these criteria as faithfully as possible when classifying the Tamil examples. It is important to 
say that I also deliminated a great number of examples that lay between "ideal" or prototypical 
instances of repetition and reduplication. These examples can be found in section (4.). 
As I have already said more linguistic investigation is needed in this sphere and the above 
given treatment must not be taken as concluding but only as preliminary. To find sharper borders 
between the two phenomena will definitely be difficult but it could yield interesting results about the 
processes that are at work in the language. Some further hints for the differentation can be found in 
the following chapters. 
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2. FROM REPETITION TO REDUPLICATION 
It is obvious that a mere repetition of certain words can express a lot of nuances of meaning and 
examples of repetiton can be structured from the semantic point of view. Some words are more prone 
to be repated or reduplicated than others. By far most frequently repeated and reduplicated words are 
nouns and verbs even though adjectives and adverbs can be repeated and reduplicated as well. 
Semantic charge of particular words plays decisive role here. Words referring to emotions, quality and 
quantity in particular tend to be repeated very often. 
I have already mentioned that in case of repetition it is more difficult to guess the exact 
meaning of the pair as it is strongly conditioned by the context. Reduplication on the other hand has 
undergone a certain process of grammaticalization and the meaning of the whole construction is more 
easily deducible from its form. Compare the following constructions derived from the verb vartr "to 
come": 
Neutral expression: varuki[e[}. "1 come." 
Repetition: varuki[e[}, varuki[e[}. "1 will certainly come." 
Given the context (and intonation, stress on the spoken level) its meaning can be promise, 
reassurance, intimidation etc. 
Reduplication: 
vantu vantu"keep coming" Expresses iteration as in: 
nJ[} tJ[} vantu vantu u[}[}e pJkkaIJumJ? Do 1 have to keep coming to see you? 8/156 
vantu kintu"to come and so forth" Echo word expressing sarcasm as in: 
ava[} vantu kintu tolaittu vitap poki[J[}. He is going to come and bother. 
vara vara "as it comes and comes -7 gradually" Expresses graduaJity as in: 
anta malar vara vara vJtic cururiki ... That flower gradually wilted and shrank. 23/894 
varave varJtu"will definitely not come" Expresses certainty as in: 
kujJy taIJIJitJ[J i[}ime varave varatu. The tap water will definitely not come from now on. 3/23 
vantatum varJtatum"no sooner than s.o. come" as in: 
vantatum varatatumay erike poki[Jy?Where are you going no sooner than you came? 24/18 
vantalum varuvJ!"she might come" Expresses probability as in: 
ava! vantalum varuva! piccai pota. She might come to offer alms. 44/194 
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It is only natural to propose that due to the extensive use of certain repeated words in certain 
context the whole construction had gradually acquired more general meaning that was subsequently 
extended to other lexical items of the given language. This process of grammaticalization is outlined in 
the following chapter. 
2.1 Reduplication and grammaticalization 
Grammaticalization6 is commonly understood as a process by which a lexical unit changes into a 
grammatical one. It usually affects both the form and the meaning of the unit. Phonologically the unit 
loses phonological substance and may become an affix. Semantically it loses (part of) its meaning 
which is often referred to as "semantic bleaching." It is a gradual process with several points and no 
firm boundaries. In case of nouns it starts with a lexical noun, then goes to a relational phrase, to 
adverb, preposition and may finish as a case affix. In case of verbs it starts with a lexical verb, then can 
go to a phrase, an auxiliary verb and finish as a tense affix. This progression is called "c1ine" which 
Hopper and Traugott (1993, pp. 6-7) define as "a natural pathway along which forms evolve, a kind of 
linguistic 'slippery slope' which guides the development of forms. [ ... ] it is a continuum: an 
arrengement of forms along an imaginary line at one end of which is a fuller form of some kind -
perhaps lexical and at the opposite end a compacted and reduced form - perhaps grammatical." 
They diferentiate between cline of grammaticality: content item -> grammatical word -> 
c1itic -> inflectional affix; and cline of lexicality: syntactic phrase -> compound -> affix -> derivational 
affix (Ibid., p. 7). They argue that during the process of grammaticalization a unit undergoes loss of its 
meaning but simultaneously this process involves pragmatic strengthening. For example in case of the 
English auxiliary to be going to the process of grammaticalization involves semantic weakening of the 
notion of moving, while the original implicatures of intention and futurity are strengthened. It can be 
said that the meaning of a lexical unit changes from a basic meaning into a more abstract one. 
The last important feature of grammaticalized forms is high frequency of their occurence. This 
high frequency is caused by the growing number of contexts, in which the grammatical morphemes are 
used and, as Bybee argues/ it is one of the forces that instigate the changes occurring in 
grammaticalization. 
Similar grammaticalizing process can be supposed also in case of reduplication. This process is 
more visible in certain types of reduplication (identical word reduplication, which in many languages 
expresses the meaning of iterative or continuative), while less visible or totaly excluded in case of other 
types, e.g. semantic reduplication, where the result is a collocation or an idiom. In case of semantic 
6 For the detailed treatment of grammaticalization see for example Hopper and Traugott 1993. 
7 Cf. Bybee 2007, especially the chapter on the role of frequency in the process of grammaticalization (pp. 336-
357). 
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reduplication we cas suppose a kind of lexicalization, which is responsible for creation of new words or 
expressions. The full grammaticalization has been achieved by (at least some forms) of morphological 
reduplication, which can be understand as a continuation or later stage of reduplication of identical 
words. 
One of the reasons why I assume that lexical reduplication has undergone certain process of 
grammaticalization is the impossibility to utter certain sentences without reduplicating particular words. 
Such sentences would be ungrammatical (13a): 
13) arike oru kujantaikkuk katarak katara mottai p6ttuk kOlJtiruntJrka!. 47/12 
They were shaving a child's head while it wailed heartbreakingly. 
Ba) *arike oru kujantaikkuk kata[a mottai po.ttuk kOlJtiruntJrkaj. 
Obligatory reduplication can be found in other languages as well (cf. Koul, s.a., p. 3). Anvita 
Abbi (1985, p. 169) says: "It was observed that in none of the languages are reduplicative 
constructions merely an extension of meaning of their non-reduplicated counterparts. 'Intensification,' 
as was noticed, could also be expressed by a non-reduplicated form plus an intensifier morpheme in 
almost all the languages discussed. Semantic features other than intensification were almost 
inexpressible by non-reduplicated constructions. In some languages such replacement did give us 
'grammatically correct' strings and in some languages not even this. Khasi, Kharia, Hindi, Punjabi, and 
Gante rigidly use only reduplicated structures for the appropriate meanings." 
As refers to the function of these grammaticalized constructions they are naturally connected 
mostly with some quantification of the meaning, i.e. iteration, intensification, plurality or distribution, 
but other functions can be found as well. For example Shibaski (2005) traced grammaticalization of 
verbs to form adverbials in Japanese. During this process certain verbs undergo phonological change 
and their occurrence increases. 
Further, it seems to be possible to explain at least some forms of morphological reduplication 
as a reduction of complete reduplication: "The reduplication of the verb stem, as used in the Present 
and Future Tenses (e.g. Nan dodoto "I am sleeping", rerembu"stabbing", kakandya "doing" ... Nan de 
dodoto "I shall be sleeping"), is a contracted form of a primitive, now almost absolete (sic), 
Frequentative construction, which would sound like this: Nan doto doto, rembu rembu, kandya 
kandya ... Nan de doto doto . .. .',8 Based on this assumption Bybee et al. (1994, p. 167) assert that 
partial reduplication is a result of phonological erosion and assimilation of completely reduplicated 
forms. This supposition is supported by the material from Trukese, where morphological reduplication 
has evolved from complete reduplication, e.g. nana "to chatter" ----+ *nananan ----+ nannan "to chatter"; 
8 Spagnolo 1933, p. 141. I was not able to obtain this book and the quotation is taken over from Bybee et al. 1994, 
p. 165; all parentheses and square brackets theirs. 
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rara "to knock down, trample down" ~ *rararar ~ rarrar "be tramped down." Goodenough and 
Sugita (1980, pp. xxiv-xxv) assert that it has provided the model for another pattern of reduplication, 
i.e. doubling of the first syllable with further doubling of the initial consonant: faftatan "to be 
accustomed to walk," cf. fatan "walk," base form - fatane; pwuppwunu "to treat as a spouse," base 
form - pwunuwa. 
Bybee et al. (1994) further argue that from the semantical point of view the lexical reduplicaton 
expresses basic meanings corresponding to its iconic character, for example iterative. The 
morphological reduplication on the contrary expresses more general meanings and may have a greater 
variety of uses or functions. They have even tried to chart a cline for grammatical morphemes of 
reduplication which is based on the meanings expressed by instances of lexical and morphological 
reduplication in various languages. According to them (Ibid., p. 172) there are two possible ways of 
development in the initial stages of the grammaticalizing process: 
ITERATIVE > CONTINUATIVE > PROGRESSIVE > 
IMPERFECTIVE > INTRANSITIVE 
ITERATIVE > FREQUENTATIVE > HABITUAL > 
Morphological change from the diachronic point of view has not received much attention and 
the process of reduplication even less. Besides the above mentioned works, there is one monograph 
dedicated to this subject. It is the work by Mary Niepokuj (1997).9 She also understands reduplication 
as a gradual gramaticalization and evolution from originally compound-like forms to an affix or an affix-
like form. She proposes three important stages in the development of reduplication, i.e. complete 
reduplication, vowel copying reduplication (vowel is copied from the base in the affix) and fixed vowel 
reduplication (vowel is not copied from the base, there is one universal vowel instead, ego perfect tense 
in Greek graph- ~ gegrapha "I have written;" /ei{r ~ !e/oipa "I have left"). The fourth possible stage 
is gemination of the initial consonant, i.e. maximal reduction of the copied element. Based on material 
from various languages she argues that systems with fixed-vowel are later developments from vowel-
copying systems of reduplication. She asserts (Niepokuj 1997, p. 42) that the reason for such 
development is "the phonetiC drive to have a reduced vowel in the reduplicative affix [ ... and ... ] the 
drive toward morphological regularity, toward characterizing a constant semantic value with a constant 
phonological form." She also takes notice of consonant-fixed reduplication and reduplication with more 
fixed segments and applies her findings to the development of verbal reduplication in Indo-European 
languages. 
9 In this respect Niepokuj mentions one more work, which, however, did not come to my hands. It is: Heine, Bernd 
and Reh, Mechthild, 1984, Grammaticalization and reanalysis in African languages. Hamburg: Helmut Buske. 
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She concludes (Ibid., p. 215) that: "[ ... ] grammaticalization affects reduplicative affixes in much 
the same way it affects other affixes; by and large, there do not seem to exist diachronic tendencies 
which are unique to reduplication, or at the very least, any such tendencies are much weaker than 
other diachronic forces affecting reduplicative affixes." 
The universality of the proposal relating the development of partial reduplication from complete 
reduplication can, however, not be overestimated. Probably not all cases of partial reduplication can be 
explain in this way. Elsewhere it really seems to be a basic derivational process that can coexist with 
other, fuller forms of reduplication (cf. for example Zarka 2005). 
2.2 Borderline examples of patterned repetition 
In this section I present examples of repetition that stand somewhere between simple repetition and 
reduplication. These constructions are structured according to a certain pattern, most of them are 
iconic in their form and express emphasis or intensity but sometimes other nuances of meaning are 
also present. They can have some expressive load and express the speaker's attituted towards the 
particular action or object and thus stand in contrast to neutral expressions of emphasis or intesity by 
emphatic particles, quantitative adverbs and so on. 
Let me first quote a few examples from Javanese. Uhlenbeck (1978) distinguishes in Javanese 
between lexical, morphological, compensatory-morphological and syntactic duplication (his terms) on 
the one hand and simple word repetition on the other. He does not say in detail how syntactic 
reduplication differs from repetition except for the statement that it is of purely syntactic nature, it has 
typical intonation and it serves fot the contrast of the two parts of the sentence or conveys a kind of 
concessive meaning (Ibid., p. 95): 
14) kaji-kaA mUllsa(7(fal]ane 
A hadji, O.K., but only as far as his clothes are concerned! 
15) tal]i-tal]i, wis nja/uq sarapan 
Hardly is he awake, and he is alredy asking for breakfast! 
16) nuwun pal]apunten-nuwun pal]apunten, /awol] mUI] nal] jambe wae. 
He asks for forgiveness, but it is merely from his lips, i.e. he does not really mean it 
17) ke/al]-ke/al]an, nil] mUI] saqsen 
So it is lost, but it is only a penny! 
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The possibility to say the same sentence without doubling the particular word and preserving 
the same meaning (with less ccontrast between the two parts and changed intonation in lSa) speaks 
for a kind of patterned repetition. Here I am not trying to confuse the readers by term jugglery and 
hairsplitting efforts, I just wanted to point out how treacherous the classification of some examples can 
be. In this particular case I am convinced that these examples are closer to repetition than to 
reduplication, based on description outlined in (1.): 
18) mati-mati, koq dadaqan 
He died, but how fast did he go! 
18a) mati, dadaqan 
He died suddenly. 
The following chapters include examples from Tamil, which are arranged from those closer to 
simple repetition to those closer to reduplication. 
2.3 Discontinuous repetition 
By discontinuous repetition I understand examples in which the repeated word does not follow 
immediately the base but the two words are separated by some futher material. Discontinuous 
repetition seems to be more frequent than discontinous reduplication at least as refers the possibility to 
insert full lexical word(s). Some of them are one time creations, while others follow certain pattern. 
Very frequently occurring intervening word in Tamil is the finite verb par- "to look." Besides emphasis, 
here again some other nuances of meaning are possible. Often a sarcastic overtone is present. For 
instance example (20) is uttered by a father of a girl whose hand had been asked for by a boy of a 
lower caste. Such a marriage is implausible and the father is enraged by the proposal as well as by the 
behaviour of the boy and the girl: 
19) pey aticcitu pey! 21/116 
A spirit has assailed him, a spirit! 
20) avaljukkup peIJ veIJumame peIJIJu! 21/119 
A bride, he wants a bride! 
21) ajakaip paruta ajakai! 21/85 
Look at that beauty, (such) beauty! 
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22) iva nikya ni/eyep paru ni/aye. 21/164 
Just look the way she stands, the way. 
23) e[)akku ciparicata pa(7(7are ciparicu, pu!uku(7ip paya/e! 2/95 
You want to recommend me, to recommend, you idiot! 
2.4 Repetition and emphasis 
When the emphatic particle -e is added to the base of repeated numerals the whole pair acquires the 
meaning "only given number,:10 
ore oru only one < oru onell 
ira(7te ira(7tu just two < ira(7tu two 
patte pattu only ten < pattu ten 
24) me! varicaiyi[) iralJte iralJtu paccaricip parka/ 50/160 
only two baby teeth of the upper row 
25) i[)[)um na/e na/u na! irukki[atu 54/567 
only four days remain 
The emphatic particle -e can be added to other word classes as well, most often to the nouns 
proper. It emphasizes the meaning of the given word. Notice that the whole construction can be 
embedded in longer utterances and seem to be a bit different from simple equating sentences of the 
"Life is life" or "Law is law" type, which I do not consider examples of repetition or reduplication. In 
these sentences one word is the subject and the other word is predicate. Compare for example a 
simple equating sentence (26a,b) with the emphatic construction further modified by the relative 
participle (26). On the other hand certain similarity between these two types of sentences can not be 
denied as they both are used to convey the meaning of emphasis: 
ajake ajaku nothing but beauty < ajaku beauty 
pakkiyame pakkiyam true fate < pakkiyam one's good fortune 
10 It is interesting to note that Inkelas and Zoll (2005, pp. 36-37) assume that this emphatic -eis an empty linker 
morph, which does not contribute any specific meaning to the construction. Its function is very clear when the 
construction with numerals is compared with the following one. It only shows how dangerous the cross-linguistic 
work with a lot of data drawn from languages that the authors do not know can sometimes be. 
11 The English meanings of the words are taken from Annamalai et al. 2006, DEDR or from Tami/ Lexicon. Most 
frequently I have transcribed the colloquial forms of the words in standard Tamil. 
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26) ata[J ni[am maruki[a ajake ajaku. 21/7 
Nothing but beauty of its changing colours. 
26a) a[Jalum cattam cattam allava?22/353 
But still, law is law, isn't it? 
26b) capittatu capittakivittatu. 50/93 
Once cursed is cursed forever. 
The emphatic long vowel -e can be used not only with nouns but also with verbs. In that case 
it is added to the infinitive of a verb, which is followed by the finite form. It means that the two forms 
differ from each other. Such constructions express strong emphasis connected with some action or 
being, i.e. that something definitely does (not) exist, come, happen, get possible and so on. I think that 
these constructions are of the same nature as their counterparts formed from nouns and there is no 
reason to call them reduplication as Schiffman did.12 Compare also the examples without the 
emphasized word (28a, 32a): 
kitaiyave kitaiyatu definitely not available < kitaf be available 
irukkave irukki[atu definitely exists < iru- to be 
27) itil patip pa(1am tirumpi varum, pati tirumpave tirumpatu. 54/325. 
Half of this money will get back, half will not definitely get back at all. 
28) amam, atarkum upayam irukkave irukkiratu. 21/182 
Yes, definitely, there is a solution even for that. 
28a) amam, atarkum upayam irukki[atu. 
Yes, there is a solution even for that. 
29) kujay ta(1(1ita[J i[Jime varave varatu pol irukku inta vfttile[ ... ] 3/23 
It looks like tap water will definitely not come to this house from now on ... 
Similarly, but less frequently, the emphatic particle taD can be used with the infinitive and the 
non-past finite form of the same verb to convey the meaning of emphasis and certainty: 
atikkat ta[J atippa[J he will surely beat you < ati- to beat 
12 Schiffman uses in connection with these examples the term emphatic reduplication (1971, p. 69). 
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30) oru na/ vitiyat tag vitiyum eo[a nampikkaiyum i//ama/ pokavi//ai. 21/99 
(She) did not lose the hope that one day a brighter future would surely come. (lit. Dawn, it will really 
dawn one day) 
31) nao a(l(lavakattukkup pokama/irukkak kOtatu. p6kat tag p6veg. 44/47 
I cannot not go to my brother's house. I will surely go. 
The same meaning can be expessed by addition of the suffixes -aoa or -avatJ3 to the first 
member of the pair instead of the emphatic -e: 
attiramaoa attiram great anger, nothing but anger < attiram anger 
32) karakattam, vaovetikka pakka ktlttamaga ktlttam vantiruntuccam. 52/72 
A big crowd had allegedly gathered to see the dance and fireworks. 
32a) kastOri pal/ait tu/akkivittu taioiri hali/ nujaintao. na//a kOttam. 35/24 
Kasturi brushed his teeth and entered the dining hall. It was crowded. 
33) avaoitam oru kutirai iruntatu. kutiraiyavatu kutirai! 26/17 
He had a horse. What a (wonderful) horse it was! 
Another possibility is the usage of conditional form eo[a/ after the first member of the pair. The 
pattern of this construction is X conditional X, which literally means "if you say X [really] X." The 
emphatic particle tao can be added to the construction: 
mO/i eo[a/ mOji tao < mOji bare 
34) ava/ kaiyum kajuttum mtl!i egral mtl!i tag. 21/83 
Her neck and hands were bare, simply bare (She was wearing no ornaments at all). 
Sometimes the phrase appati oru X can be added to this construction to even intensify the 
meaning. Then we get the final pattern X eo[al X appati oru X, which literally means "if you say X it is 
really X, such a X it is": 
paficam eora/ paficam < paficam hunger; which can be further extended to paficam eo[a/ paficam appati oru 
paficam as in: 
13 Suffixes -aka, -a~ -aoa and -avatu are in fact forms of the verb aku- "to become" (infinitive, adverbial 
participle, relative participle and verbal noun). Together with a noun they form an adverbial, adjectival or noun 
phrase. Due to their extensive use in this function in Tamil I will call them "suffix" for the sake of simplicity while 
being well aware of their origin and status. 
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35) paiicam eoral paiicam appati oru paiicam. vaya/a co//ikkatta mutiyata a!avukkup paiicam. 18/109 
But when I say famine I really mean famine. It was such a famine that it cannot be described by words. 
Similar pattern, i.e. X conditional Xplus an emphatic particle can also be used with verbs: 
6ti!]aI6ti!]atu ta!] if she left, she left (nothing can be done about it...) < 6tu- to run 
Very interesting example (36) consists of triplicated finite form of the verb col- "to say" for the 
reason of emphasis. The sentence is from a passage where a boy is describing to his friend his future 
wife. He says that she is very beautiful, smart etc. and this is not only his opinion but even others say 
and affirm that. Notice that the last two forms are separated by the word appati"like that, so" which 
resembles example (35). These examples are evidently of the same nature and that is why I hesitate to 
classify them as reduplication: 
36) taya,", pi!!ai iralJtu perum collukirarkat collukirarka! appati collukirarka! 44/67 
Both mother and child say the same thing vehemently. 
2.5 Figura etymologica 
Very special case in Tamil is the construction where both words are derived from one lexical root, but 
one word is a noun, while the other word is a verb or some verbal form. They are a kind of tautological 
expressions that can have some expressive meaning. The expressive character is more obvious in some 
cases and (almost) missing in others. Some of these pairs seem to be frequent enough to lose it 
entirely and have become a kind of set expressions. 
Similar constructions can be attested in other language families as well. Compare for example 
these examples from Czech and Russian. They consist of an adjective and a nound and can have both 
negative and positive connotation: 
Cz. b/bec b/M (foolish fool), pejsek pejskovlta (little doggy dog), lakomec /akoma (niggardly niggard) 
Ru. <W/lO 4Y/lHOe (marvelous marvel), 6e/la 6e/lHafl (miserly misery), MHoroe MHO)l(eCTBO (numerous number) 
It is a very productive means of expression in Arabic where it is a marked form standing side 
by side with neutral constructions. Notice that Maas (2005) uses for these expressions the term 
syntactic reduplication. In Tamil these constructions can be divided into three groups from the 
formal point of view. To evaluate properly their expressive character and possible nuances of meaning 
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more research with the help of native speakers and comparison of a greater number of examples are 
needed. 
2.5.1 First group 
The constructions of the first group are usually patterned (oru) + Xnoun + Xverb, where oru 
means "one." These constructions convey some nuances of the meaning of the verb used, usually they 
express brisk and short action, but they can also intensify the meaning or have some idiomatic uses 
and expressive connotations. They are used predominantly in the spoken language and to render 
properly their meaning into English is rather difficult. For the lack of other means I translate them by 
means of "a little" but other ways of translation could be employed. Example (43) is particularly 
noticable. Here I took over the translation of G. Geetha (Jesudasan 2007, p. 46). 
Sometimes other numerals than "one" are used. It is sually the numeral na/u with the meaning 
"four; a few, some." The numerals ira(ltu"two," nu[u"hundred" and ayiram"thousand" have also been 
attested. Infrequently there are other qualifiers than numerals in front of the noun (42) or no qualifiers 
at all. 
oru kuti kuti- to jump a little < kuti- to jump 
oru purattu purattu- to turn a little, few times < purattu- to turn 
oru ta//u ta//u- to push a little < ta//u- to pUSh14 
37) eta pajaiya puttakarika/aiyavatu oru purafjup purafja/am e!J[a e(71Jam ulJtayi[[u. 21/174 
She felt like turning a few pages of some old books. 
38) e//araiyum amaitiyaka irukkumpati oru atafju atatti!Jar. 18/112 
He shrieked and made everybody keep quiet. 
39) cikaret mutiyum taruvayil irunta potu oru peru ijuppu ijuttut tUlJtaik k[fe pottu alJaitte!J. 2/146 
I took a long drag from the butt end of the cigarette, threw it down and stubbed it out. 
40) ava!Jai milJtum iralJtu per kajiyetuttu malJtaiyi/ na/u potu pofja/ kDtac cariyayirukkum. 1/114 
It would be only to the good if some men knocked his head with their clubs. 
14 From the semantical point of view it is interesting to compare these forms with somewhat similar constructions 
in Czech, which denote a kind of diminutive meaning: 
strCitto push -+ postrCitto push a little -+ popostrCitto push just a little 
skoCitto jump ----> poskoCitto jump a little ----> poposkoCitto jump just a little 
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41) atukku mukattile pay mu/ikkave vekkamay irukku. ayiram nefJeppu nefJaccuk kittu irukkum. 48/28 
I would be ashamed to look into her eyes. She will think thousands of thougths. 
42) e!)[um illata a/avukku arakkiyam kural etuttup perum ajukai ajuta! 18/97 
Arokkyam raised her voice and cried like never before. (lit. she cried a big cry) 
We can see that the whole construction mostly intensifies the meaning of the verb. Notice that 
also other means are used to achieve even better effect, i.e. change of word order: 
43) iffce pOccak katit tontaravacci. ippa o(J(Ju ta/lip po.tte[l. [ ... ] veftifJiya oru veftu?21/51 
There are bugs up here. Such a menace! Just now I knocked one down ... Did you serve it a nice strong 
blow? 
These constructions can also have some idiomatic meaning. I present here a few examples 
used predominantly by children and semantically connected with the notion of filling one's belly: 
oru kattuk katti[leo I ate to my fill < kattu- to construct build; to bandage; to fasten, tie 
oru pitip pititteo I ate to my fill < piti- to catch, hold 
oru vettu vettioeo I ate to my fill < vettu- to cut, chop, slice 
2.5.2 Second group 
The pairs of the second group are usally patterned Xnoun+adverbia/ suffix + Xverb. It refers to the 
increased intensity of the action, but it can have some other connotations as well, e.g. a brisk action 
(47). In Tamil its expressive function is well documented by example (46) where it stands in contrast to 
neutral expression with a single finite verb. It is clear that the second sentence extends the meaning of 
the verb and says what kind of laughter it was. Example (42) strongly resembles the first group as it 
contains emphasized numeral oru but here the noun has the adverbial suffix. Notice that the noun can 
be reduplicated to achieve even better efect (48). In example (49) the constituents of the pair are 
separated by a whole sentence. This again strongly speaks for classification of these pairs as repetition: 
attamaka atu- tu run very fast, hurriedly < atu- to run 
tutiyayt tuti- to tremble enormously by anxiety < tutf to be anxious 
44) aoa cattukkum patikkum nataya natakka[a teruvu tey[amari. 18/157 
But for her food and for her share she would wear out streets by her endless walk. 
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45) paiyaokaj colla mutiyata ikkattil mattikko(ltatu pal taviyayt tavittuk kO(ltiruntaoar. 19/44 
The boys were trembling as if they got entangled in an enormous dilemma. 
46) majai peytal cotta cottak kufittuvittu eooaip parttuc cirikkum. cirippayc cirikkum. 48/33 
If it rains it has bath to its heart's content and laughs at me. It laughs derisively. 
47) kutattai ore tiikkakat tiikki ituppil vaittuk kO(ltu vituvitu eo[u natantaj. 21/107 
She briskly lifted (Lit. she lifted the pot by one lift) the pot to her waist and hurried away. 
48) "ve(lum, ve(lum" eo[u collik kO(ltu ottam ottamay ofi [ ... ] 44/79 
"I need it, I need it," he cried and ran speedily away .. . 
49) anta nayo kajuttait torikap pottuk kO(ltu ore ottamay uyir tappiyatu tampirao pU(l(liyam eo[u ofi vittatu. 
And the dog, it showed them a clear pair of heels thanking god for saving its life. 44/65 
2.5.3 Third group 
The last group consists of two forms dervied from the same lexical morpheme, where one form is a 
relative participle and the second form is a noun. Thus we get the pattern Xrelative participle + Xnoun. 
The participle can be either positive or negative, which results in different meanings. If the participle is 
negative it emphasizes the meaning of the verb and its function is quite clear, i.e. it is used for 
intensification of the meaning. 
Notice that there are in fact three words derived from the same root in examples (50, 51 and 
52). Notice also that in example (53) the two words are separared by the particle va(lIJam with the 
meaning "as, in the manner of." A very special case is example (54) where actually two same nouns 
are connected by the relative participle illata "not having": 
pecata peccu a big talk < pecu- to talk 
otata ottam a very fast run < otu- to run 
50) vajakkamakac caoi fiayi[ukajil stampu ve.ttaikku alaiyata alaiccal alaipava!! intat tatavai v(ttai vittu vejiye 
talai n(ttavillai. 48/52 
Normally he pursued his stamp hunt with great zeal during weekends but this time he did not show up. 
51) katukaj itu varaikkum perrirukkata perri!!aip perratu pal ki[arikioa. 40/100 
His ears were stupefied as if they have never heard anything like that before. 
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52) patata patu pattu, nao certta pa(lam itu. 7/883 
I struggled a lot and gathered this money. (lit. I experienced so far unexperienced experience and ... ) 
53) ayyar pallayijittuk kO(ltu ava/aik keiicata valJlJam keiici[ ... ] 44/48 
Aiyar grinned and implored her pleadingly ... 
54) avai ve[um varttaika/tam; aoal na[ana[aveo[u collum pa[ka/ioitaiye oliyillata oliyaka vantavai pampio 
ci[[amakap pattatu ava/ukku. 21/68 
They were just words. But they sounded like a snake's hiss to her as they came in a hushed tone through 
clenched teeth. 
If the participle is positive it is a bit more difficult to dermine the exact meaning of the 
construction. It seems to have no emotive charge. When it does have some expressive function it is 
predominantly a negative one, i.e. the action expressed by the verb is done too intensively or only with 
difficulties: 
vtijnta vtijvu lived life va} < to live 
atattiya atattu pestered pestering < atattu- to say sth. in a sharp tone 
55) aoal anta ira(ltu naparka/um tirumpip p6kump6tu tarika/ukku/ parttukko(lta parvaika/um ciritta cirippum 
- appappa! 21/127 
But the way those fellows glanced at each other and smiled derisively! 
56) na maruvatikkaraoa pe!aikya pe!appaiya ketukye?21/100 
Are you going to ruin my livelihood that I struggle for with respectability? 
Similar construction is also possible in case of verbs, where the first form is a negative 
adverbial participle and the second form is a positive finite form derived from the same lexical 
morpheme. The whole pair conveys the meaning of something "half done": 
57) nay tiinkamal tiinkic cukam ka(ltu kO(ltiruntatu. 43/16 
The dog was half asleep enjoying itself. 
58) amma iruvarukkumu//a natpai tava[akap purintu kO(ltirukki[ti/ eopatai paou kii[amal kii[uki[a!a? 32/121 
Or did she want to imply that her mother misunderstood the relation that is between them? 
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2.6 Expression of proximity 
Still relatively frequent pattern that can be found in both spoken and literary Tamil is noun+otu 
noun+aka/-ay which has the meanings "along with sth.; very close to; as if becoming a sth., one 
among." I consider it an example of reduplication as it forms a whole and the two words do not 
necessarily refer to two or more things but can have only solitary referent as can be clearly seen in 
examples (59, 61): 
cuvarotu cuvaraka very close to the wall < cuvarwall 
nencotu nencaka heart to heart < nencu heart 
59) iwa!avu ni(lta nfitka! kattil6tu kattilayk kitakka nerum. 48/30 
He will have to stay bedridden for so many long days. 
60) iru(lta ava[l mukam irutt6tu iruttayp pi[l[lip pi(lainta matiri iruntatu. 20/119 
His dark face became intertwined with darkness. 
61) ramacami kifaiy6tu kifaiyayc cerntu maranay pal ottik kO(lta[l. 47/34 
Ramasami squeezed up against the branch as a palm civet. 
The suffix -akaj-aymight be missing: 
62) talaiy6tu talai vay6tu vay vaittu muttamittu, vayi[[ai oru tattut tatti [ ... ] 19/168 
Head to head, mouth to mouth, she kissed (me), patted my bell ... 
The same construction with temporal words means "repeatedly, without stop, all the (specified) 
time": 
rattiriyotu rattiriyay night in and night out, all through the night < rattiri night 
2.7 Reciprocity 
Even though reciprocity in Tamil is sometimes considered as an example of reduplication15 I again 
hesitate to include it there for a very simply reason. Constructions that express reciprocity consist of 
two nouns that usually refer to two objects in certain relation. This relation is on syntactic level 
expressed by a case suffix plus (in some cases) a postposition (65). This construction is not very distant 
15 Cf. for example Anvita Abbi, 1992, pp. 106-111. 
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from any construction expressing relation between two different nouns as examples (64a) and (65a) 
show: 
63) mf[Javum kastDriyum oruvarai oruvar parttuk kOlJtarkaj. 35/86 
Meena and Kasturi looked at each other. 
64) oruttarai oruttar parttup peca[ate ma[[avarikajaippatikkumoa parkkama/e irukki[atutao na//atu. 54/358 
If our looking and speaking to each other annoys the others it will be better if we avoid it. 
64a) kumar ayciriyaraip parttu [ ... ] 
Kumar looked at the teacher .. . 
65) ci/a itarikajil inta van;arikaj o!Jri!J melo!Jru tfttappattirukki[atu. 5/137 
In some places colours were applied one over another. 
65a) mecaiyio me/ oru puttakam iruntatu. 
There was a book on the table. 
2.8 Other sources of origin of reduplicative constructions 
We have seen that repetition stood at the origin of many cases of reduplication that refer to the 
quantity of the object or action. By quantity I understand the expression of plurality, intenSity, 
distribution, iteration, frequency, habituality etc. Such constructions are iconic in their character and the 
reduplication corresponds to the "quantification" of the meaning in the broad sense of the word. This 
repetition can gradually grammaticalize and end up as a fully grammatical element as I tried to outline 
in some of the previous chapters. Based on the contemporary stadium of research it seems to be 
justifiable to say that the evolution of these Res is quite straightforward. The link between the form 
and the meaning of these constructions might decelerate further semantic changes. Mapping of the 
development of these Res in greater detail is, however, a task that still needs to be done. 
Repetition is, however, by no means the only source of the origin of Res. There is a great deal 
of constructions that refer to the quality of the object or action. By quality I understand the expression 
of the attitude of speakers towards the object or the action, might it be positive or negative, refer to its 
motion, shape, taste, smell, etc. (for more detailed information on meanings of reduplicative 
constructions see particular paragraphs on types of reduplication). Here iconicity is less evident even 
though not totally excluded. These constructions perhaps originate in various sources, namely 
onomatopoetic words, plays on words, baby talk, nursery rhymes, etc. I assume that in the course of 
time the pattern of reduplication gets well established in the language and becomes productive. Here 
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any diachronic treatment is even more problematic as we can only hardly suppose any kind of regular 
development. Secondly these expressions usually appear only in the spoken language and the chance 
that they would be found in some old predominantly religious texts is rather low. For the time being let 
me just outline a few hypothesis. Some more details can be found in particular chapters. 
The most conspicous example are onomatopoetic words. Based on Tamil material we can see 
that most of the onomatopoetic words are reduplicated and only a small number is non-reduplicated 
(though they can be reduplicated to express plurality). As far as I could learn, the other languages also 
prefer reduplicated forms for imitation of sounds. It seems to be only natural to repeat the syllable(s) 
imitating certain sound, often the sound itself is of such nature that only reduplicated form can imitate 
it. Some of them can be connected with music - usually imitation of the sound of a musical instrument, 
e.g. drnky brnkyor tyd/i fid/i in Czech and twidd/e-didd/e or hurdy-gurdy in English. 
There is another large group of similar constructions that transmit the ways speaker perceive 
the outer world, i.e. expressives. They can not be connected with any particular sound and refer to a 
certain feature of an object or the way certain action is done. The association between reduplication 
and expressives is much more difficult to explain, especially in cases where a particular construction 
refers to a single rather than repeated action. 
Many of these constructions can originate in baby talk. It is a well-known fact that repetition is 
a basic formative process in the creation of children's first words as it is witnessed in the terms for 
children's closest relatives or important activities, e.g. mama/ nana/ dada/ din-din/ boo-boo/ wee-wee/ 
pee-pee etc. Notice that all these words are examples of sequences of identical forms. Very active and 
productive use of reduplication continues also in older age. These words already refer to broader 
surroundings of children. Renata Blatna (1990, p. 175) presents some nice examples of words in 
English, Czech and Russian that relate to animals and persons from fairy tales: cocky-/ock~ foxy-wox~ 
goosey-poose~ henny-penn~ /iony-piony and turkey-turkey in English; cert(k Bert(1y drak Mraly /iSka 
Ryska in Czech and Otik-begemotik or Ciiik-pyiik in Russian. Such words presumably exist in all 
languages. They are an evidence of playfullness of not only children but also adults as numerous 
similar examples show (cf. 7.3). 
Mary Niepokuj (1997, pp. 72-73) sees children speech as a possible origin of diminutives that 
are also often expressed by reduplication. She relates the fact that children often use reduplication with 
the fact that they often talk about small things. From this association between small size and 
reduplication could arise usage of reduplicated forms with the meaning of diminutive. 
Semantic reduplication can not be seen as only a kind of lexicalization of words with similar 
meaning. There are definitely other factors that played an important role in establishing this kind of 
reduplication, namely loan words (see 7.2.4.1). 
As for the origin and classification of the rhyming pairs of the fuddy-duddy or hugger-mugger 
type I have enlarged on this point in (7.3.5). They belong to the last stage of reduplication process 
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when speakers already absorbed its pattern. They were originally fully lexical words that have been 
remodelled to be alike from both phonological and semantic point of view. Sound symbolism, our 
instinct for rhythm in language, and possible several other factors might also have played some role in 
forming these pairs. 
We can hypothesize that first there were occasional instances of uses of such pairs and due to 
their popularity among speakers the pattern of reduplication has been applied to other words as well. 
The whole idea is nicely summarized by Thun (1983, p. 302): "First, there are the duplications of a very 
simple type, for instance the repetition of an emotive interjection and the words representing sound 
and motion. Here there is a form of very concrete symbolism. The second stage would consist of a 
selective process implying that reduplicatives are more suitable than other words to express certain 
things and therefore preferred for some purposes. This would account for the spread of reduplication 
and its establishment as a kind of word-formation. The third stage would imply analogical formation of 
reduplicatives in sense groups in which they may be said to be 'natural,' the establishment of a pattern, 
according to which the coining of new expressions could take place. The remodelling of other words 
into reduplicatives may be taken to prove the strength of the reduplicative type." 
Another interesting question is why in some languages is reduplication so productive and 
employs various forms while in other languages it is only of marginal importance. 16 One of the reasons 
might be the structure of the language. It seems that reduplication is particularly productive in 
agglutinative languages. Another reason might be language contact. A very interesting means of 
expression can easily diffuse within a linguistic area. This would explain great number of reduplicative 
constructions even in non-agglutinative languages of Indo-European origin within Indian linguistic area. 
This question is, however, still to be considered. 
I admit that this division between qualitative and quantitative constructions is little bit simplistic 
and there are of course overlapping constructions. Some of the RCs that refer to quality might as well 
have evolved from complete reduplication after the pattern of reduplication is well established in 
language. Similar process I propose in case of ma/aiJkama/aiJka > a/aiJkama/aiJka (see 7.3.5). Certain 
RCs can refer to both quantity and quality of the object. For example echo words refer to set of items, 
which is expressed iconically by reduplication, these entities are, however, not same or they are of poor 
quality, which is expressed by the altered initial syllable. 
More detailed diachronic treatment as well as cross-linguistic study of reduplication will be 
possible after we have at out hands very complex and detailed descriptions of RCs in various 
languages. These descriptions should be based on large corpus of material and focus not only on 
prototypical examples of reduplication but also on transient examples. Such descriptions can disclose us 
a lot about the origins, development and function of reduplication. 
16 For the distribution of languages with productive types of reduplication see Rubino (2005). 
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2.9 Summary 
In previous chapters I tried to outline the difference between repetition and reduplication. Instances of 
repetition and reduplication differ in function and meaning, prosody and context in which they are 
used. There are, however, not firm boundaries and more research is needed in this respect. There are 
numerous transient forms that document evolution from loosely connected words to patterned 
expressions and fully grammaticalized reduplicative constructions. Such constructions are usually iconic 
in their character and refer to the quantity of the object. 
Another large group of Res refer to the quality of the object or action. Their origin is, however, 
much more difficult to trace. They might have evolved from various sources after the pattern of 
reduplication had been well established in the language and became productive. 
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3. ON THE TYPOLOGY OF REDUPLICATION 
The above outlined division into "quantitative" and "qualitative" Res is only tentative and invented for 
the sake of showing possible sources of origin of Res. More elaborated classification of reduplication is 
needed. 
Many linguists have dealt with the problem of reduplication from various pOints of view. Some 
of them have focused in their treatments on its functions and ways of usage, others have tried to 
elucidate its morphemic structure and the ways these forms are, or can be, created. Thus, the 
designations they use correspond largely to the main focus of their interest and the terminology is 
therefore unstable and reflects the different attitudes of the particular authors, as well as the wide 
scope of functions achieved through Res in various languages. As the meaning or function is not the 
best starting point for a classification of reduplication, I have decided to divide reduplication into six 
large groups, according to one simple formal criterion - i.e. what is actually reduplicated. The three 
conventional groups (even though they might be grouped or named a little differently by various 
authors) can be extended by three more, which include the reduplication of phrases, or simply a 
syntactic unit bigger than a word (phrasal reduplication), reduplication of bound words, and those pairs 
of words that are created for phonetic reasons and are based on the similarity of sounds (echo-type 
reduplication) : 
morphological reduplication (the reduplication of a morpheme or part of a word) 
bound word reduplication (reduplication of a bound word) 
lexical reduplication - the reduplication of a word. It has three major subgroups: 
• identical word reduplication (the reduplication of a word with no modification of its form) 
• semantic reduplication (the reduplication of a meaning by way of two phonologically different 
words) 
• echo-type reduplication (the reduplication of phonetic structure of a word) 
phrasal reduplication (the reduplication of a phrase)!? 
It should be stressed again that reduplicative constructions form a continuum with a large 
number of overlaps and mergers and these six groups can be divided into further subgroups. This is yet 
another reason why the terminology is so unstable and differs from one author to another. Although 
we do not want to present here an exhaustive list of all potential deSignations, it is nevertheless 
important to point out at least the most important works relating to particular types of reduplication. 
17 A similar classification is outlined by Koch (1983b, p. 52): "To summarize, then, the texts I have examined are 
characterized by repetition on all levels: phonological, morphological and lexical, syntactic, and semantic. We have 
seen both repetition of form and repetition of content. The repetition is cohesive, rhytmic, and rhetorical." She 
talks predominantly about repetition, but she again does not distinguis between repetition and reduplication in the 
strict sense of the word and numerous examples of reduplication can be found in her article. 
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The first three groups have been extensively described by many authors and for many 
languages and they figure in many authors' classifications of reduplication. For morphological 
reduplication, see for example Victoria Rau 2005; for reduplication of two identical words Anvita Abbi 
(1980 for Hindi and 1992 for other languages of the Indian subcontinent); for semantic reduplication, 
Vacek (1989). Steever (1998) refers to the reduplication of two identical words as an iterative 
compound, Malten (1989) talks about syntactic reduplication. The term syntactic reduplication itself has 
been employed by several authors in a slightly different sense (cf. Alina Israeli 1997, Mass 2005 and 
Uhlenbeck 1978). 
The bound word reduplication includes very special expressions of words, that cannot exist 
independetely and which are appended by a quotative word. It includes the large set of expressives 
and the small set of colour terms. This group has been created provisionally until the real status of 
these expressions is ascertained. 
The eCho-type reduplication, seems to have been somewhat disregarded in the past years. 
It has been dealt with under various names - most frequently as echo words, alternatively semantic 
reduplication, or it has been neglected altogether with a mere statement that there is a group of 
rhyming words in a particular language.18 The reason for this is that echo-type reduplication very often 
accompanies other kinds of reduplication that are "more obvious." Often, it is an instrument or process 
accompanying semantic reduplication, which led the authors to classify the examples differently, or 
they considered them simply as one of the expressive means of language, without giving them any 
special name. 
The problem had attracted much more attention in the first years of the 20 th century, during 
the great era of comparative Indo-European phonology when the sound change was much debated 
topic. Conspicuous phonetic similarity of two words forming a pair was discussed under various names, 
e.g. assimilation/dissimilation, contamination or rhyme. For a short overview of the discussion see Thun 
(1963, especially pp. 275-282). A thorough description of what I call echo-type reduplication reveals 
interesting data, not only for a better understanding of a particular language but also of the functioning 
of language in general. It clearly shows that reduplication can be delimited at the very least as an 
important word-formative process. I have decided to coin this new term, i.e. echo-type reduplication 
for the lack of any better term. I was considering also the term phonetic reduplication, which, however, 
does not do justice to the phenomenon any better. I leave the term echo-type reduplication only as 
provisional. 
18 For echo-type reduplication in European languages, see especially the monograph by Thun 1963, which also lists 
other types of reduplication in English and is very extensive. A lot of space is dedicted to the question of rhyme 
and alliteration. Very nice treatment close to my views can be found in Marchand 1969, pp. 429-439. The 
treatment is supplemented with examples from English. Further, there is an article by Morawski 1927, which 
presents a lot of very nice examples of rhyming formulas plus their description in Spanish. For Czech and Russian, 
see for example Blatna 1990. 
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The term phrasal reduplication is also relatively new. Recently, it was used by Elinor Keane 
(2004) and the problem of the reduplication of a unit larger than the word has been dealt with in 
several other articles (cf. Lidz 2000 or Fitzpatrick-Cole 1996). Phrasal reduplication is only a logical 
extension of lexical reduplication applied to phrases or clauses. We can say that the main features of its 
three subgroups gain ground in case of longer utterances that exceed the word. Morphological 
reduplication is logicaly excluded here as it refers to reduplication of a morpheme or part of a word. 
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4. REDUPLICATION IN TAMIL 
Reduplication is a very frequent phenomenon and can be considered a language universal (cf. 
Moravcsik 1978). Of course, not all the types of reduplication occur in all languages. There are 
languages that are very rich in reduplicative constructions, e.g. the languages of the Indian 
subcontinent or the Bantu languages, a number of Altaic languages etc.; in some other languages 
reduplication is rather marginal and its objectives are conveyed by some other means (e.g. diminutives 
etc.). Tamil is very rich in reduplication and uses all six types of reduplication as described above: 
Morphological reduplication: owo[J[uone by one < o[J[uone 
vewe[u various < ve[u different 
Bound word reduplication: katakatave[Ja/ clattering, rattling, rumbling, clicking 
ka[J[Jailkare/e[Jalin a jet-black manner 
Lexical reduplication 
• identical word reduplication: avacara avacaramaka in a great haste < avacaram haste 
tempit tempi ajuta/She wept while sobbing again and again. < tempu- to sob 
teruvukkut teru from street to street < teru street 
• semantic reduplication: parantu viri- < (to be spread out + to expand, spread out) 
utavi ottacai < (aid, help, assistance + aid, help, assistance) 
a/aintu tiri- < (to go to and fro, to roam + to walk about, wander) 
• echo-type reduplication: 
atakkam otukkamaka being humble or modest < (humility, submission, subordination + self-control) 
kO(1a/ ma(1a/unevennes < (ko(1a/being crooked, bent, askew + ma(1a/has no meaning by itself) 
mecai kicaitables and the like < (mecaitable + kicaian echo word created from mecal) 
Phrasal reduplication: 
a/ ma[[i a/ ma[[i kava/irupparka/ They took turns in guarding. < a/ ma[[u- man change 
(lit. People changed people changed guarding). 
na//a paiya[J kl'l/a paiya[J good boy and so forth < (na//a good; paiya[J boy) 
A detailed description of all six groups of reduplication in Tamil, together with all subgroups and 
overlaps follow in the next sections. 
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5. MORPHOLOGICAL REDUPLICATION 
I define morphological reduplication as a reduplication of a morpheme or a part of a word. 
Morphological reduplication has been described for a lot of languages where it can have numerous 
functions. In Yami (Philippine languages) partial reduplication can be used to express for example 
attenuation vongtot "a smell of rotten food" ----> mala-vo-vongtot "smell a little like rotten food"; 
imperfective vekeh "swell" ----> mi-ve-vekeh "swelling"; distributivity vekeh "swell" ----> mika-veke-vekeh 
"full of lumps all over"; collectivity toing"spread a disease" ----> maka-to-toing"contagious"; continuation 
lingay "to turn one's head to look" ----> ipi-ling-lingay "take someone sightseeing" and several other 
meanings (see Rau 2005). In some cases it can be considered a continuation of lexical reduplication, or 
say fully grammaticalized instances of reduplication as I have shown in one of the previous paragraphs 
(see 2.1). 
In Tamil, morphological reduplication can roughly be divided into following three groups. 
5.1 Numerals 
The first and smallest group are numerals plus possibly a few other words. This way reduplicated 
numerals have distributive meaning and even here the possibility that they are in fact a reduced form 
of originally completely reduplicated words can not be altogether excluded: 
OVVO[l[U one by one < O[l[U one 
irira!Jtu two by two < ira!Jtu two 
mummu[I[u by threes < mU[I[uthree 
nanna[lku by fours < na[lku four 
aiyaintu by fives < aintu five 
avva[u by sixes < a[u six 
evv~u by sevens < ~u seven 
evvettu by eights < ettu eight 
66) cila itarika/i/ mummii!!£u pa[kajum mujaittirunta[la. 46/18 
In some places (of the mouth) the teeth grew even by threes. 
A few examples other than numerals could be stated, their number is, however, much limited: 
vevve[u various < ve[u different 
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5.2 Interjections 
Interjections in Tamil are a class or particles that express emotional reaction to the world. Many of the 
interjections also involve reduplication but there is usually not much difference between reduplicated 
and non-reduplicated forms in meaning. I present here only a few of them: 
ata> atata particle used at the beginning of a sentence to express one's surprise, regret, etc. 
ate> atete particle used at the beginning of a sentence to express surprise 
aiyi5 > aiyaiyi5 particle used for expressing shock, fear, grief, outage, etc. 
ce> cecce particle used to express contempt, anger, resentment, etc. 
Interjections can be even triplicated or multiplicated: 
67) atetete! em maka!ukku ace olJlJun katta/eta?21/170 
What! You did not my daughter the glad eye? 
68) atatatatata! e[J[Ja varavelPPu, e[J[Ja varavelPPu?49/82 
Oh! What a welcome! 
5.3 Intensives 
Beisedes reduplicaton of their full form, a few words can reduplicate only its part - usually the stem, 
which can be changed morphologically. It results in intensification of their meaning. It is a limited set of 
words. As I have not been able to find any better designation I call them in accordance with Emeneau 
(1987) intensives: 
ciJIafici[u very small < ci[u small DEDR 1594 
ci[J[Jafici[iya very small < ci[J[Ja small, little, inferior, mean, low, young DEDR 2594 + ci[u small DEDR 1594 (here 
the meaning is intensified by combination of two related words) 
ta[J[Janta[Jiye(adv.) quite alone, in absolute solitude < ta[Jisingleness; solitude DEDR 3196 
nettanetiya very long, excessively long < netu- to be long DEDR 3738 (appears also as a reduplicated noun: netta 
netumai great length, excessive tallness or height; and a form which seems to be more frequent in modern Tamil: 
nilJta netiya very long in space and time) 
pe[J[Jampedya very large < peru great DEDR 4411 
puttamputiya brand new < putu, putiya new DEDR 4275 
pU[J[Jampu/ad early dawn < pu/ad dawn DEDR 4305 
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As for the forms ci!]!]ancijjya, pe!]!]amperiya/ pu!]!]ampu/ari and also the colour term 
ka!]!]amkariya (see 6.2) it seems probable that there had been an adverbial sufix -!]!]am which has 
stopped to be used and which is preserved only in these words (see also Bey than 1943, p. 174). As for 
the forms nettanetiya, ta!]!]anta!]i and puttamputiya Zvelebil (1955, p. 456) explains doubling of the 
consonant by means of phonetic rules that require doubling of the single consonant of a word base 
followed by another word. Very similar process we can see also in the case of nouns. Number of 
examples is, however, much smaller: 
natta natu the very middle < natu middle, centre 
ve[[ave[itu absolute worthlessness < ve[itu emptiness < ve[u-mai emptiness 
But mere repetition is also possible in this case: 
natu natuvil in the very middle 
Sometimes the same effect is achieved by juxtaposition of two synonymous19 words: 
to/ai tDram long distance; remote place < (distance + Skt. dDra- remoteness, distance) 
natu mattiyam the very middle/centre < (middle, centre + Skt. madhya- middle) 
natu ce(7tarthe very middle < (middle, centre + Eng. centre) 
By reduplication of a part of the word the meaning can be intensifed even in case of verbs. 
Only a few examples can be given: 
ka[uka[t.r to become very black < ka[t.r to grow black, darken 
kujjakkujir- to be intensely cool and refreshing < kujir- to feel cold, chilly; to be cool, refreshing 
natunaturikt.r to tremble greatly, quake with fear < naturikt.r to shake, shiver, quiver; to tremble through fear 
tutitutf to be in a great flurry; to fret and fume < tutf to quiver, tremble, throb, palpitate; to be in a great flurry 
or agitation 
vej/avijar- to become very white < vijar- to become white or pale 
Worth noticing examples are: 
netunett.r/ netunetukt.r to be very long, tall or high < nett.r to be long; to become tall 
vitirvitir- to throb, flutter, quiver with intensity of feeling, to be tremulous < vitir- to tremble quiver 
19 I use the words synonymsor synonymous in a non-technical sense in the study and usually mean descriptive 
synonyms as explained in (7.2.2). 
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There are also the expressives vitirkkuvitirkkef)a/ expr. of "trepidation" and netunetef)a/ expr. 
signifying "tall growth" which seem to lack the notion of intensity. Now the question arises whether it is 
only an omission of the compilers of the Tamil Lexicon or whether we can consider the morphological 
process of intensives a bit different from that of expressives (for expressives see 6.1). The latter seems 
to be the right one as there is a large number of reduplicated expressives which do not signify any 
intensity of the action but say rather its plurality. 
There are also expressions ci[ci/a and pa!]Ja/a which consist of the base pa/-, cil- and the full 
adjective pa/a and ci/a. Here intensification is not that obvious but they seem to be formed on the same 
pattern as the above given words: 
ct[ci/a slight or minor < cif some, few, small, slight DEDR 1571 
pa[pa/a many; different, various < pa/a many several, diverse DEDR 3987 
Semantically intensives in Tamil can be compared with the similar type in Slavic langauges, e.g. 
pouhopouhy"just mere" (lit. merely mere) and koneckondj "after all, ultimately" (lit. in the end of 
ends) in Czech or ,4aBHbIM-,4aBHO "very long time ago" (lit. pastly past) and 6enblu-6eno "very white" 
(lit. whitely white) in Russian. 
5.4 Summary 
We have seen that in Tamil morphological reduplication is not very productive. It consists of a limited 
set of words, which can be arranged into three groups, i.e. numerals, interjections and intensives. 
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6. BOUND WORD REDUPLICATION 
A very special case is bound word reduplication, which stands somewhere between morphological and 
lexical reduplication. It consists of a large group of expressives and a subset of colour terms. These 
words do not occur independently, only in combination with the quotative word e!J!:u, which is an 
adverbial participle of the verb eo- "to say." Occasionally other verbal forms of this verb can be used, 
e.g. the infinitive eDa, relative participle eD[a, etc. This implies that the preceding words are not 
morphemes and the forms of the verb eo- are not suffixes. Rather these reduplicated words resemble 
object complement. The impossibility to occur independetly and the presence of the verbal form makes 
these expression very special and that is the reason why I have decided to classify them separately 
before their status is clarified. Some hints can be found in the following chapters. 
6.1 Expressives 
In general expressives is a term for (often reduplicated) structures that give expression to a 
psychological state of the speaker, i.e. the way he reflects the outer world (see e.g. Diffloth 1976). The 
meaning can be related to a sound or some other sensory feeling as taste, touch, smell, motion and 
sight. 
Expressives attempt to transmit a sensation directly through the language. Their conspicuous 
phonological structure which often violates the rules of phonotactics of the given language contributes 
to their expressive value. Sometimes it is a close representation of a sound they denote. Annamalai 
(1968)20 and Morin (1972) explain these violations of phonotactic rules by expressives as a resistance 
to historical sound changes as it would destroy their onomatopoetic value. It is perfectly true but not all 
transgressions of phonotactics in Tamil can be explained in terms of resistance to historical process in 
the language. Right on the contrary, there are a lot of expressives that begin with a retroflex sound or 
end in a stop or geminate, which is otherwise impossible with native Tamil words. Emeneau and Hart 
(1993, pp. 75 and 82) assume that these voiced stops in initial position can be reconstructed for South-
Dravididan and even for Proto-Dravidian. The conspicuous phonological form is a representation of the 
expressive character and can be considered a typical feature of these words (cf. for example Bartens 
2000, pp. 14-19; Samarin 1970, p. 160)Y Another typical feature of expressives is the impossibility to 
be negated which is probably caused by their close relationship with reality they describe. 
As refers to terminology here again it is very unstable and several other designations than 
expressives have appeared. Some of them are connected with a specific area, e.g. the term 
20 Annamalai deals only with the Proto-Dravidian * k- which before front vowels develops into c- in Tamil, Malayam 
and Telugu. This change, however, does not occur with expressives. Annamalai does not enquire into the functions 
of expressives, nor does he elaborate on reasons that stand behind this resistance to sound change. 
21 Nice treatment of the relation between the onomatopoetic words and the sounds they represent can be found in 
Bhaskararao (1977). 
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ideophones (see for example Samarin 1971) is used predominantly in connection with African 
languages. Other terms are motivated by the function of these words. Very frequent term is 
onomatopeia (see for example Emeneau 1969 or Bhaskararao 1977) which refers to words whose 
phonological form imitates a sound or sound associated with the thing they denote. It is, however, also 
used as a general term denoting the group of expressions with some expressive meaning not 
necessarily confined only to sound. Ullmann (1962, p. 84) distinguishes between primary (imitation of 
a sound) and secondary (the sounds evoke a movement or some physical or moral quality) 
onomatopoeia. We can also encounter such terms as mimic words (Abbi 1997, p. 696), sound 
symbolism (see e.g. Hinton et al. 1994) or imitative words (Pope 1983, p. 197; Haas 1942). In 
addition to these terms Alena Oberfalzerova (2009) and Veronika Zikmundova (2002) talk about 
iconopeia, i.e. expressives that refer exclusively to a shape. 
The term expressives seems to be relatively new and includes also other more specific 
structures. In Tamil several authors distinguish between expressives proper and onomatopoeia 
(compare with primary and secondary onomatopoeia as defined by Ullmann above; I find the term 
expressives as a general term for the whole group more convenient). Formally it is not possible to draw 
a sharp line between these two groups and one particular word can belong to both of them: 
tokkuttokkeoa/ 1. onom. expr. of creaking noise 2. expr. of rocking, unsteady motion. 
pakapakaveoa! 1. onom. expr. of crackling of fire 2. expr. signifying burning or smarting sensation of hunger. 
ko!ako!eoal 1. onom. expr. of gurgling sound 2. expr. of being loose and soft. 
Wiltshire (1999) examined their phonological, syntactic and semantic properties and proposes 
that expressives (including onomatopoeia) form a distinct word class. She argues that expressives can 
be isolated from other similar reduplicated structures that also bear some expressive meaning such as 
colour terms, verb reduplication, echo reduplication, interjections and simple non-reduplicated adverbs 
and adjectives. The criteria that she applied are as follows: 
Syntax: 1) must appear with a form of the quotative verb 
2) can appear at any major syntactic breaks within the clause it modifies 
Phonology: 3) can/must be reduplicated 
4) can violate the usual phonotactics 
5) altered reduplication suffixes a copy with a change in the first syllable 
Semantics: 6) not lexically discrete 
7) limited negation 
On the whole I agree with her and accept her conclusions that propose expressives as a 
distinct word class, but I added to this group also colour terms (see further), which differ from 
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expressives slightly in the sphere of phonology. Formally expressives can roughly be divided into three 
categories: 
A) non-reduplicated 
k6ve[)a/onom. expr. of bewailing; making loud noise 
ka(lire[)a/onom. ringing as of a bell, clanging as sounding brass 
pakire[)a/ expr. signifying the state of being greatly terrified 
B) completely reduplicated without any change in their phonetic shape 
katakatave[)a/onom. clattering, rattling, rumbling, clicking 
pa!apa!ave[)a/ expr. signifying glittering or bursting sound 
C) partly reduplicated with a change in their phonetic shape 
kaccuppicce[)a/onom. muttering, speaking indistinctly 
k6(lama(lave[)a/ expr. signifying confusion or disorderliness 
An absolute majority of expressives begin with a consonant. The large number of non-
reduplicated expressives end in a consonant and refer exclusively to a momentary or punctiliar action, 
while vowel-final expressives can refer to both single or multiple events (Fedson 1981, p. 56). As 
Fedson further points out (Ibid., p. 55) the consonant-final expressives can be reduplicated to denote 
repeated action. Hence, the reduplication is clearly iconic and signifies plurality of the event: 
69) ava[)utaiya amma titire!J£u I[antu vitfaj. 5/58 
His mother died suddenly. 
69a) ipp6te//am iravup pojutuka!iI titirtitire!J£u vijittukko!ki[aj. 18/167 
These days she suddenly and frequently wakes up at nights. 
Another interesting feature of reduplicated expressives is a rather low frequency of long 
vowels. It is diffucult ot say why expressives containg a long vowel are so rare. Some of the 
expressives containing short vowel may be both reduplicated and non-reduplicated with no change in 
meaning (here I rely on TL): 
(pajiccup)pajicce[)a/ expr. signifying flashing, shining, promptness, rapidity or sharp pain. 
(toppuf)toppe[)a/onom. expr. signifying falling with a thumping noise or sound of falling blows 
I have decided to create a separate group for expressives as their inclusion into morphological 
or lexical reduplication is a bit problematic. There are certain clues that allow us to consider them 
words (namely trating of certain real words in similar way - see examples 70 and 72), but the 
impossibility of their usage without the quotative word e!Jru is one of strong counter arguments. I do 
not address this question in great detail and provide only several hints for further considerations. 
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The origin of these expressions is very often unclear (except the onompatopoeia which 
originated by imitation of a certain sound) and it is difficult to say how they have come into existence. 
Some of them seem to be derived from fully lexical words. Consider for example the expressive 
vajuvajeDa/ expr. of "smoothness; swiftness." It can be connected with the noun vaju "error, mistake, 
failure, lapse" and the verb vajukku- "to slip; to be slippery.,,22 Other derivatives are: 
vajuvaju- to slip; to be slippery, smooth or polished 
vajuvaje[}a/ expr. signifying smoothness; swiftness 
vajavajave[}a/ expr. signifying slipperiness; wishy-washy talk 
vajavaja- to be slippery, be slack; to babble, to wishy-washy in talk23 
Further examples can be: 
kojukojuve[}a/ chubby < koju- to grow fat, to be plump 
mi[}ukkumi[}ukke[}a/ glimmering, flickering < mi[}ukku- to polish, brighten mi[}uriku- to glitter, shine 
Sometimes the relationship is not so straightforward, but the expressive can still easily be 
derived from a fully lexical morpheme. The process the other way round is also possible (notice that 
one of important features of expressives is to form verbal and nominal derivatives - see further below): 
picupice[}a/ expr. moistness; stickenss; drizzling slightly < picaf to work with the thumb and fingers in mixing, to 
knead; to squeeze or mash between the palms, to cruch and separate; to rub, as the eyes; to rub or apply on the 
skin, as soap 
mOcumOce[}a/ onom. expr. of breathing hard, as when intensely at work; panting, as in running < mOccu 
respiration, breath 
This is a remarkable, eventhough unfrequent expressive: 
vetkuvetke[}al Expr. of shame < ve/ku- to be ashamed 
The last two examples I would like to point out here is reduplication of a noun and a finite 
verbal form appended with the quotative verb eD[U and used in the same way as expressives. In 
example (70) we can see that reduplicated noun mayakkam "mental delusion, stupor, aberation of 
mind; giddiness, unconsciousness" is used to form a statement about someone's state: 
22 Many more examples could be quoted, which is not done mainly for the reasons of space. For other examples 
see Tamil Lexicon. 
23 It is interesting to note that there is also the form vfluvfle[}a/ expr. signifying "sliminess, slipperiness." 
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70) mayakkam mayakkame!![u eppatum patuttuk kitappJf, 41/54 
She has always been very feeble and bedridden. 
Another worth noticing example is the expression potumpotumeoa/, which is the reduplication of 
the finite verb form potum < potu- "to be enough, be sufficient." It is one of the words that are very 
often repeated in the spoken language as in: 
71) potum ... ! potum ... ! vOttula u//a Jtka/ elfarukkum ku/ikkatukku nitJf] tal}lJi e[accuk kutukkalJumJ ... ?54/445 
Enough ... ! Enough ... ! Is it you who has to pump water for bathing for everyone in the house .. ? 
In the following example the reduplicated word potum plus the quotative word eoru is used in 
a somewhat adverbial meaning: 
72) [ ... ] Orpakkam pay kufittuvittu talJlJir tOkkivantu ca[Jkki, kujampu vaittu, kitJrikku kotuttu af]uppuvata[ku/ 
ava/ukkup potum potum e!![u iruntatu. 52/173 
She went to the town, bathed, brought water, cooked rice, prepared sauce and gave it to the goatherd. By 
that time she felt it was too much for her. (lit. It was enough enough for her) 
In Tamil the quotative verb elF to say is used as a complementizer to mark both direct and 
indirect quotations and to refer to thoughts, feelings and sensations. Here it is used to quote someone's 
feelings about (in)sufficiency of something, i.e. "she felt it was enough, too much for her." 
Tamil Lexicon (p. 2966) also enlists potumpotateoal expr. of "slight deficiency or insufficiency," 
which consists of one negative and one positive finite form of this verb. Similar examples can be found 
in (7.1.7) where two imperatives followed by the quotative elF are used to express intenSity of some 
action and in (2.5.3) where a positive and a negative form of the same verb was used to intensify the 
meaning. These examples show how fuzzy the whole area is and how examples overlap and groups 
merge one with another. Besides prototypical and central constructions there are also a lot of marginal 
or less prototypical ones. 
The number of examples, which can be connected with a lexical morpheme is, however, 
limited. It is not possible to find a verb ki[u-, cu//u-, turu- or paka- which could be connected with 
ki[uki[ef]a~ cul/uccul/ef]a/, turuturuvef]al and pakapakavef]al. 
Expressives cannot be separated as the non-reduplicated form would no longer give any sense. 
Contrary to almost all other examples of reduplication they do not allow any other material in between, 
be it a suffix or a particle of any kind. The whole construction thus strongly resembles a single 
morpheme. 
On the other hand at least the vowel-final expressives can form verbal and nominal derivatives, 
which function as normal nouns and verbs. There is no shift in meaning apparent: 
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... ----------------------------------
ki[uki[e[Jal expr. signifying being giddy, dizzy; moving rapidly 
ki[uki[u-ttalto be giddy, dizzy; to be confounded, confused, disconcerted 
ki[uki[uppu giddiness, dizziness 
mUl}umU(lUve[Jal expr. signifying muttering,mumbling 
mUl}umul}lJ-ttalto mutter, talk in whispers; to muble 
mUl}umul}uppu grumbling, muttering 
73) eta vaykku!!akave mUlJumUlJuvetJ£u mantiram co//ikkol}tu [ ... ] 18/170 
While mumbling some mantram to himself ... 
74) puta[J iva[J katil parka!aik katittukkol}tu mutumututtatJ. 40/119 
Pudan mumbled something into his ears through his teeth. 
These are only a few of specific features, which made me to classify this large group as a 
separate category. The problem of expressives is much more complex and deserves more space. It 
would, however, go beyond the scope of this study and that is why I presented here only a short 
outline of this issue.24 
6.2 Colour terms 
Another group of expressions that can be enlisted in a separate category along the expressives are 
colour terms. First notice that colour terms in Tamil can be reduplicated in terms of complete 
reduplication. The final meaning is that of distribution: 
75) ve!!ai ve!!ai pukka! alike irukki[Jra[Ja. 
Here and there there were white flowers. 
This reduplication has nothing to do with intensity or emphasis here. There is on the other 
hand a way how to express the notion of intensive blackness, whiteness etc. Tamil language uses 
special terms that can be grouped together with express ives, but from which they slightly differ. These 
terms are limited to four colours only, i.e. black, white, green and red. 2s The base word is a 
conventional word, the origin of the reduplicant is difficult to ascertain but it seems to be to derived 
from the same lexical morpheme by some not anymore productive way limited to only a small set of 
lexical morphemes. From this point of view they somewhat resemble intensives. Colour terms, 
however, use the quotative word e[}[u which the intensives do not: 
24 For an overview of expressives see Emeneau 1969 or Malten 1989. 
25 Arunachalam 1977, p. 3 gives also the term maffca!macelfor the yellow colour, but this term is not included in 
Tamil Lexicon nor could I find it in other sources. 
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kal)l)arika[el el)[u in a jet black manne 
cekkacevel el)[U expr. of being deep red 
paccaipacel el)[u expr. of deep green colour 
ve!!aive!er el)[u expr. of being exceedingly white 
76) cit(iyutaiya ve!!aive!ere!J[a cat(ai aval) ka(lka!aik kDca vaittatu. 2/94 
Chitti's bright white shirt dazzled his eyes. 
For white and green colour there are also the following expressives: 
ve!uve!uvel)al expr. signifying extreme whiteness; paleness 
pacukupacukel)al expr. signifying green appearance 
Besides these forms three other adjectival forms are encountered. The last form is especially 
worth noticing as it does not appear in TL nor in KTTA: 
kal)l)arikariya very black, jet-black 
cekkaccivanta to be deep red 
paccaip paciya luxuriantly green 
77) Draic cu[[ilum pala mail vistira(lattukku paccaip paciya nelvayalka! marakata maital)amaka virintu kitakkum. 
All around the town bright green fields of paddy spread like emerald ground to distance of several miles. 43/13 
On the etymological level all these forms can easily be connected with karu- (DEDR 1278) 
"'black"; cem- (DEDR 1931) "red," pacu- "green" (DEDR 3821) and ve!- (DEDR 5496) "white." Tamil 
lexicon says that these colour terms can also be used non-reduplicated. Then the notion of intensity is 
usually missing: 
ka[el el)al expr. signifying intense darkness 
cever el)al expr. denoting redness 
pacer el)al expr. signivying grenness 
pacc el)al expr. of being green or verdant 
ve!er el)al expr. of appearing white; looking pale26 
To say more about this limited set of expressions is, however, difficult. 
26 Compare these forms with the non-reduplicated expressives, which ending in -el and -er as in carelel)alonom. 
expr. of "suddenness, haste," nerelel)al expr. of "suddenness," porerel)al. There are two more similar affixes -ir 
and -ar as in pa!irel)al expr. signifying "gleaming, flashing; crashing, cracking, clanging; throbbing, aching," 
patirel)alonom. expr. signifying a "sudden crash or exploSion," taparel)alOnom. expr. signifying "cracking sound" 
and matarel)alonom. expr. signifying "crashing noise." 
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6.3 Summary 
Bound word reduplication is an intermediate group standing between morphological and lexical 
reduplication. These expressions consist of a reduplicated bound word followed by the quotative word. 
They have several other specific properties, e.g. the expressives vilolate the usual phonotactics of the 
language. Their distinct properties and unclear origin made me to classify them provisionally in a 
separate category until their real status is clarified. 
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7. LEXICAL REDUPLICATION 
Lexical reduplication is by far the most frequent type of reduplication in Tamil. It can be loosely defined 
as a reduplication of a word. Based on the preservation/modification of the form and the meaning of 
both members of the pair the examples of lexical reduplication can be classified into three major 
subgroups: identical word reduplication where the form of the word is preserved and by means of 
which various, mostly grammatical, meanings can be expressed; semantic reduplication where the 
meaning of the word is the same, but the form is changed and by means of which various subtle 
semantic notions and connotations can be expressed; echo-type reduplication where the form is 
modified while the meaning can be preserved or modified (somewhere the meaning can be understood 
only in the whole pair as one or both members of the pair do not carry the meaning by themselves). 
This subtype of reduplication again expresses various semantic notions as well as expressive 
connotations. All these groups have futher subgroups, which are also described in the following 
sections. 
7.1 IDENTICAL WORD REDUPLICATION 
Reduplication of a word in the identical form is a very easy way of expressing iteration, graduality, 
plurality, distributivness, intensivness or emphasis as it simply repeats the stressed word. In other 
languages it can have several other functions and its usage can be very complex and rich as Anvita 
Abbi (1990 p. 171) pOints out: "The various reduplicated structures discussed in the paper cover a wide 
syntactico-semantic range from aspect (simultaneity, continuity, iteration etc.) to modification 
(diminution, emphasis, accentuation, distribution, manner etc.) as well as perform important syntactic 
relations such as anaphora manifested in reflexives and reciprocals./f 
This type of reduplication is very close to repetition from which it has gradually evolved. During 
this process it has acquired several more general functions, which distinguish it from a mere repetition. 
Besides semantic and functional grounds it differs from repetition also formally. Contrary to repetition 
the whole construction cannot be separated by intervening words and if further particles or case 
endings are added, they are usually added to the second member of the construction only. There are, 
however, cases where a certain suffix is added to the first member of the construction. In a limited 
number of examples a different suffix is added to both members of the construction. By means of 
addition of these morphemes several other nuances of meaning can be expressed. They are instances 
of less prototypical forms of lexical reduplication. 
In Tamil it is verbs, nouns, adverbs, adjectives, pronouns or numerals that can be reduplicated 
in this way. There are also instances when the whole phrase is reduplicated to produce one of these 
meanings. Such examples I classify as phrasal reduplication (see 8.). 
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7.1.1 Intensification 
When the form refers to a feeling, emotion or state of mind, then the reduplication intensifies the 
meaning of the given word. Verbs, nouns, adjectives or adverbs can be used in this sense. The second 
member can be appended with adverbial suffixes -ay or -aka: 
peiriya periya very big < periya big 
putiya putiya brand new < putiya new 
tayarikit tayariki with great hesitation < tayariku- to hesitate, delay 
potip potivery small (like dust) < potipowder, dust 
rompa rompa greatly < rompa a lot 
acai acaiyaka eagerly < acai desire, wish 
me/e me/eupper and upper -> more and more < me/eup 
78) ciooap pOl}l}u payantu payantu kejacu/a poyi okkanta. 31/122 
The little girl entered the class with great fear and sat down. (lit. feared feared entered the class and 
sat down) 
79) rompak kOccappattut tayankit tayankit tao ujje pooar. 54/409 
He was very shy and went in only with great hesitation. 
80) anti neratti/ jaooa/ aruke [ ... ] kuiicuk kuiicu tumpikaj pa[akkum. 48/35 
Very small dragonflies flew near the window in the evening time. 
81) avaj acai acaiyaka aisaic cappi u[incu ... 19/115 
She sucked the ice cream with great relish. 
Notice that besides intensification the reduplication of adjectives can also signify plurality of the 
qualified noun. Its meaning, i.e. plurality, intensification or distribution it time and space (see below) is 
conditioned by the context and cannot be ascertained purely on the morphological grounds: 
82) ippotu intac ciggac cigga vi~ayarikaj el/am kOta veku tOratti/ ceo[u ma[aintu kOl}tuvittaoa. 54/73 
Now even all these very small matters have gone away and lost. 
83) /isikkum itaoa/ putup putup Po[uppukaj. 21/62 
That is why there are many new duties even for Lizzy. 
The intensified verb is usually in the form of adverbial participle. If the subject of the 
reduplicated verb is other than the subjcet of the finite verb it takes the form of infinitive: 
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84) arike oru kujantaikkuk katarak katara mottai pottuk kOlJtiruntarkaj. 47/12 
They were shaving a child's head while it wailed heartbreakingly. 
7.1.2 Iteration 
This most frequently achieved meaning of reduplication refers to repeated or prolonged action (when 
relating to physical or mental act). To convey this meaning usually verbs in the form of adverbial 
participle are used. The subject of the finite verb as well as the reduplicated verb is one and the same. 
The whole construction can be translated into English by "again and again," "repeatedly" or "to keep 
doing sth." Alternatively reduplicated words with the meaning "again" can be used to convey the same 
sense (90, 91). 
The exact nuance of its meaning should be understood from the context as the examples given 
below illustrate: 
tatavit tatavitouching again and again < tatavu- to touch, stroke 
vaitu vaitu to keep repreoaching < vaf to reproach 
kutittuk kutittu to drink excesively < kuti- to drink 
85) peyi pedya nottu/a namma pavatta ejuti ejuti vaccu katavu!kitta kattumam. 32/80 
The devil reportedly keeps writing our sins in a big notebook and than he will show it to god. 
86) takappao kufittuk kufitte cettuppooao. 53/138 
Father died by excessive drinking. (lit. By drinking and drinking he died.) 
87) iO[u paka/e//am katti/ of in tu of in tu vanteo. 23/949 
I kept hiding in the forest the whole day. (The verb vanr to come is in this sentence an auxiliary verb that 
indicates that the action has been going on for a certain period of time). 
88) owor a[aiyakap pukuntu pukuntu avarka! ve!iye vantarkaj. 33/61 
They entered every room and than went out. 
Consider the following example. The short sentences say explicitly in what manner the action 
took place: 
89) ni!!ru ni!!ru natanta!). cijjtu natantu vittu nio[ao. natantao. nio[ao. 48/15 
He walked with occasional stops here and there. He walked a little and stopped. He walked. He stopped. 
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The same meaning can also be expressed by reduplication of the word "again": 
90) tao matukajait tetiYa itattifefam ma£upatiyum ma£upatiyum tetik kOl}tiruntao. 52/40 
He was searching again and again in all the places where he had already searched before. 
91) putitaka variki vanta porujai milJtum milJtum parppaj. 18/146 
She looks at newly bought things again and again. 
Very often reduplicated adverbial participle can be followed by another verb of opposite 
meaning to convey the notion of an interrupted action: 
92) eo avao mukam ippati avaj kal} muooe to!J£it to!J£i ma[aiki[atu? 21/90 
Why does his face keep flashing in her mind? 
(lit. Why does his face in front of her eye appear appear and disappear?) 
93) tiyOp fait alJaintu alJaintu erintu kOl}tiruntatu. 54/532 
The tube light kept turning on and turning out. 
94) matu kal}kajai miiti miitit ti[antu kOl}tiruntatu. 54/606 
The cow kept blinking. (lit. The cow kept closing and opening its eyes.) 
If the subject of the finite verb is different than the subject of the reduplicated verbs, then the 
reduplicated verbs are in the form of infinitive: 
95) [avao] viratta viratta atao mitu ikkaj vantu utkarntaoa. 54/630 
He kept brushing away flies that came and sat on (his wound). 
7.1.3 Graduality 
Reduplication of an infinitive can indicate graduality or progressiveness. The subject of the 
reduplicated verb can be different from the subject of the finite verb, which implies that the action was 
being done on the background of another action, i.e. expresses simultaneity: 
aka aka as time goes by < aku- become 
vara vara step by step, gradually < varu- to come 
vajara vajara as one grows < vajar- to grow 
viraivaka viraivaka faster and faster < viraivaka fast 
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96) kOttam cerac cerak kOttJtika!um me!akkJrarka!um u[cJkam kOlJtJrkaj. 18/21 
As the crowds grew and grew, the dancers and drummers felt even more cheerful. 
97) nJ! cellae cella [ . .] oru acattu Jcai ava[} ma[}attiJ utikkat totarikiyatu. 21/101 
As days passed a foolish desire rose in his mind. 
98) ava!aip parkkap parkka ava[}ukku JcaiyJy iruntatu. 52/24 
The more he watched her the more he liked her. 
99) ava! va!ara va!ara vi,ttu veJaika!um vayaJ veJaika!um atikamJkivittatu. 52/65 
As she grew there were more and more works at home as well as in the fields. 
The same meaning can also be expressed by a noun plus the suffix -aka: 
vayatJka vayatJka as one grows older and older < vayatu age 
100) ava[} mukatti[} toyvu atikamaka atikamaka mJris-teri[}sutaiya ma[}itavataic cupJvam ka[kJJa nJtka! 
a!avukkuc ce[}[u kOlJtiruntatu. 1/52 
As more and more despondency appeared in his face Morris' and Terence's cruelty reached the degree of Stone 
Age. 
Compare the use of the same verb ni[]ai- "to think" in different forms. In the first example the 
verb is in the form of adverbial participle and its meaning refers to a repeated action being done for 
some time. In the second example the verb is in the form of infinitive and the meaning refers to 
gradual process: 
101) antat tava[ai ni!!aittu ni!!aittup pattu varu~amaKa varuntik kOlJtirukki[e[}. 23/809 
Thinking of the mistake I have been feeling sorry for ten years. 
102) ava[}aip pa[[i ni!!aikka ni!!aikka varuttamJkattJ[} iruntatu. 54/234 
The more I thought of him the more sorry I felt for him. 
7.1.4 Succession, plurality 
Great range of meanings can be achieved by reduplication of nouns. When referring to a countable or 
uncountable entity, the whole construction acquires the meaning "one after another" or "many of the 
same." Implication of plurality is stronger in some examples, less visible in others. From the semantical 
point of view many examples are close to pairs expressing distribution and in certain examples it is 
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difficult to differentiate between the two. Again the suffixes -aka, -ay and -aDa or the dative suffix -
(u)kku can be added. While the suffixes -aka or -ay are added to the second member of the pair, the 
dative suffix is added to the first one. Such a construction can have the meaning "one after another" or 
the meaning "each and every" (108): 
alai alaiyaka wave after wave < alaiwave 
ni[am ni[amaoa of different colours < ni[am colour 
vartaikku varttaiword after word < varttaiword 
103) varakai muram muramaka a!!ik ka[[iI viftaoar. 18/34 
They gathered the grain and flung into the air, muram by muram. 
104) avao tioam anta i[aicit tUlJtatu koppai koppaiyakap paccai tf kutittao· 5/33 
He drank daily a lot (Lit. cup after cup) of plain tea with that piece of meat. 
105) kalaiyilum malaiyilum kiittam kiittamakat teruvil pakum pa!!ip pi!!aika![ ... ] 54/435 
Crowds of school children that pass through the streets in the mornings and evenings ... 
106) tiIJuCU tiIJucaIJa camaiyal patarttarika! e(l(likkaiyil atarikatu. 47/122 
One could not count various dishes. 
107) nimi~attirku nimi~am vayiJJjliruntu kaoamaoa eta Oo[u mel ejumpi neffcaik kataintatuY 45/20 
Every other minute something heavy rose from the bell and pressed the heart. 
108) marattukku maram ka!!aoiruppatakap payantu [ ... ] 44/81 
Having been afraid that there was a thief behind every tree ... 
In some cases reduplication of numerals is used to express indefinite plurality: 
nO[u nO[u hundreds, good many, masses < nO[u hundred 
ayiram ayiram thousands, good many < ayiram thousand 
109) pi[aku ayiram ayiram Ve[U kariyarikaf, 21/85 
Then thousands of other matters. 
27 Notice that two numerals connected by the dative suffix can convey the idea "completely, maximum of the given 
number" as in: ellarukkume irupatukku irupatu markkutao pafturuntaram vattiyaru 42/87. 
The teacher gave repertedly everyone the full score. 
This is clearly not an instance of reduplication as there can be any other number in the second place of the pair to 
express the idea x out of x as in irupatukku aintu "five out of twenty." 
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7.1.5 Distribution 
Distributive meaning of reduplication is also a very common feature in Tamil. Reduplicated nouns, 
pronouns and numerals can convey this meaning: 
avao avao he and he respectively < avao he 
eooeooa what everything < eooa what all 
aintaintu by fives < aintu five 
tioam tioam every day < tioam day 
110) effarum avaravar a[aikku 6tioarkaj. 5/27 
Everyone went to their room. (lit. Everyone went to their their room.) 
111) eoakku mattumiffe iooum yaryarukku effam6 teriyum. 45/152 
Not only me, god knows who else knows. 
112) kaika/ifum kafkajifum aru aru virafkaj. 46/59 
There were six fingers at his feet and at his hands. 
113) antantak kafattife atate natatti vacca(lam. 21/100 
Things must be done at proper time. (Lit. That and that must be done at that and that time.) 
114) ataip parkkave kutatu eo[u ti!Jam ti!Jam carikafpam ceytu ko/veo. 48/33 
Every day I resolve that I will not look at it. 
Reduplicated noun with some spatial meaning plus suffix -aka can also denote distribution in 
space. This sense si perfectly represented by arikailke - here and there, in particular places < ailke 
there: 
115) pi[aku tittut tittakap pe(lka/ utkarntu pecik kO(ltiruntaoar. 18/25 
Afterwards the women sat about in groups and chatted. 
116) pu!!i pu!!iyakat terinta harikkeo fait ve/iccarika/if cutatikkum matuka/iO nijafuruvarika/ acaintaoa. 54/644 
Shadows of bodies of bullocks threshing paddy shimmered in the dots of light of hurricane lamps scattered 
here and there. 
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Reduplication of words with temporal meaning and connected with the long vowel -fP has also 
distributive function with the meaning "every." Less frequently this long vowel can be added to words 
referring to a quality where it has the meaning "thoroughly, wholly." In such cases it can be inferred 
that his long -a was originally a negative marker (see 119 and 120). These constructions strongly 
resemble examples in (2.5.3): 
maca macam on a monthly basis, every month < macam month 
varuta varutam on a yearly basis, every year < varutam year 
117) ni campatikki[a tokaiyai na[Je m5c5 m5cam u[Jakkuk kotuttuta[e[J. 13/28 
Every month I will give you the sum that you earn. 
118) varuc5 varucam oworu mo[amakak ko[acikkitte vanta[ ... ] 18/41 
If they keep on giving us one muram less every year ... 
119) [avar] kUlJ5 kUQanka! pi[J[Ja/ ve/ippatum. 44/70 
(His) thoroughly good qualities will be revealed later. 
120) paccaip pampuka/ i/aka/oti/aika/ayk kitantu ve[[umaip patatu vajum or atarnta virutcakam po/a 
papupulJlJiyarika/ pet5 petam i[J[ik kitakkum ippaju/kami[J i[Jpatika/[ ... ] 43/215 
Like snakes that cannot be seen when hidden in a dense tree, the pleasures of this vile world where sin and 
virtue mingle together with no difference altogether ... 
7.1.6 Idiomatic meanings 
Due to the frequent use some of these pairs have acquired meaning, which can be derived from the 
meaning of the reduplicated word but which has been slightly extended or modified. Some of them 
have constraint on the co-occurrence with lexemes and occur only with a limited set of words: 
vitiya vitiya for a long time, all through the night (lit. until it dawns) < vitf to dawn (it is clearly idiomatic as it can 
be used even in daytime) 
patittup patittu (co/-) (to tell) repeatedly, over and over < pat i- to read, study 
vifuntu vifuntu (carry an action) to an excess; enthusiastically; intensely < vifu- to fall 
ma[i ma[ione and then the other, alternately; again and again < ma[u-to change 
tirumpat tirumpa/tirumpit tirumpi again and again < tirumpu- to return, go back, turn 
28 Similar constructions are frequent in other Indian languages as well (cf. for example Smekal 1979, pp. 45-54 for 
Hindi). 
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121) itu matiri oru araimaf}i neram pecuki[ati/ u//a tirupti ava[}otu vifiya vifiya utkarntu peci[}a/um e[patuvatil/ai. 
The contentment from talking like this half an hour I would never get even if I sat and talked to him for 
hours. 54/103 
122) vrttukku vanta atka/ai appati vijuntu vijuntu kava[}ikki[arkaj. 54/380 
They intensely observed the people that entered the house. 
7.1.7 Less prototypical and less frequent forms of lexical reduplication 
Besides the above given examples there are another three groups of less frequently occurring patterns 
that can be considered examples of lexical reduplication. The first RC occurs almost exclusively in the 
spoken language. It indicates zealous or intensive action. As the pattern is Xverb stem/imperative + 
Xverb stem/imperative e!J[u Xverb this RC is strikingly similar to expressives and it seems possible that 
expressives stood at the origin of this RC as a model. This hypothesis is supported by the borderland 
example (125, see also examples 70 and 72). The expressive mi!Jumi!Ju e!J[u is frequently used with 
various verbs signifying shining or glittering, e.g. pirakaci-, jO/i-, mifir- etc. No wonder it appears also 
with the verb mi!J!Jli- "to shine, glitter, dazzle." I suppose that expressives that consist of a verb 
derived from the same root (or the other way round) as the reduplicated expressive part of the 
construction were the model according to which even other lexical verbs have been patterned. It can, 
however, also be understood idiomatically as "do do having said did it," where the reduplicated 
imperative is used to emphasize the meaning. Nowadays this pattern is productive and basically any 
verb denoting action can be used in this way: 
tetu tetu e[}[u tetu to search with great effors < tetu to search 
123)antap pOf}f}a afi afi !J!JU aficci kayi ka/aye//am mu[icci ko[}[}utta[}uvo. 52/73 
They beated her up, broke her hands and legs and killed her. 
124) narapa/i kotuttup porika vacci samiyattukki[}a paru, mattam na/e maya kOff6 koffu!J!Ju kOffum. 18/109 
Make a blood sacrifice, cook the offerings and take out the god and you will see. The very next day it 
will pour down in buckets. 
125) ara/ip pu, mafica/akac curiya o/iyi/ mi!Jumi!Ju e!J[U mi!J!Jik kOf}tiruntatu. 18/140 
Yellow oleanders gleamed and dazzled in the sunlight. 
There are two more constructions that consist of two different forms derived from the same 
root and can be considered examples of reduplication as they form a unit and have a grammatical 
meaning. The first RC is used to express probability. The first member of the pair (it is rather difficult to 
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say what is the base and what is the reduplicant even though the base seems to be the second 
member of the pair, i.e. the finite form) in the form of concessive is followed by the finite form in the 
future tense derived from the same lexical root (to express 60% or more certainty, example 117) or the 
finite form with the modal suffix -lam (to express lesser degree of certainty, example 118).29 Lehmann 
(1989, pp. 377-378) talks about a "special case of reduplication" and brings forward even an example 
which I have not come across (127). Here the finite form is in the past tense, which expresses 
disapproval of the speaker with the action referred to by the following sentence: 
vantalum varuvao he will probably come varu- to come 
vantalum varalam he might possibly come varu- to come 
126) t6ppII taooutaiya akka iruntalum irukkalam eoru nioaitte awaru ceytaj. 53/109 
She did it thinking that her sister might be in the grove. 
127) kumar oru putu cattaiyai vanki!!alum vanki!!a!!. ate cattaiyai avao ipp6tu tioam p6tuki]:ao. 
Kumar has bought a new shirt. But now he is wearing the same shirt daily. 
A special case is a combination of two verbal forms derived from the same lexical root when 
one form is concessive based on adverbial participle (the connecting particle -um is optional) and the 
second form is a negative verbal noun. This construction conveys the meaning "as soon as, before, not 
long time after, just a little of": 
128) ktJju kutittum kutikkamalum arakkapparakka velaikku 6turatukke neram cariyap p6kum. 33/77 
As soon as (they) drink a bit of porridge the time to run to work comes. 
129) vantatum varatatumay erike p6ki]:ay? 24/18 
Where are you going, having just arrived? 
7.1.8 Summary 
Identical word reduplication is the most frequent type of reduplication in Tamil, which has probably 
evolved from a simple repetition as numerous transient constructions show. Most of the constructions 
are well established examples of reduplication that have undergone certain process of 
grammaticalization and convey some quantitative meaning. Besides these frequently occurring Res 
there are also less typical and less frequent constructions which consist of either two identical forms 
appended with different suffixes or two different forms derived from one lexical root. They express 
some more specific meanings. 
29 For the degree of certainty see Schiffman 1971, p. 67. 
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7.2 SEMANTIC REDUPLICATION 
A special case of lexical reduplication is the reduplication of two phonologically different words with the 
same meaning. I call this type of reduplication in accordance with several other authors semantic 
reduplication. Semantic reduplication is a well established type of reduplication, which can be found 
in many Asian languages, most notably in the languages of the Indian subcontinent, in the Altaic 
languages, Arabic and probably others. Numerous examples can also be drawn from Slavic or 
Germanic languages (cf. first and foremost, graft and corruption, leaps and bounds, null and void or 
ways and means in English). It is a very productive means of expression that can bear certain load of 
expressivity. This subject was discussed and defined especially by Jaroslav Vacek, who drew attention 
to semantic reduplication in Indian languages some years back (while referring to the various earlier 
descriptions and pointing to the rather diversified terminology used in various traditions). He focused 
on semantic reduplication in Tamil (Vacek 1994), and marginally also in other Indian languages as a 
phenomenon of the Indian linguistic area (mainly Sanskrit and Hindi; Vacek 1989), which was a 
continuation of his earlier study of the phenomenon (particularly its various grammatical functions) in 
Mongolian (Vacek, PUrev-OCir 1987). A more comprehensive treatment of this phenomenon, however, 
is a desideratum. 
In this paragraph I would like to continue in the work begun by Jaroslav Vacek and focus on 
different types of semantic reduplication in Tamil. I deal with those pairs of words in which both words 
(either nouns or verbs) have very similar or one might even say synonymous meaning. I specify the 
kinds of words constituting these pairs and arrange them into several categories. I will try to find out to 
what extent the meaning is really synonymous, I briefly touch on formal aspects of the pairs and 
besides that I also discuss the possible shades of their meaning and function. 
A lot of designations relating to this phenomenon appeared. Chatterji (1960) talks about 
translation compounds, Koch (1983a) uses the term lexical couplets, Dongare (1975) synonymic 
compounds, Smekal (1979) semantic pairs, to name just a few. 
Concerning Tamil, Vacek worked with somewhat limited material and assumed that this kind of 
reduplication may not be so frequent. He sums up about 20 examples mostly from literary and classical 
Tamil, which is rather a low number. My material shows that this phenomenon is much more frequent, 
than it might follow from Vacek's material. I have already collected almost 200 such pairs most of 
which I present in this study. 
Concerning the reason for the appearance of these pairs in Tamil (and probably other 
languages) Vacek proposes two possible explanations. One is based on the sociolinguistic explanation 
of the origin of synonymous pairs in the context of language contact. The other concerns the stylistic 
and semantic aspects of synonymous pairing, i.e. its functioning in language. By stylistic aspects he 
means expressiveness and by semantic aspects the need for accuracy (Vacek 1989, p. 356). I agree 
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with this proposal even though the scope of meanings of these pairs as well as the sources from which 
the words constituting these pairs are drawn is much broader (it will be clear from the examples given 
below). The sociolinguistic aspect can also apply to the pairs in which one word comes from a dialect or 
archaic language, which is documented in my material below (see 7.2.4.2 or Dongare 1975, p. 252). 
7.2.1 Reduplicative constructions with a single and multiple referent and their functions 
Semantic reduplication can be divided into two main groups: 
A) Both words refer to one and the same thing, state or action rather than to two temporally or 
logically discrete objects or actions: kiJ{tip perukku- (to gather up the rubbish with a broom, to sweep 
+ to sweep). They describe it with great accuracy and sense for detail. Often one of the words comes 
from a foreign language and the native word only translates the foreign one. Based on its semantic 
charge one of the words may underline certain aspect of the thing or action in question. It adds extra 
information and highlights some implication. Especially in combination with a foreign word it may refer 
to a new aspect of something or to a new phenomenon in society. There are also stylistic and 
pragmatic reasons. The two words may also have different emotive charges and the second word only 
adds some flavour to the speech or it is used to strengthen the effect of the style. Simply said, these 
pairs are a stylistiC means enhancing the statement and "poetic and dramatic mode of expression, 
aiming at a forceful and ornamental turn of phrase" (Cermak and Klegr 2008, p. 40). 
Another fucntion that can be connected with this kind of reduplication is that of persuasion. For 
example in Arabic two synonymous words or paraphrased utterances are frequently used to persuade 
the listener as it is nicely described in noteworthy article by Barbara Koch (1983b).30 It does not seem 
to be the point in Tamil but still this very interesting point should be taken into consideration. 
Last but not least a very marginal reason which could perhaps explain certain uses of some of 
the pairs is a kind of "hum and haw"ing, hesitation of the speakers, when they are not sure what to 
say, need some time to find further words or just do not want to go directly to the point. This can be 
observed in other languages as well and has been brought to perfection in Khasi language.31 
30 In the abstract of her article (p. 47) she says: "The texts are characterized by elaborate and pervasive patterns 
of lexical, morphological and syntactic repetition and paraphrase. Repetition is shown to provide far more than 
ornamental intensification in Arabic prose; rather, it is the key to the linguistic cohesion of the texts and to their 
rhetorical effectiveness. In contrast to Western modes of argument, which are based on a syllogistic model of 
proof and made linguistically cohesive via subordination and hypotaxis, Arabic argumentation is essentially 
paratactic, abductive and analogical. It persuades by making its argumentative claims linguistically present by 
repeating them, paraphrasing them, and clothing them in recurring structural cadences." She talks about repetition 
and her observations include examples from various planes of language, but in the article she explicitly says that 
besides others there are also frequent examples of pairs of synonyms. 
31 Mondon Bareh in his Khasi-Eng/ish Course and Grammar (as quoted in RabeI1968, p. 257) says: "The Khasi, 
fond [of expressing] his thoughts in a round about or euphemistic way, generally avoids curtness or directness of 
language. In Khasi durbars, much studied cleverness is shown in the repetition of synonymous words or phrases, 
in stringing together all the trains of associations which may occur to the mind but have no direct bearing on the 
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A special subclass of this type are the pairs that consist of two antonyms but still refer to one 
object or one actions (see 7.2.8). 
B) The pair refers to a group of similar entities: catti paDai(earthen vessel, pan + large earthen pot 
or vessel) -> "kitchen utensils." In most cases we cannot talk about semantic reduplication in the 
proper sense of the word. They are words belonging to the same semantic field and each designates 
one item from the field. A pair of such words refers to the particular semantic field as a whole. For this 
reason I will discuss this latter type of pairs only marginally. 
Sometimes it is difficult to say whether there is some closer formal and semantic relation 
between the two words32 or whether they are just syntagmas or multiple sentence elements. Vacek and 
Purev-OCir (1987, p. 372) propose that two important criteria in ascertaining the nature of these pairs 
are frequency and semantic closeness (synonymity). Other criteria may be (non)ability to reverse the 
order of the members, functioning of the pair as a unit, i.e. suffixing only the second word. Even here 
we can talk about continuum and there is a clear tendency that the more frequent and semantically 
closer the pair is the great probability that the order would be fixed and only the second pair would be 
suffixed (see further). 
7.2.2 Synonymity 
Before dealing with the Tamil examples it is necessary to discuss briefly the question of synonymity. It 
is not easy to find out whether the two words are synonyms or not. They might refer to one thing (or 
referent) but may still differ in many respects. Very much to the point is the distinction made by John 
Lyons who differentiates between descriptive (or cognitive) synonyms on the one hand and 
complete synonyms on the other (Lyons 1992, pp. 148-149). Completely synonymous lexemes are 
those having the same descriptive, expressive and social meaning. Descriptively synonymous lexemes 
do not have the same social or expressive meaning. Lyons also talks about absolute synonyms. 
Absolute synonyms are complete synonyms having the same distribution and they are fully 
synonymous in all their meanings and in all their contexts of occurrence (Ibid., p. 148). 
In slightly different words the same view is also expressed by Stephen Ullmann (1962, p. 142): 
"In ordinary language, one can rarely be positive about identity of meaning, since the matter is 
complicated by vagueness, ambiguity, emotive overtones and evocative effects; but even there one can 
occasionally find words which are for all intents and purposes interchangeable [ ... ]. Nevertheless, it is 
perfectly true that absolute synonymy runs counter to our whole way of looking at language. When 
subject discussed. Arguing in a circle, with evasions of the point at issue until one gets lost in a labyrinth of words 
is the characteristic of Khasi debates. In a word, the Khasi is fond of redundancy tautology and verbosity." 
32 Note that several authors call them compounds (Chatterji 1960), which is improbable (cf. Singh 1982). 
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we see different words we instinctively assume that there must also be some difference in meaning, 
and in the vast majority of cases there is in fact a distinction even though it may be difficult to 
formulate. Very few words are completely synonymous in the sense of being interchangeable in any 
context without the slightest alteration in objective meaning, feeling-tone or evocative value." In other 
words, there are hardly any absolute synonyms to be found. 
In fact determining the degree of synonymity is rather difficult. It requires a very good 
knowledge of the respective language and in some cases it is impossible for a non-native speaker. I 
could consult several informants but their statements were often quite contradictory and therefore not 
very reliable. Dialectic variation also plays very important role here. That is why I have to rely mostly 
on the help of dictionaries and on the examples about which my informants agreed with each other. I 
am very cautious to call some pairs complete synonyms and assume that absolute majority if not all the 
words involved exhibit some difference in meaning, might it be emotional, stylistic etc., and can be 
considered descriptive synonyms. We can suppose a continuum of a juxtaposition of two words merely 
related in meaning to (perhaps very rare) absolute synonyms. 
Here, it is necessary to remark that even though several articles about this phenomenon have 
already appeared, to my knowledge not many authors tried to find out to what extent these words are 
really synonymous, complement each other or differ in various contexts. Vacek and Purev-Ocir (1987, 
p. 372) briefly touched upon this problem in their article about lexical pairs in Mongolian and introduced 
the term allo-Iexemes. Some authors also talk about approximate or contextual synonyms and 
full or exact synonyms. Not always, however, do they explain what they mean by these terms and 
offer only very limited number of examples. For example Dongare (1975, p. 253) seems to use the 
term exact synonyms in the sense of descriptive synonyms, the term approximate synonyms stands for 
a pair of words from the same semantic field. 
Besides words with synonymous meaning there are also pairs constituted of words with a loose 
semantic connection (words belonging to the same semantic field, Cf. Vacek and Purev-OCir 1987, p. 
373) of the English "piece and quiet" type and even pairs of words without semantic relation 
(syntagmas with no immediate semantic relation; Ibid., p. 373). I do not include such pairs into the 
study, even though pairs included in (7.2.9) can be considered members of the former group. 
7.2.3 Formal aspects of the pairs 
It is obvious that we cannot view semantic reduplication as a category with a strict delimitation. As the 
pairs are distributed along the semantic scale their formal aspects also vary. In this paper I will deal 
with verbs and nouns, which are most widely represented in the material I could use. 33 
33 However, other word classes may occasionally also be reduplicated for semantic reasons, see for example Vacek 
1989, p. 350. 
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Concerning verbs, the form is determined by the structure of Tamil. The first verb has usually 
the form of adverbial participle, the second one is normally inflected. Sometimes the two words can 
assume the form of infinitive. No lexical element can usually be inserted in between the two verbs, they 
can, however, sometimes be connected by the particle -urn: 
vimmavum vicikkavum to sob, to have a sob + weep with sobs 
utaintum citaintum to break, to burst into fragments + to be injured, spoiled, to deteriorate, decay 
Noun derivatives of the verbs can be used in the same meaning, sometimes both verbs can be 
negated. As an example we can mention the pair aluttuc cali- "to be weary, tired." This pair occurs 
mostly in this form, but it can also be found in the reverse order, even though much less frequently. It 
also appears in the repeated infinitive and negative adverbial participle form alukkac calikka, a/ukkama/ 
ca/ikkama/ or a/ukkatu ca/ikkatu, or as noun derivatives a/uppuc ca/ippu. It is interesting to note, that 
repetition of either of these two words, e.g. ca/ittuc ca/ittu or a/uttu a/uttu can be used instead of 
a/uttuc ca/i- to achieve more or less the same meaning. 
Another frequently occurring pairs are a/aintu tiri- "to wander, roam" and tulfik kuti- "to jump, 
leap." These pairs appear almost exclusively in this form only and their order can hardly be reversed. 
Most of the frequent pairs negate the second word only (e.g. a/aintu tiriyamaf, the form a/aiyama/ 
tiriyama/ is ill-formed and very very rare) and only the second word takes the form of infinitive (e.g. 
ktJttip perukka"to sweep," kliJtik kila[a"to stir," karaintu uruka"to melt"). 
Nouns can be simply juxtaposed, e.g. kojai cafi (phlegm, mucus + mucus blown out of the 
nose, phlegm), or connected by -um as in ke/iyum kliJta/um « Skt. ke/ifun, jest, joke, pleasantry + Ta. 
ki(7ta/ making fun of s.o.). Case endings can mostly be added to the second noun, e.g. aooa akaratti/ 
(Skt. anna- food or victuals, especially boiled rice + Skt. ahara- food), or eventually to both nouns, e.g. 
kotumaikkum kurtJrattukkum (cruelty, tyranny; severity, harshness + Skt. krtJra- cruel, fierce, ferocious, 
pitiless, harsh). The latter pair is, however, infrequent and we can say that there is a clear tendency 
that the more frequent and semantically closer the pair is the great probability that the order would be 
fixed and only the second pair would be suffixed. It is exemplified by such pairs as utavi ottacai(help), 
kO(7ip pai (sack) or u[[ar u[avioar (relatives): 
130) antak kOl}ip paikku!!e irunta vepparikottaika/[ ... ] 38/47 
Seeds of the neem tree that were in that sack .. . 
It is not my aim to go through all the pairs here as it would require a lot of space. I just wanted 
to outline their most conspicuous formal aspects. Some pairs are quite frequent idioms or set 
expressions while others are new creations or simply two words of similar meaning put side by side. As 
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for set expressions, the order of the two words cannot usually be reversed, the connecting particle -urn 
is not inserted, the case endings or tense markers are added only to the second word. Pairs with fixed 
order between which nothing can be inserted, seem to be semantically closer and there can be change 
of meaning of the whole pair (see 7.2.6). Still I would not consider them compounds and call them 
syntagmas. I propose that such pairs should be considered examples of reduplication, while new or 
aCcidental creations with loose internal structure as well as the pairs of words belonging to the same 
semantic field are examples of simple repetition. 
As to their order, here again, one must reckon with a continuum of subtly graded possibilities, 
which are conditioned by several factors, e.g. semantic charge of the words, their length (number of 
syllables), phonological structure and others (cf. for example Malkiel1959, pp. 142-155). 
In every language there is a clear tendency to form pairs of words called binomials out of 
which synonymous pairs are only one part (see Cermak 2007 and 2008, Malkiel 1959). Some of the 
binomials are nonce-formations while others become fixed and form part of the lexicon. Some 
languages seem to be more prone to form such pairs while others are not so productive in this respect. 
Cermak and KIE§gr (2008) analyzed the language of Shakespeare and found out that out of 362 pairs of 
words are 50 established (fixed) binomials, 189 are current binomials (semantically and prosodically 
well-formed, but not recurrent), the rest are near- or quasi-binomials. It shows surprisingly high 
number of nonce formations (current binomials) which shows the tendency of language to be 
ornamental and innovative. Even though I do not have any statistics at my disposal for Tamil I am 
convinced that it would render somewhat similar data, i.e. relatively high number of nonce-formations 
and certain number of established pairs. I suppose that similar conclusions would be true also for pairs 
in which aesthetic/prosodic quality was more decisive for formation that the semantic one (see echo-
type reduplication 7.3). 
7.2.4 Main types of single referent reduplication 
The examples that are presented in this section are arranged according to their nature into bigger 
groups. In many cases we cannot do only with one criterion and certain pairs could be included in more 
groups. I also believe that more such groups could be identified. It would, however, require more 
material to refine the analysis. This is a preliminary classification, which should outline the main 
characteristics and open the way for a further and more detailed discussion. 
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7.2.4.1 Pairs with one borrowed word 
Pairs in which one word originates from a foreign language are quite frequent. If the borrowing is the 
first word in the pair, it may imply that the native word was added to translate or explain the first word. 
That is why Chatterji called such pairs translation compounds and dedicated to this feature in Indo-
Aryan quite a lot of space (Chatterji 1960, p. 289-302). Pairs with one borrowed word can be found in 
other languages as well. The number of such examples rapidly grows when a language is in living 
contact with another language or when another language exercise strong influence on it. Examples are 
plentiful. A lot of German words were used together with Czech words during the days of Austrio-
Hungarian empire, when the Czech land was a part of it. In English a lot French words were used side 
by side with English words during the time of Norman conquest (cf. Jespersen 1982, p. 89). In India 
there has been a long time contact between Dravidian and Indo-Aryan languages, in the past four 
hundred years the Indian languages have been strongly influenced by English. There was also an 
influence of Arabic, Persian, Portuguese or Dutch. Pairs in which a Sanskrit, Persian or English word 
collocates with a native word are abundant in all Indian languages. 
In Tamil besides a few Sanskrit examples, more numerous pairs where we can rightly suspect 
that the foreign words are really translated by the native ones, are the pairs with an English word in 
the first position (see 7.2.4.1.4.). Note that most of the lexemes come from the "technical" sphere and 
here the possibility of simply translating them comes into question very naturally. Many technical things 
connected with "English culture" are usually called by their English names and the Tamil word is used 
only in formal context (pas for "bus" instead of Tamil peruntu; crttu for "seat" instead of irukkal) or 
hardly ever (rayil instead of Tamil pukai val}tl). Things like "train" or "bus" are used by Tamils every 
day so they know these words very well and there is no need to translate them, while other less 
commonly known words might have been glossed by Tamil words to clarify their meaning. 
Translation of a foreign word, however, cannot explain all the examples. Even from the formal 
point of view we can see that it is very often the native word which forms the base and the foreign 
word follows. The reason may be, in the Tamil case, that many of the originally Sanskrit words were 
not felt to be foreign any longer. They have been fully integrated and became a regular part of the 
Tamillexical stock. Their appearance alongside the native word acquires stylistiC or pragmatic function. 
For example, using a foreign word can be an expression of (would-be) erudition or belonging to a 
higher stratum of society. I realized this when I heard one Czech politician say on the radio that the 
contract should be prtJhledny a transparentnf (prtJhledny Cz. transparent; transparentn~ Lat. 
transparent); and subsequently that a racionalnf a rozumna odpoved' - "a reasonable answer" can not 
be given (racionaln~ Lat. rationalis rational + rozumny, Czech rational, reasonable). Sometimes a 
foreign word can have further connotations. For example the Czech word vehikl"rattle-trap, old crock" 
comes from German Vehikel"vehicle." About the same situation in English Jespersen (1982, p. 91-92) 
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says: "The former (the native word) is always nearer the nation's heart than the latter (the French 
word), it has the strongest associations with everything primitive, fundamental, popular, while the 
French word is often more formal, more polite, more refined and has a less strong hold on the 
emotional side of life." 
The foreign word can point to a novel aspect of something or to intensify it, which is one of the 
general functions of these pairs. For example in Tamil there is a word varicai with the meaning "line, 
row, series." This word can be used in the meaning "queue." But as queuing seems to be introduced by 
the British in India people often say kyu varicai to refer specifically to this social phenomenon. Its 
usage can also be conditioned by the context. It is perfectly understandable to say makka! varicaiyil 
niD[a[ka!"People were standing in a line" while the sentence kataikku mUD aru varicai iruntatu "There 
was a line in front of the shop" is not that clear. It is better to say kataikku mUD aru kyu varicai iruntatu 
"There was a queue line in front of the shop". Pointing to this aspect of these pairs Chatterji (1960, p. 
291) says: "These Translation-Compounds often have an intensive force, and sometimes they indicate 
a particular variety of a thing, the foreign or new word hinting at the novel aspect of it." 
An extreme situation is when a foreign word becomes an integral part of a lexical stock to such 
an extent that it even overshadows the native word. In Tamil it is sometimes the Sanskrit word that is 
normally used to express a particular meaning, while the Tamil word is felt to be a bit technical or 
artificial (see the pair ali cattam below). In other cases the native word is felt to be too literary or 
archaic and speakers favour the foreign word (using a foreign word can bear the hallmark of modernity 
and dandyism). For example on the spoken level the Sanskrit word for "joy, pleasure, delight" 
canto?am is preferred to the Tamil word makijcci. 
In Tamil, the pairs most often consist of a Tamil word and its Sanskrit counterpart. It is 
understandable because Tamil has coexisted with Sanskrit for a very long time. A few examples can be 
found in which one member of the pair is an English word. The pairs with one English word are still 
rather rare in literature, but they seem to be quite common in the spoken language. Only very few 
examples come from some other languages, such as Hindi, Urdu, Marathi etc. There are several 
loanwords from other Dravidian languages as well. I assume that the foreign origin is in many cases 
felt and the words differ in their social meaning, nevertheless other reasons stated above for joining 
the two particular words together are also at play. They can be conSidered descriptive synonyms 
according to the definition given in (7.2.2). These pairs are very numerous and new and new ones 
appear. In Tamil it is a natural and productive means of expression while in English or Czech it might 
feel redundant. 
7.2.4.1.1 Pairs with the Tamil word in the first position 
As the Tamil word is in the first position these pairs speak against the possibility that the native word 
simply translates the foreign one. It rather somewhat extends its meaning by further connotations: 
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ajaku cavuntaryam (beauty, comeliness + Skt. saundarya- beauty, loveliness, gracefulness, elegance 
a[iku[i camikffai (mark, token, symbol + Skt. saf!1jffa sign, token, signal, gesture) 
ka!!am kapatam (guile, deception, slyness + Skt. kapata- fraud, deceit, cheating) 
kotumai kurDram (cruelty, tyranny; severity, harshness + Skt. krDra- cruel, fierce, ferocious, pitiless, harsh) 
ca!i kapam (ca!imucus blown out of the nose, phlegm + Skt. kapha- phlegm) 
toJJai carikatam (trouble, difficulty, perplexity + Skt. sarikata- difficulty, trouble, straitened circumstances) 
natu mattiyam (middle, centre + Skt. madhya- middle) 
131) e£ke[lave M[I periya ma[lat tollaika!ukkum cailkatailka!ukkum a!akiyirukki[e[}. 23/858 
Even before I have come through great mental distress and trouble. 
7.2.4.1.2 Pairs with the Sanskrit word in the first position 
The pairs with a Sanskrit word in the first position are surprisingly not that frequent. Besides these two 
pairs several others can be found, but in those cases the Sanskrit word had already been naturalized 
and with the great probability its foreign origin did not play role in the forming of the pair: 
catara(la vajakkamay(Skt. sadhara(la- general, common to all, universal + vajakkamayusually, habitually) 
vacTkaram kavarcci (Skt. vasikara- bringing into subjection, subjugating -+ Ta. attraction, allurement + kavarcci 
captivation, attraction) 
7.2.4.1.3 Both words are of Sanskrit origin 
Most of these examples come from exclusively literary texts. It is also possible that some of the pairs 
were borrowed from Sanskrit as a whole: 
akarikaram a(lavam (Skt. ahamkara- pride, haughtiness + Skt. a(lava- pride, arrogance, egotism) 
arika avayavam (Skt. ariga- a limb of the body + Skt. avaya- a limb, member, part, portion) 
aniyayam akkiramam (Skt. anyaya- injustice, wrong action + Skt. akrama- injustice) 
a[}[}a akJram (Skt. anna- food or victuals, especially boiled rice; bread corn + Skt. ahara- food) 
apara(lam aJarikaram (Skt. abhara(la- ornament + Skt. aJaf!1kara- adornment, decoration; ornament, jewel) 
cata carvakaJamum (Skt. sadaalways, every time, continually + Skt. sarvakaJam at all times, always) 
cikiccai cicurD~ai (Skt. cikitsa medical attendance, practice or science of medicine + Skt. susrD~a reverence, 
obedience, service> Ta. caring; nursing (esp. the sick and the old; an archaic word not used often) 
ma[}am rO$am (Skt. mana- honour, dignity; pride, eminence + Skt. ro~a- high sense of honour) 
yukti tantiram (Skt. yukti- plan, scheme, device + Skt. tantra- strategm, scheme, means) 
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132) ira(ltu natka/ayaooa akaram etumi[J[i[ ... ] 52/152 
With no food for two days ... 
133) avarukku ve(ltiya cikiccaika!aiyum cicurii~aika!aiyum anta amma/ mikka pakti cirattaiyotu ceytu [ ... ] 
The woman gave him with great attention the necessary treatment ... 23/648 
7.2.4.1.4 Pairs with borrowings from other languages 
Borrowings from other languages than Sanskrit are also frequent. In these days it is mostly English 
from where these words come. Especially colloquial language is full of English borrowings due to the 
strong influence of English language in India. Here again some of these borrowings seem to be mere 
translations of the Tamil words, others specify the meaning of the expression. Note that the English 
borrowings are predominantly in the first position: 
cer na[kali(Eng. chair + na[kali any four-legged seat, as a chair, stool) 
tic kuji (Eng. ditch + kuji pit, hole, hollow, cavity, dimple, depression, excavation) 
paippu kujJy(Eng. pipe + kujaypipe, tube) 
kyD varicai(Eng. queue + row, line) 
postu kampam (Eng. post + kampam post, pillar) 
lac cattam (Eng. law + law) 
?appuk katai(Eng. shop + shop) 
pa(lam tuttu (pa(lam wealth, coin, money + Dutch duitmoney of the value of 2 or 4 pies> Ta. money) 
cijkkai vicil(whistle + Eng. whistle) 
134) cijkkai viciloyntu ewa/avo neramakivittatu. 40/42 
The whistle stopped long time back. 
135) lac cattam peca[ava/ukku i[Jime irika veJa ketaiyatu. 18/40 
There will be no work for people who talk about rules and regulations. 
A very interesting loan word that often enters into semantic pairs with its Tamil counterparts is 
the word cakku "sack, gunny bag." It has been borrowed from Dutch and has become very popular 
probably also because of its similarity with the English word "sack." There are three or four Tamil 
words of similar meaning that often appear along this word, eventually the Tamil words can combine 
among themselves: 
cakku mDttai bags and the like < (Dutch zak sack, gunny bag + Ta. bundle, bag, wallet, satchel) 
kO(lic cakku bags and the like < (Ta. sacks made of jute fibre, gunny bag + Dutch zak sack, gunny bag) 
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cakkup paia bag; bags < (Dutch zaksack, gunny bag + Ta. bag, sack, purse, satchel) 
kO(lip paia bag; bags < (Ta. sacks made of jute fibre, gunny bag + Ta. bag, sack, purse, satchel) 
136) kO(lippai o[J[il avaika!aik kotti[ ... ] 38/46 
She has put them into a bag ... . 
137) antak kakarika!aiyellam a!!i oru kO(lic cakkukku! pottuk kattuki[a[J. 47/115 
He puts all the crows into a bag and ties up. 
A foreign word can also be used to intensify the meaning of a native word: 
natu ce(ltar(Ta. natu middle, centre + Eng. centre) -> the very middle 
7.2.4.2 One word comes from a different sphere of Tamil 
In these examples one of the words comes from a different sphere of Tamil, i.e. from a dialect, from 
the spoken language or on the contrary from the highly literary language, etc. In some cases it is an 
archaic word, nowadays out of use altogether. Note that several words of foreign origin have become a 
regular part of the Tamil lexical stock and today they are used almost exclusively in the spoken 
language or in dialects. It can be considered another proof that the reduplicant does not only translate, 
but often rather underlines or intensifies the meaning of the base. 
7.2.4.2.1 One word is archaic or highly literary 
Several archaic words have been retained in the usage only in pairs with their colloquial or possibly 
neutral counterparts. In a few cases literary words come into a pair with colloquial words to form a 
technical term or some specialized expression. An interesting example is the pair o/i cattam in which 
the Dravidian word o/i is combined with the word cattam of Sanskrit origin. The word o/i usually 
collocates with rather technical words to form terms such as o/iparappu- "to transmit, broadcast," 
o/ipeyar- "to transliterate," o/iperukki"loud speaker" or o/iyiya/"phonetics," while the typical collocation 
for the word cattam is cattam potu- "to make noise; scold, shout at s.o. for his mistake": 
oli cattam (sound, noise, roar + Skt. sabda- sound, noise, voice, tone) 
ka(l viji(eye + eye) or the form ka(l muji(mujiis the colloquial counterpart of Vijl) 
kalaccaram pa(lpatu (culture + culture) 
cettu mati- (to die + to perish, die) 
tajaittuc ceji- (to flourish, thrive, grow luxuriantly; to be overflow with joy; to be abundant; to grow, prosper; + to 
thrive, flourish, grow well to be fertile; to be abundant; to be cheerful) 
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palkip peruku- (to increase, as in number or quantity + to increase in numbers, multiply, spread; to abound) 
pDcci pottu (insect, beetle, worm or any small reptile + worm; the word is not used in this sense any longer) 
mappu mantaram (being overcast or cloudy + cloudiness, murkiness; can not be used independently) 
majai mari (rain + rain) 
macu ma[u spot, fault (spot, stain, taint; defect, fault, flaw + blemish, fault; stain, spot; mole, freckle) 
virintu para- (to expand, to spread out; to open, unfold + to spread, extend, to be diffused) 
138) mala mari o(l(laiyuri ka(lam. 15/18 
No rain at all. 
139) otta kalaccarap palJpaffu amcarika![ ... ] 39/7 
Aspects of integrated culture ... 
7.2.4.2.2 One word is very colloquial or comes from a dialect 
Interestingly enough in some cases it is the foreign word, which is felt to be more colloquial or is more 
frequently used. Several Sanskrit words have become an inseparable part of Tamil vocabulary and 
found their ways even to Tamil dialects. Due to their extensive use they are felt to be more colloquial 
than their Tamil counterparts with which they enter into pairs: 
anti karukkal (Skt. sand hi- twilight, red glow of sunset + darkness, twilight before dawn) 
utavi ottacai(aid, help, assistance + aid, help, assistance) 
ki(ltik ki!a[u- (to stir; to make or prepare by stirring; to probe, poke + to stir; to make or prepare by stirring; to 
arouse, kindle, provoke) 
kDttip perukku- (gather up-the rubbish with a broom, sweep, bring together, collect; to add, irease + to multiply, 
increase; to sweep) 
kDtamata ottacai (lending a helping hand + aid, help, assistance) 
kopam attiram (Skt. kopa- anger, wrath, rage, fury, exasperation + anger (due to frustration); immodest hurry, 
impulsiveness 
kojai ca/i (phlegm, mucus + mucus blown out of the nose, phlegm) 
cekka/i kDtta/i (friend + accomplice, friend) 
ce[u cakati (mud, mire, slush, loam + mud, mire) 
poy pu!uku (lie, falsehood, falsity, untruth + obvious lie, bare-faced falsehood; more intensive) 
maki!cci canto~am Uoy, pleasure, delight, gladness + Skt. safJ7to~a- satisfaction, contentedness) 
miccam mltileft over, remainder, all that remains + sth. left over, sth. that remains, remainder 
mDifci mukam (face + face) 
vayal katufields in general (field, esp. paddy field + dry land under cultivation) 
vekkai cDtu (heat + heat, warmth) 
velai jOli (work, labour, task + T. tjoliwork, occupation) 
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vilai kirayam (price, cost, value + Skt. kraya- buying and selling, trade> Ta. selling price) 
140) e[J[Je[J[Jamo poyyap pu!ukac colli nampa vaccuppotta. 32/21 
She told her different kinds of lies and made her believe it. 
141) iva[Jurika/um u//ap poyi avarukkuk kiitamataya ottacap pa(l[apla pa(l(li[ ... ] 42/100 
They also went in and under pretence of helping him ... 
As money is very frequently talked about, we encounter in Tamil quite a lot of pairs consisting 
of the word "money." I have included them in this section, but I am fully aware that some of these 
words might have different connotations in various dialects. Some of these pairs may have the meaning 
"money in general," i.e. cash, coins plus notes etc.: 
kacu pa(lam (coin, cash, money + money, coin) 
callik kacu (coin + money, coin) 
cilla[ai kacu (coin, change + coin, cash, money) 
paica kacu (U. paisa quarter anna, copper change + coin, cash, money) 
pa(lam tuttu (wealth, coin, money + Dutch duit money of the value of 2 or 4 pies -> Ta. money) 
Somewhat similar situation is with various terms for relationship: 
u[[ar u[avi[Jar(relatives + relative) 
u[avi[Jar cu[[attar(relative + relatives) 
u[avu mu[ai (relation, relationship + relationship by blood or marriage) 
contam u[avi[Jar(relationship, relation + relatives) 
conta pant am (relationship, relation +relation) 
7.2.4.3 Pairs describing different aspects 
The second big group includes pairs that describe different aspects of a thing or action. They can be 
further classified into smaller subgroups according to their nature. The use of these pairs facilitates a 
very precise and minute description of the respective referent. Zvelebil speaks about intensification of 
meaning (Zvelebil 1955, p. 455) but intensification is by no means their only function. 
7.2.4.3.1 Different degree or intensity 
The words in these pairs refer to various degree or intensity of the action or some abstract concept. 
The second word of the pair may conclude the action: 
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atittu vi!acu- (to beat, hit, strike + to beat severely) 
atirntu kufuriku- (to shake, quake, tremble + to be shaken, agitated, to tremble, shudder, quake with fear) 
itintu takar- (to break, crumble, to be in ruins + to be broken to pieces; to be shattered, crushed, demolished) 
utaintu citai- (to break, to burst into fragments + to be injured, spoiled, to deteriorate, decay) 
kefi kil}taf (Skt. kefi fun, jest, joke, pleasantry; ridicule, derision, mockery + making fun of s.o.) 
katumai kurDram (cruelty, tyranny, inhumanity; severity, harshness, roughness + Skt. krDra- cruel, fierce, 
ferocious, pitiless, harsh) 
tatuttu ni[uttu- (to hinder, stop, obstruct; to forbid, prohibit + to stop, to put an end to) 
tatumpi vaji- (to brim; to be filled with, overflow with + to overflow; to trickle) 
tatumpi nirampu- (to brim; to be filled with, overflow with + to be filled with, become full) 
tavittut tatta!i- (to be in distress, to be helpless + to be in distress, to struggle for life) 
pi!]!]ip pil}ai- to plait, braid, lace, knit, weave, entwine, interweave + to entwine, conjoin, unite) 
piti kafakkam (panic + distress, affliction; terror, dread; perplexity, distraction, bewilderment) 
pu/uttu ajuku- (of vegetables etc.- to be wormy/be worm eaten + to rot, decompose, putrefy) 
pay pu!uku (lie, falsehood, falsity, untruth + obvious lie, bare-faced falsehood; more intensive) 
142) irul}ta ava!] mukam irut;t6tu irut;tayp pi!J!Jip pilJainta matiri iruntatu. 20/119 
His dark face like intertwined with darkness. 
143) pattirarika! kajuvi!]a tal}l}irum tatumpi nirampi valinta tal}l}irumakak k[je periya cakatiyaka iruntatu. 3/66 
The water left after washing vessels and the water that overflew from overflowing (vessels) get 
down mudded. 
It is interesting to note that there are a lot of pairs semantically connected with drying, fading 
and wilting. The action usually refers to water and plants but these words can also refer to someone's 
face, body, and idiomatically also to one's mind, spirits etc. Frequent use of such words in a country 
with very hot temperature is not surprising. What is more difficult is to find exact nuances of meaning 
of constructions that combine these words. Not all of them occur frequently and the latter two seem to 
be semantically closer than the first two pairs: 
kayntu ufar- (to wither, to parch, to dry + to become dry, to wither, to be parched up) 
ta!arntu tuva!- (to droop, faint, grow weary, enfeebled, infirm or decrepit; to be flexible, tender + to lose firmness, 
become limp, wilt) 
tuval}tu ufar- (to lose firmness, become limp, wilt + to become dry, to be parched up) 
va[[i ufar- (of sources of water - to dry up; get reduced, subside; to become thin + to become dry, to wither, to be 
parched up) 
vati vatariklr (of plants, flowers - to fade, wither, wilt + lose freshness, wilt) 
144) vati vatarikiya ifaika!utaiya tamaraik katika! tuvalJfum ularntum k(tanta!]a. 23/667 
The dried and parched lotoses with wilted and faded leaves. 
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7.2.4.3.2 General vs. specific 
The order of the words does not seem to be conditioned by their meaning. The word pal)am is usually 
understood as a general term while the word k3CU has usually the connotation of a small coin. Here the 
order, however, can be reversed. On the other hand the word kuppaimeans "rubbish" in general, while 
the word ktJ/am means a more particular thing. The order of this pair is fixed: 
a/aintu tiri- (to go to and fro, to roam, wander + to walk about, wander, go here and there) [a/af. can express 
roaming with some objective] 
kacu pa(lam (coin, cash, money + money, coin) 
kuppai kD/am (sweepings, rubbish, refuse + broken pieces of straw, of hemp; chaff) 
cattiram cavati (Skt. sattra house, asylum, hospital + Mrh. savati inn) 
tUci tumpudust and the like < (dust + dust; fibre, rope) 
neram ka/am time < (neram time marked for specific activity + Skt. ka/a- time (generally) 
paci patti!]i (hunger, appetite, craving for food + fasting, starvation, abstinence) 
matippu mariyatai(esteem, respect, regard + respect, token of respect, formality) 
me/am vattiyam (generally musical instruments; especially two-sided drum + Skt. vadya- musical instrument) 
vaji vakaiways and means < (means; manner, method, mode + manner, method; means) 
ve/i pata/(hedge, fence + fence or part of it made of bamboo splits or thorny branches) 
virutu paricu (award + award, prize) [the word paricu has also the meanings "money, gift" and refers to various 
kinds of prizes] 
vilakkik kajuvu- (to clean, brighten, polish, purify; to make clear, explain, elucidate + to wash, cleanse by washing, 
rinse, purify) 
145) ti!]amum neram kitaikkum pate/lam vaca/mu!] utkarntu pecuvarka! pecci!] mutivukku m§ram k§lam etuvum 
kitayatu. 18/87 
Every day, whenever they had time they would sit in front of the house and talk. There was no time or 
season to end their conversation. 
146) oru patukappa!]a etattukkum vali vaka i//ama teru naymari a/aire!]. 32/77 
With no ways and means (to find) some shelter I roam the streets like a dog. 
7.2.4.3.3 Smaller vs. bigger 
Similarly the order of the words in this group is not always smaller + bigger. Thus we can assume that 
there is something else that plays the role in the order of the words. It may be the length of the words, 
their rhythm etc. The pair ku/am kuttaimay refer to a pond or to various pond and pools: 
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ku!am kuttai (tank, pond, reservoir + pool, small pond) 
koppuk ki!ai(branch of a tree + branch, bough) 
teru viti (street; highway, public road + Skt. vithistreet) 
mati/ cuvar(wall + wall) 
147) erikavatu oru ku/am kuttaiyil viluntu caka/am po/ irukki[atu. 
I felt like jumping into some pond and die. 
148) majai peffcu arikarika ko/am kuffaika/la teriki nikki[a ta(J(Ji[ ... ] 42/165 
Water that left in ponds and pools after the rain ... 
7.2.4.3.4 One member of the pair is more emotive, other member more physical 
The words alu-/ vatai-, naturiku- and vali intensify the physical aspect of the respective feeling, while 
the other verbs are more emotive. The pair karaintu uruku- is especially worth noticing. The verb karai-
refers to dissolving, evaporation or total disappearance of the substance. The verb uruktr refers to 
melting of such substances like ice, metal or butter. Besides that it is often used idiomatically in 
connection with someone's mind or heart. One would expect that their sequence would be reverse and 
the pair describe sequence of an action, i.e. melting or liquefying of something and its subsequent 
disappearance, but it is not the case here. The reverse order is not possible here: 
a/uttuc cali- (to be weary, fatigued, tired, by overwork or care + to be weary, tired; to become exhausted) 
karamtu uruku- (to dissolve, as salt or sugar in water + to dissolve with heat, to melt, liquefy, to be fused) 
corntu acar- (to be weary, exhausted; to faint + to become faint, drowsy) 
corvu ayacam (fatigue, weariness + physical tiredness; feeling of exhaustion, mental fatigue Skt. a-yasa effort, 
exertion) 
pata[i naturiku- (of limbs-tremble, shiver + to shake, shiver, quiver; to tremble through fear) 
va/i veta[Jai (pain, ache + Skt. vetana pain, agony) 
vatti vatai- (to vex, afflict, mortify + Skt. vadh- to strike, slay, kill, murder, defeat, destroy) 
149) ava! kaiyi/ ais karaintu urukik kO(Jtiruntatu. 14/60 
The ice was melting in her hand. 
150) avarutaiya va/atu ka/ colla mutiyata vaJiyaiyum veta!Jaiyum avarukkut tantu kO(Jtiruntatu. 23/647 
His right leg was giving him unspeakable pain and agony. 
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7.2.5 Various less specific types of pairs 
There are more pairs, which also refer to different aspects of something or differ in the emotive charge 
as indicated in square brackets. However, they do not form any uniform group. One of the words may 
have a broader meaning than the other. In case of a construction neutral word plus a word with and 
emotive charge, the word with an emotive marking can modify the meaning of the whole pair as in the 
first pair: 
aIJaittut tajuvu- (to embrace, hold, clasp in the arms + to clasp, embrace, hug, entwine) the verb tajuvtr implies 
more affection 
i!ittuc ciri- (to grin, laugh sheepishly + to laugh) 
Dkittu UlJar- (to conjecture, guess, infer + to realize, conceive, imagine) [Dki- is more connected with one's own 
effort, i.e. trying to guess, while uIJar- to some impetus from the outside world] 
eki[ik kuti- (of things - go spinning or bouncing, leap, go beyond one's limit + to jump, leap, spring, bound) [eki[u-
is more emotive] 
empi tavu- Uump, leap up + to leap, jump, spring) [different jumps] 
empik kuti- Uump, leap up + to jump, leap, spring, bound) 
kavarntu iiu- (to attract, draw the attention of, captivate; seduce + to attract, draw close) 
kujantai kutti (infant, babe + young of animals; child, especially the youngest) while kujantai is a neutral, the word 
kutti is more familiar as it is usually associated with animals. The whole pair refers to a group of children of 
different age. 
cikkiramaka viraivaka (haste, speed; intensity, severity, rapidity, acuteness + swiftness, celerity) 
tavik kuti- (to leap, jump + to jump, leap, spring, bound) [different jumps] 
tu!fik kuti- (to leap, frisk, spring up, jump up, to be restive + to jump, leap, spring, bound) [little bit different 
jumps] 
pajakkavajakkam customs and habits < (habit, practice; custom + custom) 
vici vitte[i- (throw, fling, hurl + throw) [the word vitte[i- implies that the whole action was done with haughtiness 
or indifference] 
151) kutumpattota irukke!a? amam ... Moum eo maoaiviyumtao; kujantai kUffi kitayatu. 33/53 
Have you got a family? Yes ... me and my wife. We have no children. 
It is desirable to take notice of the context in which these pairs appear. Many of them are fixed 
expressions that can be used figuratively to enhance the statement. Consider the following sentences: 
152) attaoai teyvarika!um aru! purintu ka/yaIJam niccayamaoa potu maoam tu!fik kutittatu. 14/84 
After the marriage was fixed by means of mercy of so many gods [her] mind leapt [with joy]. 
153) erikirunto oru cUIJte/i tu!!ik kutittu otiJIu. 2/108 
A mouse came with pitter-patter from somewhere. 
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Jumping is definitely connected with emotions. It can imply happiness, desire or nervousness. 
See how Tamil writer Imaiyam uses various verbs for tiptoeing and jumping to describe the particular 
situation. The story tells about poor boys trying to squeeze into pandal and take part in the wedding 
ceremony (of course to get some food). Here using various verbs with similar meaning has stylistic 
function: 
154) "pO(l(lu ayakka vantirukki[a e//arayum itta. oru a/ tava[appatatu," e[}[u co[}[}a tarumakarttavi[} varttaiyai 
o(l(lukkuvitap po[}a kumar kettuvittu vantu co[}[}atuta[} tamatam, ira(lte tappatiyakat tavik kutittup 
panta/ukku/ aintu perum vanta[}ar. 19/40 
"Serve everyone who has come to welcome the bride. No one should be missed." No time elapsed between 
saying these words to the other boys by Kumar who heard them when going to urinate and the five boys 
squeezing into panda/in two jumps. 
And a bit further: 
155) panta/ukku ira(ltati tDram ta//i ni[}[u kO(ltu ekkiyum empik kutittum parttarka! 19/45 
They move two steps away from the pandal and tiptoeing and jumping looked (what was going on inside). 
Another nice example of using idiomatic uses of two verbs comes from Orutaiyao: 
156) appa urattuccattam pottar. mDkku nu[}i vitaittatu. ne[[ippotti[} narampu rekaika/ eki[ik kutittaga. 11/61 
Father shouted loudly. His nostrils widened. Veins on his forehead were jumping. (As he was in a rage). 
7.2.6 Change of meaning 
The following examples are all set expressions, in which a combination of two words similar in meaning 
yielded a new extended or intensified meaning of the whole pair. The pair mukki mUljaki- is a little bit 
more loose, it allows the forms mukkamal mUljakama~ mukkalum mUljakalum or mu kkikkolJtum 
mUljakikkolJtum, but the order cannot be reversed. 
The change of meaning or its slight extension can be accounted for in many other examples 
given above, but it is not so obvious. Sometimes the extension of the meaning is caused by the context 
or figurative use of the pair. The change of meaning of these pairs is conspicuous and the pairs can be 
considered idioms: 
o/ivu ma[aivuwithholding information; veil of secrecy < (place of concealment + covert, hiding place, den) 
kacakkip piji- to squeeze, exploit, extort < (to squeeze + to press - to extract juice, etc.; to squeeze - of wet 
clothes) 
to/ai tDram long distance; remote place < (distance + Skt. dDra- remoteness, distance) 
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nuj ijaiyi/by a hair's breadth, narrowly < (nDlyarn, single twisted thread + ijaiyarn, cotton thread, string) 
mukki muoaku- to do sth. with much difficulty < (to strain in order to do sth.; groan + to mutter, murmur, 
grumble, moan) 
157) vipattiJiruntu niilijaiyi/ uyir tappioar. 7/848 
He saved his life in accident by a hair's breadth. 
7.2.7 Unusual pairs 
There are some pairs of which the informants did not approve. According to them these words normally 
do not combine. They seem to be an ad hoc creation of the author. It means that beside some 
frequent idioms, Tamil speakers have great liberty and can combine any two almost identical words just 
to satisfy their momentary needs of expression. From this we can clearly see that semantic 
reduplication in Tamil is a productive phenomenon not confined to a few fixed expressions only. 
It is noteworthy that most of these pairs come from literary texts, and specifically from the 
books by Kalki: 
i,[aifici mao[ati(to make obeisance to, to pay reverence; to plead for mercy + to pray, entreat, implore, petition) 
ku/ittu mujuku- (to bathe + to bathe the entire body by dipping or pouring) 
mao[ati ve(ltu- (to pray, entreat, implore, petition, supplicate + to want, desire; to beg, entreat, request) 
ve(ltik keficu- (to want, desire; to beg, entreat, request + to beg humbly, to entreat, crave, to beseech with 
supplicating gestures) 
vimmavum vicikkavum (to have a sob, sob as a child + to weep with sobs) 
158) pacam akaJavata[ku vaji i,[aivaoai i[aiiici ma!![afuvatu tao! 23/802 
I will implore and beseech the god to show me the way to remove this affection. 
159) eoave pik~uvitam ma!![afi velJfik ko/vata[kakac civakami vay ti,[antaj. 23/918 
Therefore Sivagami opened her mouth to implore and plead for mercy. 
160) ati kaJaiyiJ ejuntu kufittu mujuki vittu [ ... ] 25/38 
Early in the morning having got up and washed .... 
Another interesting group are pairs of words derived from the same root. It does not seem 
probable but still I cannot help comparing them with intensives as described in (5.3): 
u[[ar u[avioar(relatives + relative) 
ku[[am ku[ai(moral or physical blemish, defect, flaw, error + deficiency, imperfection, want, default) 
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kUIJ[ik ku[uku- to become less, diminish; to feel small + to shorten, narrow down; to feel small 
va/am va(7mai (fertility, productiveness, luxuriance; abundance, fullness + fruitfulness, fertility, abundance) 
tikkut ticai(Skt. dis-, Nom. dik point of direction + Skt. diSa direction) 
7.2.8 Antonyms 
Antonyms form a new lexical unit that semantically spans both ends of the semantic area expressed by 
the two words. These pairs are at one extreme end of a continuum that can be drafted out as follows. 
At one end point there is a sequence of two phonologically distinct words more or less synonymous in 
meaning, e.g. kilJti kija[u- (to stir; to make or prepare by stiring + to stir; to make or prepare by 
stirring; to arouse, kindle, provoke). In the middle there are two words of a similar meaning 
semantically rather loosely connected, e.g. natantu vantar"he came walking." The opposite endpoint is 
represented by a juxtaposition of two antonyms p6kku varattu "traffic" « pO- to go varu- to come). 
Pairs that consist of two antonyms are, however, not a very frequent phenomenon in Tamil and only a 
few examples34 can be quoted: 
e[i i[ariku- to visit several places, make visits < (e[u- to climb, rise, increase, go up; to get into a vehicle, board; to 
visit, enter, go to a place + i[ariku- to come down; to get off a vehicle, get down) 
pakku varattu traffic < (pO: to go + varu- to come) 
pay varu- to frequent, attend < (pO: to go + varu- to come) 
varavu ce/avu receipts and expenditures < (varavu income + ce/avu expenditure) 
iIJpa tUIJpam joy and sorrow < (delight, joy, happiness, pleasantness + distress, trouble, sorrow; pain (Cf. Skt. 
sukhadul)khcr ) 
metu pal/am uneven < (metu height; hillock, rising ground + lowness, depth; hollow, pit, ditch, dimple, 
depression) 
These pairs are semantically different from a mere juxtaposition of two words that are opposite 
in meaning. They produce a new semantic unit referring to one phenomenon. Based on its meaning it 
can enter further units or phrases: 
metu pal/am ----> me,tu pa//amaIJa maitaIJam uneven ground 
varavu ce/avu ----> varavu ce/avu a[ikkaithe budget statement 
----> varavu ce/avut tittam the budget 
161) anta meyiIJ ratti/ iIJIJum p6kkuvarattu arampikkatata/[ ... ] 54/528 
As the traffic has not begun yet on the main road .... 
34 I hesitate to include the pair taytantai as it consists of words for two objects. Vacek (1994, p. 147) argues that it 
forms a general concept, i.e. parents. 
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Possibly also the pairs e[akku[aiya and e[attaja (e[LJ- to climb, rise, increase, go up + ku[ai- to 
comedown, get reduced, diminish, lessen; taj- to come down, fall, lower, decline) ---> "approximately, 
more or less" belong here. 
Two antonymous verbs can be used to cover the whole semantic range or for an action that 
goes from one end to another (d. examples 81-83): 
e[a i[arikap par- to look a person up and down < e[lr to climb, rise, increase, go up i[ariku- to come down, get 
down, subside 
ka(J(Jai mDtit tira- to blink < mDtlr to close ti[a- to to open 
7.2.9 Semantic reduplication referring to a group of similar entities 
These pairs consist of two words that refer to two prominent members of the whole group. These 
words are clearly not synonyms as they refer to two different members of the group. The semantic 
dispersion of the two words differs from case to case. Here we have to differentiate between set 
expressions referring to a group of similar things and accidental juxtaposition of two words referring to 
two items. The meaning of the former is usually somewhat broader and does not necessarily refer only 
to the two things. As these pairs are quite numerous,35 I present only a few examples to illustrate this 
type of reduplication: 
j kocu different insects < (fly; honey bee, beetle + mosquito) 
catti paQai cooking utenSils, pots and pans < (earthen vessel, pan + large earthen pot or vessel) 
camaQ ca(ti household articles < (U. saman goods, furniture, articles + earthen vessel, pan) 
ceruppu pDtsshoes in general < (sandal + Eng. boots) 
co[i cirariku skin problems < (itching, tingling + eruption, pimple, itch) 
puju pDcd6 insects < (worm, maggot + insect, beetle, worm or any small reptile) 
pe(tip patukkaibags and baggage < (case, trunk + bedding) 
malai kUQ[u hills < (hill, mountain + hill; mountain) 
mD(tai muticcu bags and baggage < (bundle, that which is tied up, bag, wallet, satchel + small bundle) 
162) ituka! (pa[avaika!) nammutaiya payir paccaika!aik ketukkum piiccip pujukka!ai ellam pitittut 
tiQ[uvitum.47/10 
These birds catch and eat various insects that do damage to our crop. 
35 Kinship terms as a(J(JaQtampi (older brother + younger brother) --> "brothers, siblings" peraQpetti (grandson + 
grand daughter) --> "grandchildren" may also be included. 
36 These two words are also "synonymous" as the following designations kampajippuju and kampa!ippDcciboth 
with the meaning "caterpillar" show. 
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These pairs are close to pairs formed by antonyms (see 7.2.8) such as pakku varattu (pa"to 
go" varu "to come" ----> "traffic, transport"). Sometimes their meaning is similar to echo words, e.g. 
Camal} kimal} ----> "different articles." 
7.2.10 Summary 
We have seen that semantic reduplication is a frequent and productive phenomenon in Tamil. It seems 
that besides numerous set expressions almost any two words similar in meaning can be put side by 
side to underline and intensify the meaning or to highlight some implication. Most of the words are 
different in some aspect - meaning, origin or emotive charge. Besides the pairs of words closely related 
in meaning there are also pairs of words that come from the same semantic field and pairs of two 
antonyms. It clearly shows that semantic reduplication is firmly rooted in the language. 
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7.3 ECHO-TYPE REDUPLICATION 
Echo-type reduplication is another large subgroup of lexical reduplication, which stands somewhat 
midway between reduplication of two identical words and semantic reduplication (two synonymous 
words or words of a very similar meaning). It is an example of partial reduplication, where the 
reduplicant copies the phonetic structure of the base word to produce a rhyming pair, usually with 
some emotive charge. This phonetic similarity seems somewhere only a formal property accompanying 
pairs of words based on semantic reasons, elsewhere it is the main formative principle of the pair. 
Generally most frequent types of echo-type reduplication are ablaut and rhyme combinations. The 
term ablaut (not very lucky term as it is normally used for a morphological variation of a root vowel in 
the verb system only) is used for alternation of a root vowel. Such pairs are numerous in English, e.g. 
clitter-clatter, drizzle-drazzle, shi//y-sha//yetc. but rather rare in Tamil, e.g. kata[ai-kDta[al: Rhyming 
pairs consist of two elements joined to rhyme. They form major part of pairs in Tamil, e.g. coccam-
piccam/ pattHotti, arumai-perumai etc.; bur they are frequent in other languages as well. For English 
let me mention lovey-dovey, helter-skelter or higgledy-piggledy. 
Based on semantic motivation of the constituents of the pairs, echo-type reduplication is quite 
a variable group of phenomena, and can be divided into further subgroups. In many cases it 
accompanies semantic reduplication and seems to be only a supplementary feature as the reduplicant 
can be used as an independent lexical item (see 7.3.1 and 7.3.2). Elsewhere, it is the only a feature 
accompanying the formation of collocations. In these examples the reduplicated word has no meaning 
by itself and only reflects the phonetic structure of the base (see 7.3.4 and 7.3.5). 
First of all, there are pairs of fully meaningful words, which have been put together because 
they sound similar and produce a rhyming pair. Their meanings may complement each other or they 
can be totally different. These pairs are sometimes called binomials3? and the similarity (or the 
oppositeness) of meaning and the similarity of sound are two (even though not necessary) of their 
main characteristics. They both contribute to the attractiveness of the pair. Instead of using a "simple 
word," speakers use a rhyming pair, which attaches a certain emotional load to their statement and 
attracts the attention of the listener. It will be seen that alliteration or rhyme is not only an aspect of 
binomials or pair words, as some authors call these constructions, but it can be extended to other 
groups of words and can be considered a general principle responsible for creation of new collocations. 
Another large group of Res, where the phonetic parallelism plays an important role, is 
represented by echo words (the reduplication of a word with an altered initial consonant or syllable). 
37 For binomials see for example Malkiel, Yakov 1959 (mostly English), Cermak, Frantisek 2007, pp. 414-429 
(Czech, English, Swedish, German, French, Finnish and several other languages), Cermak, Frantisek 2008 (Czech), 
Klegr, Ales 1991 (Czech and English) or Blatna, Renata 1990 (Czech, Russian and English). The respective authors, 
however, do not concur in the definition of binomials. Some of them explain the term very loosely and include 
various kinds of pairs often connected very loosely. The reason for that might be lesser number of such 
expressions in these languages (compared to languages of Indian subcontinent) which leads the authors to 
grouping together even very different forms. 
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Here, the second word is a bound word and has no meaning by itself and imitates the phonetic 
structure of the base. In this, as well as in the following case, we can talk about echo-type 
reduplication as the main word formation principle. 
Last but not least, there are pairs of words that are very similar to echo words. In these pairs 
also one of the words has no meaning by itself. It is a dummy word that complements the first word 
only phonologically. The difference between echo words and other examples of phonetic reduplication 
is that an echo word can be created ad hoc from practically any word, according to certain principles, 
while other examples are not so productive and very often they are set expressions or conventional 
pairs of words. We come across many such expressions in various proverbs, sayings, and riddles. This, 
however, does not mean that new pairs do not appear, as can be witnessed almost every day even in 
other languages. They are the frequent products of colloquial speech as well as of the language used in 
advertisements. In any newspaper numerous puns, plays on words, alliterations or similes are 
immediately at hand. In normal speech they heavily depend on the creativity of the speaker. Tamil, and 
other languages of the Indian subcontinent, seem to be in this respect more productive than say 
English or Czech. 
Very similar treatment of this phenomenon in English can be found in Marchand (1969, pp. 
429-439). He distinguishes between three types of pairs (he talks about "phonically variated rhytmic 
twin form," p. 429). Pairs motivated by two meaningful signs, e.g. sing-song or walkie-talkie; pairs only 
partially motivated by one meaningful sign plus motivation by rhythm and ablaut (or rime), e.g. chit-
chat or super-duper, lastly pairs motivated by rhythm and ablaut (or rime) only, e.g. f/im-f/am or 
boogie-woogie (Ibid., p. 436). On the same page he argues that: "Syntagmas such as rainbo~ 
fatherhoo~ undo are motivated by the contents of rain and bow, father and -hoo~ Ulr and do. This is 
obviously not the kind of motivation that applies to ablaut and rime combinations. But we may find a 
motivation by form. It cannot, indeed, be denied that rhytmic doubling and the elements of ablaut and 
rime do in fact constitute a motivation, and that these aesthetic elements determine the character of 
the combinations based on them." 
From this brief outline we can see that echo-type reduplication is strongly connected with the 
expressivity of language and emotional description of the reality is actually its main function. That is 
why it occurs primarily in colloquial speech. It is heavily used in plays on words, proverbs etc., where it 
forms longer phrases or sentences (see 8.3). I do not take these rhymed sayings into account and 
focus only on such pairs, which are constituted by two words forming a new lexical item or expression. 
This frequent usage of rhyme, alliteration or assonance even in everyday utterances can be related to 
the poetic nature of language as it is described for example by Jakobson (1960) or Friedrich (1986). 
As the number of examples shows, echo-type reduplication is too strong in evidence, and, 
therefore, it cannot be left out when considering word formation processes that are at work in 
language. Besides rhyme another important factor that stands at the origin of these pairs is sound 
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symbolism. The treatment of this phenomenon goes beyond the frame of this work, some hints can, 
however, be found in the following chapters. Semantically, these pairs are more distinctive than 
semantic reduplication. Here more amount of expressivity is felt and the pairs often refer to vagueness, 
negligence, scarcity or insufficiency of various kind, love and business intriguing, physical appearance 
and mental qualities of men. There are pairs positive in meaning but most of them are negative. 
The study only outlines the problem and offers some suggestions for further research in the 
case of problematic examples. The proposed etymology of certain obscure pairs might not be exact and 
should still be the focus for additional consideration. 
7.3.1 Two words that are similar in meaning 
This group represents the most frequent type of echo-type reduplication. Often, the two words are 
nearly synonymous and either of them can be used alone in the same context. Sometimes, they come 
from the same lexical sphere and the meaning of the pair is a combination of the two meanings. The 
second word only accentuates or complements the meaning of the first word (cf. semantic reduplication 
7.2). The intensity of the whole expression is underlined or multiplied by the similarity in sound of the 
two words, which provokes the attention of the listener and should add more flavour and interest to 
the speech. Here, echo-type reduplication accompanies semantic reduplication and we can talk about 
the interplay of sound and meaning that serves an expressive function. Most frequently these pairs are 
idioms or set expressions. They can be compared with the English wiggle-waggle or teeny-tiny. 
atakkam otukkamakc?8 being humble or modest < (humility, submission, subordination + self-control) 
atarati patarati desperate fighting, hard scuffle, confusion < (troubling, oppressing + scattering, beating) 
anti canti morning and evening < (twilight + evening dusk) 
amayam camayam opportunity < (opportunity, righttime + time; both words are derived from Skt. samaya- time) 
alurikik kuluriku- to shake, tremble < (to move slightly + to shake, jolt) 
a/urikamal nalurikfimalwithout remorse < (to move slightly + to grow faint, wilt; to suffer, pine; to lose stiffness) 
both verbs should be in a negative form to produce this meaning; to use the verb kuluriktr instead of naluriktr is 
also possible 
ajintu ojintu to get spoilt, togo wrong < (ajf to perish, be ruined; to decay; to be defeated + ojf to cease, desist, 
stop; todecline, become extinct; to die, perish) 
ajuttam tiruttamaka firmly and precisely < (firmness + correction) 
araiku[ai the state of being incomplete; sth. left half done < (half + lacking in sth.; flaw, defect; remainder) 
arumai perumaiworth and merit < (greatness, pre-eminence + greatness, dignity, excellence, 
nobleness, grandeur) 
38 There is also the form atakka cutakkam. It does not seem probable that the word cutakkam derives from 
cotakku- "to crack, as the jOints, knuckles; to snap, as the fingers; to crack as lice." 
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ittitaikku muttitaikku when much needed < (smallness, minuteness; obstacle, hindrance impediment + hardship, 
straits) 
itukku mutukku narrow corner < (narrow lane, + corner, narrow winding street) 
i//atatum po//atatum falsehood and slander < Ca word derived from the root if- absence, non-existence + 
bad, vicious, wicked) 
ijukkap pa[ikka barely sufficient < (to pull, draw, haul; to lengthen stretch + to pluck, pick; to pull out) 
ut}(lama/ tif)[ama/ without eating at all < (urr to eat or drink, take food + tiff to eat, to chew, to bite) 
urutci tiratci stockily, muscular < (rotundity, globularity + plumpness) 
urutta/ miratta/brow-beating; bullying < (to afflict, cause pain; to vex + to threaten; to intimidate) 
uruttu purattu fraud; employing fraudulent means < (fraud + deceit, treachery) 
otukku potukkup pa(l(lu to embezzle, to conceal property by omitting to insert it in the list or schedule < (that 
which is apart, separate + omission) 
kakka/um vikka/umay in a dilemma - to hum and haw, to stammer < (vomiting; anything cast out - as from the 
mouth + hiccup) 
karatu muratu (of an area) uneven; rugged < (Iow hill + roughness; coarseness) 
ka~ta na~tam difficulties < (difficulty, trouble + loss, damage, injury) 
kattai kuttai rather short < (shortness, low + shortness, dwarfishness) 
ku/ukkimif)ukki dressy girl < (dressy, mincing woman + showy, attractive woman) 
kU(lta/a ma(lta/am coiling round < (circle + circle, sphere, orbit; disc; coil) 
cattam tittam codes and regulations < (law, rule, order + plan, scheme, project; rule, canon, standard) 
cajittup pu/ittu to become sour (food); to deteriorate (friendship) < (to become stale and sour + to taste sour) 
cerika/ marika/ dim red colour; dimness, as of the evening twilight or eclipse < (burnt brick, as red; red ochre in 
lumps; ruby + decaying, fading; dimness, obscurity; darkness, dusk) 
coccam piccam remainder, rest < (balance, remainder + remnant) 
cottai co//ai minor defects, faults < (excavation, furrow, cavity + that which is decayed, useless; stigma, flaw in 
character) 
cottai co//aiwormeaten, rotten < (that which is worm-eaten, decayed + that which is decayed, carious) 
cojji pajji various snacks < (a kind of sweet meat prepared with semolina in ghee or milk with cashew nuts, etc. + 
snack prepared by dipping thin slices of plantain or potato in flour-paste and frying them) 
tiruka/mu[uka/ crookedness, crumpled condition < tirukLr to twist, turn, wring + mu[ukLr to wriggle, tWist) 
na/ariki malariki be distressed, confused; get very slim, be lean < (to grow faint, wilt, to suffer, pine, to lose 
stiffness + to be confused, bewildered, distressed) 
paW toW (every) nook and cranny < (hamlet, village; cattle pound + tub, cistern; pound; small village) 
pajakkavajakkam customs and habits < (habit, practice; custom + custom) 
miccam coccam remainder, remnant, sruplus + deficiency, balance, arrears 
vatta/um totta/umaka being mere skin and bones; being in an emaciated condition < (thin, being skinny + 
emaciated, weak person or animal) 
163) kajOk6 urika/utaiya arumai perumaika!ai na/e//am kO[ik kontiruppa/. 5/119 
Kajuko keeps telling praises about you all days. 
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164) itu poyi alurikame kulurikame antak kDt/a poyi muttaiyittu [ ... ] 31/139 
It lays eggs into this nest without slightest remorse ... 
165) kura/ukkudyavar kattai kuttaiya{Ja acami. 34/8 
The voice came from a short roly-poly man. 
166) arikuki[a campa!am ijukkap parikka iruppatal oworu ce/avaiyum yocittutta[J ceyya ve(ltiyirukki[atu. 
As our income is niggardly we have to consider every expenditure. 7/159 
167) na[J etu ceyta/um ni cottaico//ai co/ki[ay. 6/171 
Whatever I do you only reproach me. 
168) avarutaiya matuka! el/am vattalum tottalumakat ta[J irukki[J[a[Ja. 7/1199 
All his cows are mere skin and bones. 
The following pairs also consist of two words, which are, however, not so close from the 
semantic point of view. It is difficult to talk about synonymy or similarity of meanings, but still they 
have something in common. They have been put together to describe various aspects of the object or 
"phenomenonll referred to. In several cases the origin of one of the words is not clear and can only be 
guessed at with some degree of certainty. In a few cases one word is obsolete and is not in active use 
any longer. It has been preserved only in these pairs because people like them and remember them as 
a whole. Sometimes, an existing word seems to have been "mutilated" to fit with the other word in the 
rhyming pair. It again points out the superiority of sound over meaning: 
araiku/ayat ta/aiku/aiya very hurriedly < (arai waist, loins + ta/ai head + ku/af to become loose, dishevelled, 
unravelled -> lit. with cloth and hair flying loose) 
anci onci having rest after finishing all the work < (ay- to search, examine, investigate + oy- to cease, come to an 
end; to become tired, weary, weak; to rest) 
ajum pajumay in vain, uselessly; in a ruined condition < (to sink, dive; to be idle, lazy??? + to go to ruin, to be 
laid, waste; to become useless) 
a[uta/ te[uta/ consolation and solace < (consolation + consolation) 
itam tatam atmosphere of a place < (place + place) 
iflai pajai the poor and the destitute < (iflaithe poor + pajaiprobably derived from pa} to be ruined) 
kacariki macariki be confused < (to be squeezed, crumpled; to be exhausted, worn out??? + to become confused, 
to be doubtful) 
karacaram vehemently, heatedly; pungently < (pungency, hot - in taste; savoury + essence) 
karattam porattam strife, dispute, quarrel < (quarrel, dispute + struggle, confrontation) 
kaikku moykku money at the immediate disposal < (kaihand + moymoney presented at the time of 
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a wedding, etc.???; -kku is the dative suffix) 
k6pam tapam rankling, resentment < (anger, wrath, rage, fury, exasperation + sorrow, distress, anguish; not used 
independently any longer) 
cantu pontu nook and corner; by-lane < (narrow street, lane + hole, recess, hollow) 
cuti mati knowledge < (Skt. sruti the Vedas + intellect) 
tattu muttu household articles < (plate; pan; tier + tool, instrument???) 
naIJta piIJta/ rice over-boiled and made pappy < (naIJta/ macerated mass, rice boiled to a pap + piIJtam lump or 
mass???) 
nejivu cujivu ins and outs (of a business); learning or knowing (the ropes) < (nefivu bend, curve, curl; 
crawking, writhing; suffering + the word cujivu may perhaps be connected with cujuvu simple, easy) 
peccu m[jccu signs of life, consciousness < (ability to talk, speech + breath) 
muttuk kuttu painful menstruation < (muttu menses + blow with the knuckles or the fist on the head, cuff???) 
vampu tumpu scandal and gossip; unnecessary interference < (idle talk, gossip; scandal + vulgar or 
slanderous language; not used independently any longer) 
169) itta!]ai najaikkup pi[aku nammutaiya cantippu ippatik k6pamum tapamumay irukkum e!][u na!] 
ni!]aikkavi//ai. 
I did not expect that our meeting after so many days would full of anger and rage. 23/765 
170) iraIJte varutatti/ viyapara nefivu cu!ivuka!ait terintukolJtuvitter. 6/229 
In two years only he learnt all the intricacies of the business. 
171) eppatiyavatu vampu tumpu i//ama/ kariyattai mutittuvita veIJtum. 6/311 
It is important to finish this taks without any unnecessary interference. 
172) vice$am natattaIJum!]a kaikku moykku irukka?29/130 
Let's do something, you say, but have you got any money at hand? 
7.3.2 Two words that are opposite in meaning 
The pairs of this subgroup consist of two words that come from the same lexical sphere but are 
opposite in meaning. The meaning of the whole expression covers the span between the meanings of 
the two words. Collocations of antonyms can be found in many Asian languages (cf. 7.2.8 for Tamil or 
Vacek and Purev-Ocir 1987 for Mongolian) and the similarity of sound again only underlines the 
sappiness of the pair: 
al/um paka/um day in day out < (night, darkness-not used independently any longer + day) 
ettuki[atukkum t[jttuki[atukkum having considered < (to praise, extol + t[j[[U- in spoken language pronounced as 
[tOttu] to defame, slander) 
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ka[Javu na[Javu sleeping and waking < (dream, sleep + wakefulness, reality) 
cataka patakam good and bad < (favourableness; facility + adverse effect, harm) 
nayam pay am kindness blended with reproof < (grace, favour; happiness, joy; civility, attention, courtesy + fear, 
alarm) 
viruppu ve[uppu desire, liking wish; love + disgust, aversion; haterd, enmity; dislike, displeasure 
173) ve/ina{ti/ ve/aikkuc ce/vati/ u//a cataka patakanka!aip pa[[i y6cittuvi{tup pi[aku mutivetu. 7/561 
You should take a decision about going to work abroad only after having consiedered all pros and cons. 
7.3.3 Two Words that are unrelated in meaning 
Even though I have managed to gather only a few examples, they nicely illustrate the case where two 
words that are unrelated in meaning have been put together to form a new expression. The reason 
why the two words occur side by side is in relation to the similarity of sound and the subsequent 
attractiveness of the expression. These expressions stand between the groups of pairs in which the 
reduplicant has an independent meaning (7.3.1 and 7.3.2) and the groups of pairs in which the 
reduplicant is a bound word without any independent meaning (7.3.4 and 7.3.5): 
atittal tirutta/ corrections (in a manuscript) < (to beat, hit, strike etc.??? + to correct - spelling mistakes, 
printing errors etc.) 
ata/i pata/i din and bustle < (noise, bustle, roar + anything very difficult to unravel???) 
erika/ tarikal at proper time < (shout + enduring, bearing, delaying) 
ka(Jma(J teriyama/recklessly, blindly < (ka(J eye ma(J earth, soil; teriyamalwithout seeing) 
tU(Ji ma(Jia general term used to refer to clothes (cloth, textile; garments + precious stone; bell, hour???) 
na(Jtu ci(Jtu kids < (crab + littleness, smallness, trifle; small vessel; dandruff)39 
tDkku nakku hangman's noose and these things < (hangman's noose + tongue???) 
vakai tokai sense of discrimination; details < (kind, class, sort; manner, method, ways, means + sum, 
amount???)40 
174) k(taikki[a itattil kal}mal} teriyamal kutti[Ja[J. 40/28 
He punched without looking left or right anywhere he could. 
Here, we can ask whether the respective words, i.e. mal)i, nal)tu or nakku can really be 
connected with their lexical meanings. They might be just "ill-formed" echo words as we encounter 
them in 7.3.5. The meaning of the last pair also suggests this possibility: 
39 There is also the expression na(Jtu nacukku"little children" (crab + that which is small, little). 
40 The etymology of this expression is unclear. TL says it has come from Telugu vakatoga. 
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175) tiikku mikkup pottU(ltu e[J vfttukku apavatam kO(ltum varave(ltam. 3/59 
You should not bring discredit to my house by hanging yourself or doing such things. 
7.3.4 Echo words 
Echo words are usually defined as a repetition of a lexical item with the initial consonant or syllable of 
the reduplicated part altered according to a certain fixed pattern. Every language that uses echo words 
usually has one syllable reserved for this purpose (for the list of echo constructions in various 
languages, see Trivedi, 1990). The lexical categories that are most frequently echoed are nouns and 
verbs, but adverbs, adjectives and even pronouns can be echoed as well. The words are usually 
bisyllabic, but monosyllabic or polysyllabic words can also be echoed. 
From the semantic point of view, echo words refer to a wider set of things of which the base 
word is the typical example or as Emeneau (1938, p. 113) puts it: "The function of the formation is to 
refer to a specimen which the speaker does not care to identify from among a hypothesized collection 
of identical discrete entities of infinite number or from a hypothesized infinite extension of a non-
discrete handleable entity." It could be translated "X and the like." Echo words usually have a negative 
or slightly sarcastic, ironic connotation. That is why they are used predominantly in negative sentences, 
questions, prohibitions and commands. Arunachalam (1977, p. 8) says in this respect: "So the echo 
word comes to be spoken when the speaker is habitually somewhat laxy to think and choose a word; in 
the context his idea is clearly understood by the person spoken to, who will substitute the subject or 
thought as though it were exactly specified." 
The second word has no meaning by itself and can be considered a bound word. To my 
knowledge there is only one example where an echo word has become an independent lexical item. It 
is the word kimpa!am"regular bribe," which is derived from the word campa!am"salary, pay." 
Dravidian languages use the ki(i)-jgi(l)- pattern, so typical examples of echo words in Tamil 
would be: 
nouns: mecai kicai tables and the like; tables and the other pieces of furniture < (mecaitable) 
verbs: ujaittuk kijaittu toil and moil < (ujai- to work hard, tOil) 
Kean also mentions examples of echo words for adjectives, adverbs, pronouns and whole 
phrases (Kean, 2001, pp. 93-94): 
na//a paiya[J ki//a paiya[J good boy and so forth < (na//a good; paiya[J boy) 
canto~amakak kinto~amakap patate Don't sing joyfully etc. < (canto~amaka joyfuly; patu- to sing) 
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Note that loan words can also be echoed (see examples 170 and 171). As the echo words can 
be easily formed from almost any lexical item, I do not enumerate them here. They are quite frequent 
and can be found even in novels or short stories written in spoken Tamil. Some authors frequently 
employ them (Ashokamitran, Bama and others), others use them very rarely. 
Here I quote a few sentences to illustrate the way echo words are used to indicate feelings of 
the speaker. Notice that besides the echo word urimai kirimai the author uses another pair cattam 
tittam of similar meaning: 
176) vacatiyu!!avarka!ukkut ta[Je inta na.ttu/e cattam tittam el/am. urimai kirimai[J[Ju pepparJe e!utip 
pottuttu Drai emattikki.ttuttiriya[irika. 34/98 
laws are only for the rich ones in this country. You write about rights and justice in newspapers and betray 
the village. 
177) ni i[Ji erikeyavatu vi!untu ki!untu cettuk kittut to/anci po, to/anci pO(7(7e[J. 21/166 
Now you jump into some pit, die and get lost, get lost I said. 
178) po/isavavatu kilisavatu e//oraiyum na//at teriyum. 34/86 
I know very well all these policemen. 
179) tavucca vaykku oru cOfa kifa kutikka perukku oru pettikkata kDta ketaiyatu. 32/188 
There is no even a kiosk to get a soda or something for a thirsty person. 
By means of echo words speakers can signal their attitude towards the topic discussed in the 
sentence. They are an important part of the expressive means of language and the effect of this RC is 
achieved largely by its phonetiC structure. It has been brought to perfection in Bengali where the 
manner of echo words formation is more complex. Bengali language uses several patterns for echOing, 
which can indicate mental attitude of the speaker. According to Ghosh and Sinha (1973) echo words 
can be divided into neutral, which do not imply any mental attitude and non-neutral, which do have 
some expressive connotation. The neutral echo words function as generalizers, e.g. dudh "milk" can be 
echoed dudh tudh "milk and the like." It can also be echoed as dudh phudh to express contempt. 
Ghosh and Sinha distinguish between three patterns: 
ph- to express contempt, e.g. dudh phudh milk and the like 
m-to express a lack of interest, e.g. luci mucibread and the like 
s- to epress a feeling of tenderness, e.g. buro sura old man and the like 
It is not clear from the article, how often these patterns are really used, and whether these 
three patterns plus the neutral one can be applied to anyword to get the whole paradigm. It, however, 
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nicely points out the importance of the phonetic structure of the reduplicative constructions as well as 
the way various mental attitudes are expressed through them. 
Bengali is, however, not the only language, which has developed this complex structure of 
echo-words. Similar situation can also be found in Awadhi and probably several other languages of the 
Indian subcontinent. In Awadhi the replacive phonemes can be w- which denotes generality, and 5-
which denotes contemptibility (Trivedi 1990, p. 58). Here again sound symbolism or phonaestheteics 
come into question. 
7.3.5 False echo words 
Not all authors agree on what constitutes an echo word and what does not. We can come across 
expressions that look like echo words formally but differ from them in several respects. First of all, it is 
not always the lexical element that is echoed. The pairs consist of two words, neither of which can be 
used in the given context independently. They fit somewhere between echo words and expressives. 41 
The origin of the words in the following pairs is quite obscure and I have not been able to connect 
them with any meaningful lexical item. Most of them are taken from dialectal dictionaries and at least 
some of them can be dialectal counterparts of particular words from literary Tamil. This is something, 
however, that should be confirmed by a native speaker: 
aeea/i pueea/iyato itch all over one's body 
aeei pieci bottom and bowels 
araea/ puraea/ in a way one cannot specify, vaguely 
a/ukku pi/ukku ostentation, showing off 
atalai muta/ai vain words 
aeealpaeea/a less than a little, not enough 
a/aeo/a a type of dance 
atalai matalai state of confusion or disturbance 
avattai eovattaiweariness, exhaustion; this expression can also be found in the form avatta eovatta 
kaatafJumuatafJum household utensils 
karavu earavu well built body 
kokku makku juggling, deceiving 
ko/am pDlam to be in a bad condition42 
eappu mOppu bits and pieces 
efttup pOttup po to grasp for breath after hard work 
41 They can be distinguished from expressives in several ways: 1) they are not followed by the quotative word efJ[U 
2) they differ in meaning 3) onomatopoeia are predominantly bimorphemic or monomorphemic words. 
42 The word kO/am might be connected with Skt. ko/aha/a a loud and confused sound, uproar, great and idistinct 
noise. But even in Sanskrit the origin of the word is unclear. 
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tattukuttu Iimitted wisdom 
ti(ltu mU(ltu contradiction, contradictory speech 
tillu mullu deceit, deceitful words, lies 
totu matu money available 
naccam puccaf] remainder 
nekku pDkku ability to say appropriate words when needed 
vatta totta rashness or arrogance in speech 
180) ciccilippu ka(ltatuf]ala pu//aikku ore accali puccaliya irukkum polirukku. 28/35 
Due to the chicken pox the child's body itches all over. 
181) vitu pDra ippatiya ko/am pu/am f]u vacciruppatu. 28/142 
He maintains the house with great negligence. 
182) kaiyila o(l(lum totu matu illamataf] cantaikki povula. 26/163 
As I had no money available I did no go to the market. 
183) nekku pukku terifica a/a pOf]ataf] avarikitta cama/ikkalam. 26/175 
He is a clever monkey. He will help us. 
Secondly, there is a large group of expressions that resemble echo words very closely because 
they are formed from a fully lexical word, which is echoed by altering its first syllable. The reduplicant 
has no meaning by itself and both words form a rhyming pair. Here, the difference is in the way the 
initial syllable is changed. We have seen that an echo word can be formed from practically any lexeme 
in a largely predictable way. In the case of Tamil, the first syllable will be replaced by ki-/ki-, according 
to the quantity of the first syllable of the echoed word. The following expressions, however, develop a 
very unique and unpredictable manner of echoing, which is usually not implemented in other cases. 
Notice, that the reduplicant not always follows the base, in many cases it precedes the base word: 
akkam pakkam neighbourhood, vicinity; around < (??? + pakkam side; neighbourhood, nearness; place) 
acattup picattu behaving foolishly, stupidly < (acatu stupidity + ???) 
ama/i tuma/i great uproar < (amajitumult, uproar, bustle + ???) 
atakka cutakkam humility, modesty< (atakkam humility, unobtrusive behaviour + ???) 
atukitaiyum patukitaiyumaka at any condition, whenever < (??? + patukitai being bed-ridden) 
arattal purattalaka less then a little, not enough < (??? + purattuto turn, bring to the other side) 
a/arika ma/arika confusedly < (??? + malariku- to be confused, bewildered, distressed) 
alluc cillu patuto be frittered < (??? + cillu broken piece) 
a!!atitta//ati unsteady swaying to and fro < (??? +ta//atu- to stagger, falter, be unsteady) 
acarari kocaram tradition, habit < (acaram moral or ethical codes and practices + ???) 
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asti pasti property < (asti property + ???) 
icaku picaku unexpectedly; improperly < (??? + picaku failure, mistake, error, blunder; variance, deviation) 
itakku mutakku cavil, specious objection < Utakku vulgar language, cavil, captious speech; rudeness, pertinacity, 
obstinacy + ???) 
eka[Jaikku muka[Jai opposite to, facing each other < (??? + muka[Jaifore part, front) 
etirum putirumakafacing each other, contrary to sth. < (etirthat wich is opposite + ???) 
e/aiyuri ko/aiyuma being terrified < (??? + ko/ai murder) 
e(la/ kO(la/unevenness, irregularity, crookedness < (??? + kO(la/being crooked, bent, askew) 
eppai cappai that which is useless < (??? + cappai may be connected with cappai that which is tasteless or 
useless) 
kata[ai k[Jta[ai a disreputable woman < (kata[ai one whose ear has been cut off or mutilated??? + ???) 
koficam naficam the little, itsy bitsy < (koficam a little + ???) 
koriku mariku strong and straight < (koriku a species of plant in the Dipterocarpaceae family + ???) 
kO(la/ ma(la/irregular manner, unevenness < (ko(la/being crooked, bent, askew + ???) karainta 137 
k[Jccam naccam shyness, bashfulness < (shyness, bashfulness, modesty, delicacy + ???) 
cakki pakki extra quantity obtained in the bargain, balance < (??? + pakki balance, the rest) 
catai mataiyay by hints, indirectly < (catai hint, gesture + ???) 
c[Jtu vatu guile, cunning < (c[Jtu deceit, cunning + ???) 
tatayam utayam ornaments < (tatayam ornaments + ???) 
naccu piccu ceaseless trouble; incessant chattering < (trouble, worry; bable + ???) 
tal/up pu//u scuffle, pushing and pulling < (ta//u pushing + ???) 
pokkiri cakkiri one who has no refuge < (pokkiri one who has no refuge + ???) 
virikka marikka ostentatively < (virf to open, unfold, expound + ???) 
ve//aium ca//aiyum white dress or clothes < (ve//aiwhite + ???; -um connecting particle) 
/ecu pacuordinarily < (/ecuthat which is easy + ???) 
jo/i ko/i work, affair < (work, occupation + ???) 
184) ni cettu vaccayirvkki[a asti pasti el/am a(ltu a/a a/u i//ye[J[Ju ayvu[iya? 18/52 
Are you crying because there is no one to rule over all this property you have gathered? 
185) majai arattal purattalat ta[J peficatu. 29/45 
It rained just a little. 
186) mar am k6riku marika va/arntirukku. 29/140 
The tree has grown high and strong. 
187) inta j6/i k61i [J[JU el/am peccu ve(ltam. 3/44 
You don't have to tell (me) what are my tasks and duties. 
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Now the question arises as to how these expressions have come into existence. One possibility 
is that the expression originally consisted of two lexical words, one of which might have been distorted 
too much to fit the rhyme or it is simply an archaic word that has stopped being used independently 
and survives only in the pair.43 Blending of two words or remodelling one word to fit the rhyme and to 
remove differences between the two members of the pairs were considered important formative 
processes of reduplicatives (his term) by Thun (1983). As an example he gives the pairs chatter-watter 
« chatter-water) cherry-merry « cheery+merry) and slightly-tightly « slightly tight). The same 
opinion is held by GUntert (1914) who considered rhyme as a sole formative principle of such pairs. 
According to him there are two ways in which these pairs come into existence: 1) originally different 
words with similar meaning have been remodelled so as to become nearly alike; or on the contrary 2) 
words which were similar in form have come closer to each other also in meaning (pp. 10-11). 
Another possibility is that such a word has never existed and the pairs have been formed in a 
process very similar to the process of forming echo words (cf. the word kimpa!am derived from the 
word campa!am as shown above). This would mean that they are very close to echo words, only they 
have been formed irregularly. This is quite probable because we can come across many such "ill-
formed" echo words, not only in other Indian languages (cf. for example Apte 1968 for Marathi, 
Mustafa 1979 for Dakkhni, Hettiaratchi 1959 for Sinhalese, Smekal 1979 for Hindi, Bhaskararao 1977 
for Telugu, or Goswami 1957 for Kamrupi), but also in other language families that use echo words 
extensively (cf. for example Leslau 1961 for Ethiopian).44 This is especially the case in pairs of words 
where one of them differs as a result of the loss of the initial consonant and these are quite frequent in 
Indian languages. Whether or not all these constructions are really "ill-formed" echo words, or, on the 
contrary, the echo words have evolved from such ill-formed pairs as the pattern of echoing has been 
gradually "standardized," is difficult to ascertain. Here, it is important to say that alliteration, 
reduplication and rhyme as an expressive device are peculiar to Tamil from at least the Sangam age 
(cf. Sangam poetry). Tamil speakers do not hesitate to use them in a great variety of ways and on 
plenty of occasions, which could explain the existence of these "ill-formed" echo words. 
However, several other explanations relating to the possible origin of these pairs are at hand. 
We have noticed that it is not always the second word that cannot be etymologized. In the first few 
examples it is the first word that is a bound word and the two words mostly differ only in the absence 
of the initial consonant. Consider, for example, the pair a/a(Jkamalarika. Interestingly enough, there is 
another expression malankamalanka/ which has exactly the same meaning as ala(Jkamalanka and is 
43 Pairs in which one word is archaic and not used independently any longer are not infrequent. We have seen, for 
example, the pairs kopam tapam or a//um paka/um (cf. above). 
44 Leslau (1961, p. 207) uses the term echo words in a somewhat broader sense and includes: 1) echo-words in 
which both words have meaning 2) echo-words in which the first word only has meaning 2) echo words in which 
the second word only has meaning 4) echo-words in which none of the components has meaning by itself, the 
meaning resulting from the complex. It is evident that the main criterion for him is the phonological shape of the 
pair and his classification is parallel to the classificiation of echo-type reduplication as applied in this study. 
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also very frequent.45 It seems to be possible that the word malanka was originally fully reduplicated, 
and subsequently the initial consonant was removed so that it sounded better.46 In Tamil, lexical 
reduplication is much more frequent than echo-type reduplication and employs a lot of functions. It 
would seem that the expressions parakkapparakka (confused) and arakkapparakka (hurriedly, in a 
haste) represent a somewhat similar situation. This, however, cannot explain the origin of all the pairs. 
Change of a vowel or a consonant may also be, at least in several cases, the reflection of the 
semantic charge of the pair, i.e. it may be of iconic character. Vowel (somewhere perhaps even 
consonant) variation represents the sense of "irregularity, unevenness, disorder, diversity" etc. as in the 
English helter-skelte~ pell-mell, higgledy-piggledy or Czech hala bala, cik cak, cimpr campr and taio 
ptaio. According to Carnoy (1918) it goes hand in hand with our instinct for the rhythm in the language 
(see below 7.3.7). 
It is not always necessary that both words should be connected with any meaningful lexical 
item in the strict etymological sense. The meaningful word can only "reverberate" in the reduplicated 
word. Thus, the pair uppuccappu "taste" consists of the word uppu "salt" and the word cappu. The 
latter can perhaps be connected with the verb cappu- "to suck, chew": 
uppuccappu of food - taste; of speech, etc. - interest < (uppu salt + cappu may be connected with cappu- to 
masticate, suck, chew; d. cappukkottu- relish a dish or an item of food by making a click) 
The word cappu is hardly ever used as a noun in this sense. Nonetheless, the reverberation of 
this verb and possibly also the verb cappitu- "to eat" can be felt in this expression. The whole pair is 
thus interesting for the speakers because it rhymes and joins two words that can be connected with 
two meaningful words related to taste and eating. 
This pair is currently in use but the Tamil Lexicon (p. 2153) and Catacivam (1966, p. 64) 
mention a similar older form nappuccappu. The origin of the word nappu is unclear. It seems possible 
that there was an expressive, which was gradually changed to fit with meaningful lexical items (for 
expressives with phonetic change, see the next paragraph). The possibility of the origin from another 
(e.g. Munda language) should also be taken into account. 
Whether or not the other pairs are also examples of a similar process, or the other word has 
simply been forgotten or distorted too much, is difficult to say. Here I would like to warn against any 
hasty conclusion. The origin of these pairs must be considered individually if it is to be found at all, as it 
may differ in various examples. 
45 There is also the pair na/ariki ma/ariki "be distressed, confused" (cf. above). 
46 In the same way Blatml (1990, p. 177) explains the origin of similar expressions in English, Czech and Russian: 
Cz. ha/a> * ha/aha/a > ha/aba/a "messily," Ru. cha/a> cha/acha/a> cha/aba/a "superficial man/' Eng. hullo> 
*hullohullo> hullaba/oo"fuss, uproar." Etymological dictionaries only support this thesis. 
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7.3.6 Alliteration 
Besides rhyme the aliteration also plays an important role in formation of certain pairs. They consist of 
two words similar in meaning and they begin with the same syllable. I have listed here only a few pairs 
to illustrate the point, more examples can be found in paragraphs above: 
ki(ltik ki!a[u- (to stir; to make or prepare by stiring; to probe, poke + to stir; to make or prepare by stirring; to 
arouse, kindle, provoke) 
kU(ltum kujiyum potholes (hollow, lowness; pool, pond + pit, hole, cavity, depression; tank, pond) 
cikkuc ci/uku (intricacy, complication; obstacle, impediment + trouble, affliction; perplexity) 
tappit tava[i (to err, mistake, blunder, fail + to err, mistake, blunder) 
pikka/ piturika/minor vexations; claims - which one is subject to < (pikkutrouble, intricacy, perplexity, hindrance??? 
+ annoyance, vexation) 
pikkuppicakutrouble, worry< (trouble, intricacy, perplexity, hindrance + failure, mistake, error, blunder) 
mukki mu[]aku- to do sth. with much difficulty < (to strain in order to do sth.; groan + to mutter, murmur, 
grumble, moan) 
pi[][]ip pi(lai- to plait, braid, lace, knit, weave, entwine, interweave + to entwine, conjoin, unite) 
va/am va(lmai (fertility, productiveness, luxuriance; abundance, fullness + fruitfulness, fertility, abundance) 
7.3.7 Partly reduplicated expressives 
The last group of words that seem to make use of phonetic parallelism is partly reduplicated 
expressives (for the treatment of expressives see 7.3). I have gathered more than 70 examples of such 
expressives, most of which can be found in the Tamil Lexicon. That is why I do not list them here. In a 
few cases they can be derived from fully lexical words (or the other way round): 
kO(lu- to be bent, curved, crooked, oblique 
> kO(la/ wryness, obliquity, hump, crookedness (a verbal noun derived from the verb kO(lu-) 
> kO(la/ma(la/ irregular manner, unevennes < (being crooked, bent, askew + ill-formed echo word?) 
> kO(lama(lave[]al expr. signifying confusion or disorderliness47 
Most of them are of onomatopetic character and no connection with lexical words can be 
established. Several bisyllabic partly reduplicated expressives can be compared with completely 
reduplicated ones: 
ci!uci!e[]a/onom. expr. of bubbling, as boiling water 
ci!upu!e[]a/onom. expr. of bubbling, as boiling water 
47 This pair can also be found in the form kO(lakka ma(lakka. 
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topputtippeoalonom. expr. signifying falling with a thumping noise or sound of falling blows 
topputtoppeoalonom. expr. signifying falling with a thumping noise or sound of falling blows 
nacunacu- to waver; to be continually drizzling; to be damp; to tease, trouble 
nacunaceoalexpr. signifying dampness; toughness, tenacity; troubling, teasing; drizzling; wavering 
nacupiceoal expr. signifying dampness; toughness, tenacity; troubling, teasing; drizzling; wavering 
188) pa[avaika! el/am kacmiicce!}[u kattikkof}tu pa[akkat totarikvi.ttaoa. 41/181 
All birds screeched and flew away. 
It is difficult to say what role the rhyming sound plays in this case. It may be connected with 
their semantic charge as Carnoy (1918, pp. 112-113) puts it: "The proof of the actual existence of such 
an instinct for what has been called, by Van Ginneken, a sound accent is easily found in the 
spontaneous dissimilation in onomatopoeias such as Eng. dingdong, seesaw, chitchat, tiptop, and Fr. 
zigzag, tictac, brie et broc. The same diffrentiation has been introduced in Eng. shi//y-sha//yfrom shall 
I, shall 1. Such groups are found in all languages. They are onomatopoeias representing movements in 
which the up and down of the activity is symbolized by high tone and clear vowel alternating with low 
tone and faint vowel." 
Another reason that Carnoy sees behind this variation of vowels and consonants in various 
pairs is our instinct for balancing rhythm (Ibid., p. 113), which is very close to my view. I assume that 
the echo type reduplication (the similarity of sound, rhyming) plays here a role very similar to the one 
in the examples presented above. It allows speakers to attack the subconciousness of the listener and 
deliver the information in a special way. The subtle change of the sound adds more flavour to the 
whole expression. 
This, however, needs to be proved in case of Tamil on the basis of a comparison involving 
completely and partly reduplicated onomatopoeia, something that requires the intuition of the native 
speaker. For the time being, I leave this question open. 
7.3.8 Summary 
We have seen that the phonetic pattern of reduplicated structures plays an undeniable role in Tamil, 
mainly on the expressive level. Besides riddles, anecdotes or plays on words that usually contain a lot 
of rhymed expressions in all languages, this feature in Tamil appears to be one of the formative 
principles of the lexicon. It often occurs with semantic reduplication as its accompanying or 
supplementary feature. Besides "ideal" pairs, in which two lexical words similar in meaning stand side 
by side and rhyme, there are also pairs of words that differ considerably in meaning, and pairs of words 
that are totally unrelated in meaning. The reason why they collocate is again their similarity in sound. 
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This makes them interesting for the listeners and it is the reason why many archaic words have been 
preserved and are used in these pairs even today. It means that the semantic level has been in many 
cases subordinated to the phonetic level and the descriptive level has been subordinated to the 
expressive or emotional level. 
This is clearly visible in the case of "false echo words." Here the speaker gives up the effort to 
find a suitable rhyming word and simply "invents" a "new" word that imitates the phonetic structure of 
the preceding word. This process is even simplified in the case of echo words that might have gradually 
evolved from this context. Here, the speaker creates a rhyming pair from, baSically, any lexical word by 
a simple trick, and the effect of its meaning, as well as the understanding of the listener, are 
guaranteed. By means of these constructions, the speaker acts on the emotions of the listener and 
wants his speech to be impressive. They are an important part of the expressive means of language 
and by these constructions speakers express their attitude towards a particular thing. A similar process 
seems to be at work even in the case of onomatopoeia and expressives, where many words have been 
created on the same principle. This, however, still needs to be proved. 
Echo-type reduplication can thus be considered as another formal subgroup of the reduplicative 
process. It often accompanies other types of reduplication and it is one of the features responsible for 
the creation of new collocations. The richness and complexity of the examples calls for further and 
more elaborate research. 
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8. PHRASAL REDUPLICATION 
In the beginning of the study I divided reduplicative constructions into five bigger groups with regard to 
what is reduplicated. The following examples show that basic features of lexical reduplication can be 
applied not only to words but also to phrases or clauses. The assertion that reduplication is a process 
that involves phonemes, morphemes, words, phrases or sentences can be found in numerous articles 
but as refers to reduplication of phrases or longer utterances only very few authors documented this 
assertion with examples. To my knowledge only three authors (Fitzpatrick-Cole 1996, Lidz 2000 and 
Keane 2005) tackled this problem in a greater detail. They all focused on echo-type constructions and 
came to different conclusions relating its formation. I do not go into much detail relating formal 
properties of these RCs and I present here a few more examples to show that formal and semantic 
properties that were found in case of lexical reduplication are productive not only on the word but also 
on the sentential level. 
8.1 Reduplication of phrases wih no modification 
We have seen that the most important function of identical word reduplication is iteration and 
intesification. The folowing examples illustrate that the same meaning can be delivered even within 
phrases. The last example is expecially noticable as the reduplicated phrases are separated by a finite 
verb: 
189) milccu variki milccu variki mi(ltum mi(ltum kutipparka/. 18/78 
They drank again and again while breathing deeply. 
190) atutta va!ai atutta va!ai e[J[U irupatu na(ltuka/ukku met pititta! 18/142 
(She went) from one hole to another and caught more than twenty crabs. 
191) pil alampip pil alampip pu mitantatu. 55/890 
Flowers were floating in (the water) while wabbling rhythmicaly (in the current). 
192) kofica neram viffu kofica neram viffu kuppittu varuki[arka! 54/80 
They called while after while. 
193) najuvik kOlJtu najuvi kOlJtu pay vituki[irka! 2/132 
You just keep escaping. 
194) vaji keffu vaji keffu tamparam varaikkum natante vante[J. 42/141 
Asking the way repeatedly I reach Tambaram by walk. 
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195) polambikkittu ketakkiye polampikkittu. 48/41 
You do not do anything else, just mourning. 
8.2 Reduplication of phrases for semantic reasons 
As refers to longer utterances, repeating the same thing in different words for the sake of emphasis, 
persuasion etc. is to a greater or lesser extent common to speakers of all the languages in this world. 
Here it is probably impossible to discriminate between mere repetition, reduplication and say 
paraphrase. It is not my aim to define exactly these categories relating utterances larger than a word 
as it would require going through more material and perhaps not yield much tangible conclusions. 
An extraordinary example to the point is the collocation patta paka/ (broad daylight) vetta 
ve/iccam (bright light) as in patta paka/i/ vetta ve/iccatti/ intap patuko/ai natantirukkiratu.48 Both parts 
can be used individually and the whole expression testifies that Tamil has a strong tendency to 
reduplicate. Note that in (196) a phrase originally Sanskrit words stands side by side phrase consisting 
of Tamil words. I found this interesting example in Kalki who says it about a lady who nearly drowned: 
196) itu ta[Jakkup pu!!ar ja!!mam maru pirappu.49 23/295 
It was for her a new birth, new birth (i.e. rebirth) 
Other interesting examples of the reduplication of a whole phrase are: 
197) e[J[Ja vekka~ e[J[Ja cDtu! 
It is very very hot! (lit. What heat, what a scorcher!) < vekkaiheat cDtuwarmth, heat 
198) netitu va!arntu nilJtu patarntu orlkit ta!aittirukkum a/a viruk?am [ ... ] 23/922 
Long grown long spread well growing and flourishng banyan tree .. . 
199) a[pa canto?am. ma/ivu makilcci. 4/79 
Poor happiness. Mean joy. 
48 "This cold-blooded murder happened in the broad daylight." Annamalai et alia 2006, p. 955. 
49 The expression pU[Jar ja[Jmam comes from Sanskrit while ma[u pi[appu is Tamil calque. 
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8.3 Phonetic features of repeated phrases 
Phonetic parallelism plays very important role in the formation of longer utterances as well. Many 
sayings, proverbs and various plays on words has it as one of the formative principles. They can be 
found in dictionaries of proverbs and that is why I do not enumerate them here, except for just a few 
examples: 
200) vitta ku[ai totta ku[ai 6/334 
The unbroken chain of affinities 
201) ksa(lac cittam ksa(lap pittam 32/93 
One moment smart another moment fool. 
202) i!aittavao e!!ai vitai kojuttavao ko!!ai vitai. 26/285 
Everybody should act in accordance with their means. 
Notice that the echo-formation by means of the substitution of the first syllable by ki/ki- pattern 
can also be applied to phrase: 
nalla paiyao killa paiyao good boy and so forth < (nalla good; paiyao boy) 
But one-time creations are also not infrequent. Schiffman (1971, p. 38) says about the 
following pair: "This poetical play on words exhibits the rhytmical nature of some puns in Tamil; 
because Tamil is basically a syllabically oriented language, such puns abound in the plays you are 
reading": 
203) sinkil cuntaram tabbil tantaram 48/35 and 38 
Single Cundaram double cunning. 
Such nonce creations that only wait to possibly become lexical units are quite difficult to detect 
unless one is in everyday contact with the language. They are nonetheless quite common and can be 
found again in other languages as well (cf. for example the English greeting "See you later, alligator' 
and the response "In a while/ crocodile," Example taken from Rastall 2004, p. 38). 
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8.4 Summary 
I presented here a few examples of reduplication of phrases, but I did not go into great details. The 
possibility of reduplication of even supralexical elements, however, clearly shows that reduplication 
cannot be considered exclusively a morphological process similar to affixation or compounding. More 
research is needed in this sphere. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
We have seen that reduplication is a very productive phenomenon in Tamil. Namely the lexical 
reduplication is very rich in functions and has three major subgroups, i.e. identical word reduplication, 
semantic reduplication and echo-type reduplication. 
The reduplicative constructions can be roughly divided into constructions referring to quantity 
and constructions referring to guality. The former ones are considered slightly grammaticalized forms of 
simple repetition, which have gradually acquired some more general meanings. Typical example of 
quantitative reduplication in Tamil is the reduplication of identical word, which is used for the 
expression of plurality, distribution, intensification, iteration, graduality and several other notions. 
The latter ones, i.e. qualitative reduplication include namely semantic and echo-type 
reduplication. They are used for very accurate description of the world, for formation of new words or 
expressions, and, the echo-type reduplication due to its rhytmical character is often used for an 
emotive expression of the feelings of the speaker. 
Reduplication of phrases can be considered an extension of lexical reduplication. Even within 
the phrasal reduplication the three major subgroups can be delimited on the same principles as we 
have seen it in case of lexical reduplication. 
Morphological reduplication is somewhere considered highly grammaticalized reduction of 
complete, i.e. identical word reduplication. In Tamil it is confined to only a few types of constructions. 
Bound word reduplication has several specific features. It stands somewhere between 
morphological and lexical reduplication. 
We have seen that besides typical and frequent reduplicative constructions there are many 
marginal and less prototypical ones, which are, however, very important links and can give us 
important testimony about the process of reduplication. The great number of examples of Res nicely 
document the richness and innovation of the process of reduplication and subsequently of the 
expressive level of the language. 
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Desiderata 
The formal properties of certain RCs have not been described in great detail for several reasons. This 
should be amended after more material is amassed. The problem of reduplication of phrases with 
which I dealt only marginally would also deserve more attention. I almost altogether ignored the 
diachronic point of view. Going through older texts and comparing the obtained material with the RCs 
occurring in contemporary Tamil would be a great asset. The last important challenge is cross-linguistic 
comparison after we have at our disposal detailed description of this phenomenon in other languages. 
This would yield more general conclusions. 
Key words: repetition, reduplication, Tamil, echo-words, expressives, expressivity 
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Resume in English 
The study deals with the phenomenon of reduplication in contemporary Tamil. In the beginning 
it tries to distinguish between reduplication and mere repetition. There is no sharp border between the 
two phenomena as they have much in common and some of the reduplicative constructions have 
evolved from simple repetition. These constructions underwent certain process of grammaticalization 
and gradually acquired more general meaning. Other possible sources of the origin of RCs are baby 
talk, onomatopoeitc words or language contact. Very important aspect here is the establishment of the 
pattern of reduplication, which after taking roots in the language can be productively used as a model 
for further expressions. 
The main criteria for distinguishing between reduplication and repetition have been put as 
follows: the form of the units of input/output, number of copies, communicative reinforcement, 
intonation, possibility of insertion of further segments, meaning and the context in which these 
constructions occur. 
The greater part of the study deals with the reduplicative constructions themselves. First, it 
classifies them into six big groups according to what is reduplicated: morphological reduplication -
reduplication of a morpheme or part of a word; bound word reduplication - a special group of 
reduplicated bound words appended with the quotative word; lexical reduplication - reduplication of a 
word, and phrasal reduplication - reduplication of a phrase or sentence. Lexical reduplication can be 
further subdivided into three major subgroups, i.e. identical word reduplication, semantic reduplication, 
i.e. reduplication of (nearly) synonyms; and echo-type reduplication, i.e. reduplication of a word with 
some phonetiC change to form a rhyme. 
As refers to the typlogy of reduplication I assume that its neat classification is a difficult task. 
All the groups have further subgoups with a lot of overlaps and mergers and only vaguely delimited 
boundaries. It is in full accordance with one of the basic principles of cognitive linguistics, which view 
language categories not as clearly delimitated but as units with fuzzy boundaries that exhibit family 
resemblance and prototypicality effect. This means that some members of one category are more 
central than others and membership in a category is conditioned by certain number of common 
features. 
After the classification the study brings detailed description of various RCs with special 
attention to less frequent and less typical constructions. Some of the Res can have various meanings 
and functions, which is documented by examples taken from dictionaries, novels and short stories. The 
examples are very important asset of the study as a special care was taken to illustrate the productivity 
and wide semantic scope of reduplicative constructions in Tamil. 
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Resume cesky 
Pri3ce se zabyva reduplikad v tamilstine. Krome obvyklych typCl reduplikace se soustredl predevslm na 
mene caste typy, ktere se dosud nebjevily v publikadch ostanlch autorCl vClbec anebo jen ve velmi 
omezene mire. Tyto priklady nejen dokreslujl celou podstatu reduplikace jako jevu, ale take vYPovldajl 
o vztahu jednotlivych typCl reduplikace mezi sebou. Dokazujl zejmena, ze jasne ohranicenl urCitYch 
jazykovych jevCl je spIse jen pranlm nekterYch jazykovedcCl nez platnou realitou. V tomto pripade 
vychazlm z principCl kognitivnl lingvistiky, ktera nahllzl jazykove kategorie jako ne presne vymezitelne, 
ale jako jednotky vykazujld druhovou podobnost a efekt prototypu (prototypica/ity effect). To znamena, 
ze u nekterYch clenCl dane kategorie se objevuje vice typickych rysCl nez u ostatnlch a jsou tedy pro 
danou kategorii vice typicke a reprezentativni. Prislusnost v dane kategorii je pak podmlnena poctem 
urcitYch spolecnych rysCl. 
V uvodu se prace snazl vymezit samotny pojem reduplikace a odlisit reduplikaci od prosteho 
opakovanl, ze ktereho reduplikace casta vznika a se kterYm se castecne prekrYva. Prestoze hranice 
mezi obema jevy nenl nijak ostra, dajl se alespon typicke priklady odlisit na zaklade intonace, vyznamu, 
mozneho dClrazu, forme vstupnlch a vystupnlch jednotek, poctu opakovanl, moznosti vlozenl dalslch 
slov a v neposlednl rade konextu, ve kterem se oba jevy nejcasteji vyskytuji. Mnohe formy reduplikace 
se vyvinuly z prosteho opakovanl, prodelaly urCitou mlru gramatikalizace a postupne zlskaly obecnejsl 
vYznam. To platl zejmena 0 reduplikaci tehoz slova, jez se pouzlva k vyjadrenl plurality, habitualu, 
frekventativu nebo imperfektu. Dalslmi zdroji reduplikativnlch konstrukd jsou detska mluva, 
onomatopoeticke vyrazy a jazykovy kontakt. 
Prace rozdeluje reduplikaci v tamilstine na ctyri zakladnl skupiny, podle toho, co se opakuje: 
morfologickou (opakovanf cast! slov), opakovanl zavislych slov, lexikalnl (opakovanl slov) a reduplikaci 
frazi. Lexikalnl reduplikace je tvorena tremi velkymi podskupinami a to: opakovanl tehoz slova, 
opakovanf vyznamu pomod dvou fonologicky odlisnych slov a reduplikaci echoveho typu, kde hraje 
velkou roli foneticka struktura cele konstrukci tvorid vlastne rYm. 
Nasledne se prace venuje jednotlivym druhClm reduplikace, popisuje jejich forma In! aspekty a 
predevslm pak vYznamy a funkce. Vse bohate doklada peclive vybranymi prlklady ze soucasne tamilske 
literatury. Mnozstvl prikladCl ilustruje produktivitu, inovativnost a bohatost reduplikace coby velmi 
vyznamne expresivnl slozky jazyka. 
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